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ABSTRAC! 

Jl.lVenile probatione.rs in three counties were 

administered two personality tests each at the begin-

ning of probation supervision. One hundred and fifty-

eight juveniles in Prince George's County, thirty-

eight Harford County probationers,. and twenty-nine 

Baltimore County delinquents were tested on the Jesness 

Inventory and the' Personal Opinion Study. . The Jesness 

Inventory is a 155 item true and false personality 

inventory designed for use with delinquent populations 

and providing scores on ten personality characteristics. 

The Personal Opinion Study is a 100 item true and false 

personality questionnaire also designed for use with 

delinquent groups and yielding scores on three person-

ality characteristics. The purpose of the testing 

project was to assess the utility of these psychological 

instruments for evaluating probation effectiveness. 

Analysis of psychological profiles of t he pre-test group 
I 

concluded that Prince George's, Balt~more and Harford 

County probationers are basically' alike in their person-

ality characteristics. It was found that the Blacks in 

the study group tended to receive the same scale scores 

ii 

.' 

. . 

as the t\1hites, wit'h the particular exception of only 

()ne scale! of the Jesness Inventory. Additional analyses 

Clf scale responses found that the Jesness Inventory, 

contrary to exp,ectation, does not distinguish betwee~ 

probationeI:s who differ in delinquency history. 

Due to the early departure of the re~earcher to 

return to school, analysis of test profiles before and 

after probation supervision' was made on only thirty 

probationers. Final analysis of pre and posttests must 

a~ai t completion of' the testing project, perhaps by 

January, 1975. Tentative findings are that probationers 

are not adversely affected by;;th-ei,r probat ion exp erience. 

They appear improved on seven personality characteristics 

and worse off on none. Of the threB personality scales 

that seem most valuable for evaluating probation effec-

tiveness, probationers appear improved on oneo 

It was concluded that evaluation of the effectiveness 

of probation with personality test should be continued, 

although it is fully realized that this method does not 

yield definitive program assessment. The Department of 

Juvenile Services has had much difficulty fulfilling its 

legislative maridate to evaluate existing programs, but it 

is hoped that this study signals the beginning of more 

. 
research of an evaluative nature. 
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PREFACE· 

This report describes a research study on the 

evaluation of juvenile probation and on the assessment 

of the utility of a measurin~ instrument for evaluating 

probation - the personality inventory. The need for· 

evaluation of juvenile probation and development and 

validation of evaluation instruments is great in the 

correctional fieldG This study was guided by the belief 

that personality testing is a potential source of valuable, 

although not definitive, scientific evidence of the ef-

~ectiveness of correctional programs. 

This study could not have been possible without the 

help of a number of people, to whom the writer expresses 

his appreciation~ Te~ G. Sanza, formerly Prince George's 

County Probation Supervisor, the Hon. James Taylor, Judge 

of the Seventh Judicial (;oci.:ct, and the Hon. Robert H. 

Mason, Master for Juvenile Causes, Prince George's 

COunty, made much of the research possible by their 

official sanction and ~ooperation. I am. grateful, too, 

for the encouragement, advice and kindness of several 

people in particular with whom I have had contact during 
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my two years at the Departme. nt of Juv' en1."·l.e ~ Ser111i.ces, 

inCluding: Ruth Schliemann, Bill Tabron;, Rick Brown, 

Dr. Stan Feldstein, Dr. Alvin Cohn, Jackie Rat'tiner , 
Sandra Green, Chuck Wilkinson, and Marty Jacobs. A 

note of appreciation also goes· to my· secretary, Ramona 

Judd, :for her assistance in prepa·r1." ng th" 1.5 manuscript. 

Patrick A. Langan 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The present study of the effectiveness of juvenile 

probation is the produ~t or growing interest in cor-

rectional evaluation research. Signs of interest can. 
, . 

be found her(~ and there throughout the early history of 

20th century penal_ reform but in recent years there has 

been almost. a preoccupation with the need for scientif-

ically establishing the effectiveness of correctional 

programs iilnd services. One astute researcher, for example, 

succinctly summarizes the necessity for evaluation of 

juvenile probation this way (McEachern, 1968:2): 

Considering the magnitude of crime and delin
quency in this country, and the immense 
resources of time, money, and talent which 
must be devoted to solving or merely contain
ing these problems, it is apparent that we are 
past the point where ~ood intentions, intui
tions, trial and error, charismatic wi2ardry, 
or merely habit and tradition can remain the 
major determinants of policy and practice in 
the field of [!)robation. The alternative is 
obvious: research and training. 

That ~ssessments of juvenile probation have been infrequent 

and seldom systematic is hardly a source of comfort to 

scientific eva1!latorso Tools, procedures and methods 

have not been firmly established. Coupled with the fact 

th t h · f \. . a researc 1S 0 ten. \'\1ewed by probation administrators 
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as some superfluous intrusion, the consequences are that 

research eval~ations (and the present study is no excep-

tion) rarely proceed without problems; e.g., problems 

involved with ethics, with logistics and procedures, 

with cooperation and understanding~ 

Because evaluai:ion regarding program performance is 

inadequate in Maryland and because probation a.dministrators 

have expressed an interest in eval~ation tools, the 

present study was undertaken to assess juven,ile probation 

.using a specixic kind of tool - the personality inventory. 

In exfect, then, two eval?ations comprise the nresent 

research:' evaluation of probation and evaluation of the 

assessment tool: If we look at evaluation study as 

essentially comprising three core questions, the explora-

tion of the utility of personality questionnaires for 

evaluation is a logical step towards undprsta~dinq t~e 

effects of probation treatment. In the context of a 

probation study these core questions are: 

1. What are the objectives of juvenile probation? 

2e How does juvenile probation attempt to achi~ve 
these objectives? 

3m How can the effectiveness of these proha tion 

practices be objectively measured? 

By definition, then, the present evaluation study is 

. I 
I 
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incomp~etee This'-is because only the third essential 

question - How can the effectiveness of these r'robation 

practices be objectively measured? -is systematically 

addressed in the rages that follow. . That the writer 

has been unable to thorou;Jhly and systematicallY. treat 

the other two questions is unfortunate but understandable 

if we realize t hat the evaluation of juvenile probation 

is quite time consuming and costly; it requires experienced, 

skilled researchers;, it demands equally the suppo'rt of 

treators, administrators and policy makers. But unless 

scientific efforts-are made to study the social practices 

-that are collectively referred to as juvenile probation, 

defenders of oui juvenile justice system will bp hard 

pressed to defend themselves from well meaning critics 

such as Wilkins (1969:9) who says: 

It is a suprisin'J and perhaps even shockin:) 
fact that our present-day society is en'JCl.',wd 
in many actiyi ties v.rhich haV'2 no more su;-:port 
in terms of reliable evidence than the incan
tations'of medicine me~n and the potions of 
witches. 

• I 

4 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

.~, 

Impetus for the present study comes from 1e;;}islative. 

mandate. In 1966 the Maryland General Assembly enacted 

Senate Bill 234 Which authorized creation of the Maryland 

Department of Juvenile Services (hereaf~er referred to as 

DJS). Previou::dy, juvenile services were provided by 

county probation officers, or by the DepartmGnt of Public 

Welfare, or by local welfare departments, or by the 

Department of Probation and Parole. The legislation 

specifically stipulated that the newly created agency 

must have a research office to routinely collect and 

compile statistics and to assess existing programs. 

AlthouJh some assessment¢, in the form of postrelease 

recidivism statistics, has been completed, additional 

~ research staff was needed to more thorouqhly perform 

this vital function. Despite the legis1at~ve intent, 

repeated requests in the annual budget for additional 

staff were rejected by the legislature. LE~~ grant 3170-

RES-2, "Research Assistance-Staf,f Posti tions," awarded 

through the '~vernorls Commission on Law Enforcement 

and Administration of Justice, however, did provide DJS 

with two additional researchers for a three year period. 

'One researcher was assigned to data collection involving 

I 
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juvenile institutions and one (the writer) to juvenile 

probation offices. Th\:! objective of the grant proj€ct 

was (1971:14) It ••• to develop the ability to objectively 

evaluate program effort in which results can be supported 

by statistical evidence. H Th~ grant (1971:14) also 

specified that It ••• further inquiry will 'be made into the 

possi.bility of uti.lizing pre and post-testing in an effort 

to measure changes in attitudes, opinions and personality 

of juveniles who have extended contact with juvenile 

courts and institutions." ~vhat was Simply described by 

the grant as H:further inquiry" into the potential utility 

of attitudinal and personality testing for evaluation 

resul ted in the present stud~,r which emphasizes the need 

for greater attention to technical and procedural matters 

associated with attempts to evaluate probation effective-

ness with two personality inventories .. 

Design of the present study calls for the adminis-

tration of the personality tests to juvenile probationers 

at the beginning and end of "probation treatment.'" For 

this purpose, the Jesness Inventory* (Appendix I) and the 

*A personality inventory developed by Carl F. Jesness, 
Ph.D. Consultin,] Psychologists Press, 577 College Avenue, 
Palo Alto, California (1962) 

, :, 
;1 
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Personal Opinion Study** (Appendix II) were selected. 

The decision to utilize these particular tests was made 

for several reasons. Because the researcher assigned to 

. ·1· t';tut';ons '."as already admini ster-evaluate the Juven~ e ~ns... _ 

ing both tests on a large scale basis, use of the same 

test in the probation setting was belie~ed to be a logical 

step toward maximizing understandin~ of the utility of 

these instrumen s. n t Ho"'ever, primar.y incentive for selection 

of the Jesness Inventory for the study was provided hy 

It 't· :ceport prepared by t~e Jo'ln Howard a maj~r consu ,a ~on 

f DJS The Assoc ';ation's recomlllendation Association or. ~ 

with regard to the Jesness Inventory is contained in the 

following excerpt from that report (1972 :;64) : 

The ~?esness Personal i ty Inventory ••• is a 
recognized instrument for evaluatin) chan':e. 
Since this inventory will have been mad~ 1n 
the future upon referral to intake for 10rmal 
handling, periodic inventories conducted thpre-

, t pare ",'i tho after will have the bas~c one 0 com 
Among other factors, the Jesness In~0ntory 

. t r'ty value measures social adjustment, ~mma u ~ , . 
orientation, ~lienation feelings, a'1rpss~on 
and wi t!ldrat-\'a1.. These .are key factors rtf. cct
ing delinquency. fhe ability of thp tP~t,to 

. , , . f ff1c10ncy meet the requirements of br~e ness, e '. 
and economy have, been attested to by compet1tors 
and correctional arnninistTators. 

of t he consultin~ firm, the Based on the recommendation 

by Herbert C. Qllay and ** A personality inventory 
Donald R. Peterson (1968). 



, 

emphasis or this report ~ 
-_ 1S on th J 

. e e.sness Inventory 
rather than the P 

er.sonal Opinion Study. 
f A third reason 
or selection _of these 

tests stems from 
:few person l' . the fact that 

a ~ty ~nventor' 
l.es desi;Jned 

specifically for Use 
with delinquent populations are 

current.ly· ~ . 
therefore , 
to a large 

choice~ 

. .. -

. aV~~lable and 
the decision to USe t h ' 
. ' . eSe paiticular tests Was 

degree a matter of 
necessity rather than of 

, . 

8 

SETTING OF THE STUDY -

Article 52A of the Annotated Code of Maryland 

organizes intake, 'probation, a:ftercare, and community 

services, and detention and institutional facilities 

across the state under this central administrative agency. 

Effective July 1, 1969, DJS was made a part of the then 

flew Departmento:f Health· and Mental Hygiene, an IIU ';lbrella tt 

agency headed by a Secretary appointed by the Governor. 

DJS (See Appendix III) is organized into five major 

divi·sions:· Court and Community Services, PC'rsonnel, 

Administrative Services, Special Services, and Institu-

tional Services. Probation service's are subsur.J.€d under 

the Division of Court and Community Services and are 

provided in the twenty-three counties and the City of 

Baltimore which are organized administratively into eight 

geograpI"lical re~ionse Every region provides a range 1 
!~ 

tl of services, including intake screening, probation and 
I 

after care treatment, clinical services, non-residential \ 

programs, diversion programs, youth service bureaus, 

purchase of care, shelter care, and state group homes ~nd 

residences. All institutional services are managed under 

the DJS headquarter. auspices •. 

DJS has eX1H-:rienced a significant and substantial 

:i 
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1ncrease in the rate of referrals 
for every year since 

its inception. 
Table 1 m below -' , indicates referral 

and personnel allocation increases to DJS between fiscal 

1968 and fiscal 1972. 
Between July, 1967 and J1;lne,. 1971, 

TABLE-l-. NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS AC~ED UFON BY'DJS 
COURT SERVICES PERSONNEL FOR FISCAL YEARS 
1968-1972. 

FY· Number of Court 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

Number of 
Complaints 

19~782 
2.5,270 
26,236 
32,703 
37,242-

Services Personnel (approx. fig.) 

300 
300 
327 
325 
446 

the number of acted upon 
complaints nearly doubled but 

the number of Court . 
serv1ces personnel allocated to handle 

the increase represented only 8 

However, if we consider that in 
percent additional staff. 

!Y 72, 121 staff Were 
added to the previous year's 

allowance, the discrepancy 
between increases in 

personnel and increases in complaints 
is not as grea to' 

Neverthel~ss, between July, 1968 and 

June 1972 the number of 
referrals increased 88 percent 

and the numOer of Court S . 
erv1ces staff increased by only 

49 percent. 

Statistical information 
contained in the DJS Annual 

J. 
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Report: Fiscal Year 1972 (1972) specifies the kinds 

of offenses that bring youngsters to the attention of 

DJS. Table~ (Appendix JLYj from that report indicates 

that offenses including assault, burglary, larceny, dis-

orderly conduct, shoplifting, runaway, and ungovernablility 

are the most frequent behaviors that receive the attention 

of the juvenile agency. Age data indicate that juveniles 

aged 13 years to 17 years comprise the bulk of these 

referrals to court se~vices workers. 

. Table~ (Appendix-Y-) from the Annual Renort 

provides information relative to .the ways juvenile referrals 

are handled by the state 'agency. Table A reveals the -.--

interesting findings tha.t male referrals across the state 

outnumber females by about 3~ to 1 and that the probability 

of formally handling a male (about 51 percent) is almost 

the same as that of females (about 44 percent). Table A 

(Appendix VI) suggests that the probability of formally 

handling Blacks (about 51 percent) is also about the same 

as that of \\ihites (about 45 percent) •. However, a closer 

examination of the tables according to county and.region 

does reveal some discrepancies in handling procedures 

between the sexes and the races. Reasons for these 
. 
inconsistencies are unknown to the writer and it is beyond 

..... , . 
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PROBA.TION TREATMENT 
the scope o:f this pape:!: to e.xplore this matter. 

For the in:formation of the reader statistical The legal basis for probation services is established 

information on commitments and detentions to each of the by article 26 and article 52A of the Annotated Code, and 

five state operated institutions and to detention Rules of Court Chapter 500, Juvenile Causes. According 

facilities is supplied in Tables A and B (Appendix to Article 26, subtitle 70-1, probation is derined as a 

m), taken from the Annual Report. Subsequent to release court created status whereby an adjudicated delinquent 

of that report, one juvenile institution, Victqr Cullen, is sUbject to supervision of the court or an agency 

has been closed and plans are to close another institution, designated by the court. ~ubtitl~ 70-3 states that jur-

Boys' Village, by July, 1975. isdiction shall be retained until the child becomes twenty~ 

Presently DJS is in the process of expandin9 court one years of aJe, unless terminated prior there to. 
~ '. 

services starr to permit more manageable caseloads, of In a Probation Position ~aper drafted by DJS, pro-

t'urther developing community-based treatment modi:Uities bation'is pr;:.sented as a treatment process described in 
: 

and prevention projects, and of instituting a7;t pre- terms of the many activities asso.cia ted with probation 

service and in-service training program. Ostensibly, ,supervision. lJeveloping the child's internal strengths, 

~hese persuits are positive changes but without thorough facilitation changes in the child's emotional and physical 

research and evaluation the jenerits they derive may environment, changin;J attitudes and modifying the youth's 

remain unknown. behavior, establishing appropriate.'condi tions or rules 

for the probationer, establishin~ a probation officer-

probationer relationship based o~ mutual trust and r€spect, 

.diagnosin9 treatment needs, supporting, guidin'J and 

counc::e>ling the child, helping the youth to achieve his 

potential, and assisting him in facing his problems and 

'in appreciatin) his self-worth ~ these activiti(?s. portray 
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the probation officer as a person of many talents. The 

long list mirrors many viewpoints and philosophies on 

probation treatment. But program descJ;'iptions found in 

positions papers sometimes present an inaccurate picture 

of actual activities. Interviews with probation officers 

reveal some of the discrepencies between formally presented 

orientations and individual opiriions. Some probation 

officers simply characterize delinquency as a family 

problem~ Some feel that a small percentage of the children 

could not be helpedv Some estimate 10% of delinquents 

in need of psychological counseling; others estimated 20%; 

others 30%; and oth~rs 40%; and, one after care worker 

expressed a belief that over 90% of incarcerated youths 

are psychologically disturbed. Some court services employees 

believe that delinquents are no different psychologically 

from thg.t general population; and these children are only 

in need of sincere attention. Many probation officers 

believe that a sizeable portion of their caseloads are 

in need of no attention at all. 

It is probably not su~prising to find such a wide 

range in attitudes and orientations towards helping 

youn~sters, considering the varieties in back~round of 

probation officers, different office pr actices, different 

, . , 
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exp9sures to training, and so forth. The imm~nse varia-

" lion irt philosophy and practice from one probation office 

to another makes it difficult to define probation treat-

ment in very concrete terms. That "probation treatment" 

cannot be described in terms of clear cut goals is a 

handicap under which we must work. Rossi (1972 :-18)'- says: 

The problem presented by the lack of clearly 
specified goals compounds the problem by 
definin:} the task in te.rms of changing individ
uals and institutions. It is hard enough to 
change individuals, but it is even harder to 
change individuals to an unspecifieu state. 

Operationally, probation treatment is what happens within 

the boundary conditions of time and space determined by 

the juvenile court and the probation officer. Because 

probation officers dOl not employ any single, specific 

treatment modality, probation treatment might be described 

in terms of traditional casework services. Monitoring 

the child's school progress and his family and social 

relations, and assisting him in remaining free of trouble 

through biweekly, monthly or bimonthly surveillance -

these are probably the primary activities referred to as 

"probation trE'atment" in Maryland. 
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CHAPTER II 

R8VI EW OF THE LI !'E1-(ATURE 

In a recent publication, 5tua~t Adams (1974) warns 

of a pending crisis - an avaluation crisis in the cor-

rectioni field. Wi~h billions of dollars being ear-

marked for criminal justice programs, the crisis, says 

• 
Adams, is imminent in view of conflicts between pressures 

for evaluation of new and old programs and obstacles to 

correctional evaluatio~, such as dearth of well trained 

evaluators, confusion over research methods and strategies, 

and attitudes of indifference to research of "many admin·· 

istrators, practitioners, and officials. Attitudes of 

indifference, and even resistance, may not be difficult 

to understand in view of the fact t hat potential and 

practical paY0.l:fs to corrc:::ct ional managers for their 

support are often not obvious and, worse, probably should 

not even be excectedl This obs~rvation is based on the 

conclusions from reviews of hundreds of evaluations studies 

to date.. For example, based on his review of 100 eval-

uation studies, Bailey (1966) concludes that " ••• it seems 

quite clear that, on the basis of this sample of outcome 

reports with all of'its limitations, evidence supporting 

the efficacy of .correctional treatment is slight, incon~ 

'IS 
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sistent, and of questionable 
reliability." Logan (1972) 

'~1so reviews 100 correctional evaluat'."on 
" ... studies and 

concludes that II· .... there is not Yet 
one singly study 

of corr~ctional or preventive e~f t" 
• .1.. ec ~veness that will 

satisfy the most minimal standards of 
scientific design." 

• Logan, moreover , fully agrees with ~chn ' ( - ur s 1965) 
conclusion that~ 

No research hc:,s been done to date that 
us to say that one treatment " enables 
than another or that bl program ~s better 
man ~"z· ena es us to examine a 

. " and ~pec~~y the treatment he needs Th 
~s no ev~dence that proba't;on' ~ • ere . t· 4 ~s [Jetter tha 
~ns ~tutions, that instit"t" . n 
es~ . ~ ~ons are better than 

~ap~ng ••• So much of what' . 
about ":> ~s now be~ng done 
'of the c~~;~o~:y i;e t~o. wrong that the net effect 
decreas " - ~ncrease rather than to 

e cr~me. Research co 1 I • 
Some light but n f u a poss~bly. shed 
answer th ' o~e 0 the researches to date 

ese quest~ons. 

Likewise, Martin~on's r " 
~ ev~ew of 231 published and unpub-

lished evaluative studies of 
correctional pro~rams con-

cludes that there is II ••• little evidence. oa that any' 

pr~vailing mode of treatment has 
a decisive effect in 

reducing ,the recidivism of 
convicted offenders." 

(Martinson, 1971. cited' , J.n Kassebaum , 1971) 

The conclusions of these 
reports suggest a conflict. 

On the one ha.nd, we are 
told that few, or none, of the 

researches wer 11 
e we desi]ned, but on the other hand, 

1 

I 
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we are led to believe that correctional programs are 

not effective.. It may very well be that correc·tional. 

programs are not,effective; but this. assessment, if it 

is accurate, obviously cannot be based on the results 

of numerous, poorly designed research studies. 

Ignoring the conflict for the moment, might we 

deduce from the conclusions of these investigators that 

a particular pro,]ran", in this instance , the routinely 

administered form of juvenile probation; is probably 

ineffective! In order to explore this quest~on the 100 

studies reviewed by Bailey (1966) and the 100 investiga-

~ue ... e. 
tions analyzed by Logan (1972) afe screened for evalua-

tions of juvenile probation programs. Unless a study 

provided statistics specifically on juvenile probationers, 

• (oulel • 
and unless ~ t Ga-J:l be located: in local lihraries 1 the 

... q~ 
study i-s not. included in the present analysis. An over-

lap of 42.studies means that the reviews by Bailey and 

Logan encompas~t all together, one-hundred and fifty-

ei~ht investigations. It is suprising that only seven 

invol~~ assessments of juvenile probation. These studies 

include Beard (1934), Empey and Erickson (1972), lveeks (1958), 

Glueck (1934), Newman (1962), Poremba (1955), and Walker 

(1959)~ How many probationers.altogether are represented 

. , . ~ 

'. 
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by these seven? Only about lS0() juveniles. Ex~mining 

,I 

~hese.seven we find that only one study, the Provo 

Experiment, deals with the effectiveness of traditional 

probation with a non-select group of probationers. 

Pro0ationers in the Hi9hfields, the Beard, the Gluec~, 

. 
the Poremba, the Walker, and the Newman studies are all 

select groups readily distinguishable from the majority 

of juveniles found delinquent and placed on probation. 

Thus, it appears that the overall critical assessme'nts 

of the state of correctional programs, or at least 

th6se of Bailey and Lo~an, have little direct bearing on 

the state of routinely administered juvenile probation. 

Although the studies cited by the two reviewers 

provide little feedback on the effectiveness of traditional 

juvenile probation, they are, nevertheless, valuable sour~es 

of information on the criteria and methods utilized in 

evaluations that have been previously used. Therefore, 

in the pages trlat follow we will examine the studies on 

juvenile probation reported by these two ~nvestigators 

in terms of .the methodological a'nd evaluation criteria 

that have been employed by the various researchers. 

Besides the studies reviewed by Bailey and Logan we will 

also include a study by Scarpitti and Stephenson, the 
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Essexfie1ds Study (1968), particularly since this study 

deals with the effectiveness of traditional probation 

treatment wi th a non-select' group of probationers. 

Descriptive findings of the major probation studies 

of the present review are reported in Table 2. The fo110\l1-
Q 

ing seem to be the most notable observations on the 

,eight studies that can be drawn :from the table: 

l~ Traditional probation is most often evaluated in 
comparisons to institutional confinement. 

2. The most frequently used criterion :for evaluating 
traditional probation effectiveness is post-probation 

'supervision, followed by in-program recidivism. 

3. Probation effectiveness studies more often employ 
the ma'cctling technique rather than random selection to 

,compare pro·:;rrams,. 

tve now have some idea of how these researchers 

studied probation and probation related programs. 

THE MATTER OF CRITER'IA 

The preceedin? analysis of the major evaluation 

studies of juvenile probation is important for two 

particular reasons: (1) we are again reminded that a 

general assessment of the present state of the effect-

iveness of juvenile probation - a process that has dtrectly 

involved the lives of millions of people in this country 
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* . \ during the past 100 years ~ must rely on the outcomes 

.. of few studies; and (2) we discover the. criteria that 

researchers helve p::- ~viously' used to evaluate probation. 

The matter of criteria is crucial to the present study 

and we should take a moment to illustrate its import?nce. 

Item 1, above, reinforces what we already know~ that 

state juvenile correctional agencies are in need of eval~ 

uative research. Earlier we suggested seve.ral factors 

that account for the lack of evaluation research: apathy 

or resistance among administrators, dearth of skilled 

research, confusion over research methods. It is ~oped 

that by our taking the time to exa.mine how researchers 

in the past have defined succes sand fai lure (i tern 2 above) 

we might be able to clear up SOmE of that "confusion over 

research methods." 

Scannin9 the list of criteria presented in Tab 1 eli' 

above, we find that efforts to evaluate probation effective-

ness have certainly not been limited to~udies of the 

frequency of postprobatlon recidivism. For ~dministrators 

*First adult probation law: 1878, Massachusetts. 
First Juvenile Court: 189~, Cook County Juvenile Court, 
Ill. Juvenile Probation Landmark: 1933, all statf's 
except Wyoming had juvenile probation laws, 

" " . 
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who believe that there are insufficient methods or' 

criteria available to routinize evaluations, a close, 

examination at this list will demonstrate that defining 

success 'is not, as Glaser (1973:: 4-15) indicates, the 

u~avoidable stumbling block. Probably much more can. 

, . 
presently be done by state juvenile correctional agencies 

by way of evaluation if administrators support it, .if 

agency researchers understand the research methods and 

strategies available to them, and if agencies can recruit 

or develop productive researchers.* 

Unfortuna tely it i s be~'ond the scope of t his paper 

to deal more~, thoroughly with all the criteria we. have 

previously mentioned. t.vhat we can do, however, is take 

one of these criteria - in this instance pre and post testing 

on a psychological test - and explore in depth the utility 

of this method for evaluating the effectiveness of the 

routinely administered and traditional form of juvenile 

probation. 

*Adams(1973:'19) asks:' "How, then, can aqency eval
uation units develop and improve themselves? Clearly, 
some thought to methods of attracting and retainin~ 
p~oductive researchers is required. There is anothe~ 
possibility. Emrich (1973) has sUG1ested that ef~ective 
research staffers can be developed within a~encies. He 
pr oposes an I apprenticc;'ship model' o:f E::'va1uation" in which 
existin ~ administrative or operation;:).l staff will under
take assessment of projects, receiving guidance as needed 

from research consultants. In time the apprentices may 
become mel sters,e'''' paren. added 
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O:f the studies reviewed earlier, two included in 

their re·s.earch designs the method or pre and posttestinq 

on psychological tests. Those were the Highfields Study 

and the Essexfields Study. In the High:fields study, 

probationers at Highrields and incarcerated delinquents 

• 
an Annandale were administered three psychol09ical ,tests 

at the beginning and conclusion of their stays. An ad. 

hoc attitudinal test was constructed consisting of 136 

statements with response categories strongly a~ree, agree, 

not certain, disagree and strongly disagree. rhe state-

ments attempted to tap the atti tudes, values, a nd opinions 

which the boys held toward their :families, 1 a "',r and order, 

and their own outlook on lire. In addition, each boy was 

asked to respond, according to the category which best 

described his reaction, to 65 questions dra' n from the 

Psychoneurotic Screening Adjunct. Each boy also filled 

in the Miale:.-o..Holsopple Sentence Completion Test ancl was 

interviewed according to the schedule prepared to re~ord 

the signi:ficant aspects in his li:fe history. 3ecause it 

was believed that there might be a fictitious inflationary 

"halo'" reflected in .the results of the test taken soon 

after release from either facility, each boy who was still 

available wa~ called in to his probation or parole office 

,-t 

~ 
., 

i 
.' ; 
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a.nd was given all the tests a third time, after he had 
~.-; 

" been back in:his community six months or more. 

In the Essexfields Study, the research design called 

for the·preand postintervention testing on the MMFI of 

probationers, Essexfields boys, Group Centers delinqpents, 

and incq.rcera ted juveniles· at Annandale. Pre and post-

test stores on all 28 scales of the ~MPI were Compared. 

Intensive literature search reveals that. the method 

or pre and pos.ttestin-:J o:f juvenile probationers on 

psychological tests ~as not been given much attention. 

The method, it seems, has received more attention in 

institution evaluation studies than in proi")ation.studies. 

For example, Rose and .-'Jeber administered psycholojical 

tests on a pre and postcon:finement basis to b0ys in open 

and closed institutions. (19~l, pp. l66-177).The tests 

were: KD PrO;lenessScale; fvlental Health Analysis - Inter-

mediate Series; the Cowan Adolescent Adjustment Analyzer; 

d the "POt''''' the \vashburne Social-Adjustment. Inventory; an "1 

I fe·el about things" test~' Attitudes measun:>d by these 

. f (1) att~tudes toward test were grouped ~nto our areas:' .... 

external authority; (2) interpersonal relations and 

attitudes;, (3) self-attitudes, and choice makinq; and (4) 

delinquency proneness. In another institution ~tudy, 

l' 
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entitled the Marshall Program, Knight (1970)' examined 

p~e and posttest scores on the Jesness Inventory and 

on the Marshall Program 'Opinion Survey, a 48 item Likert 

scaled attitude tests. In a stu~y of juvenile parolees 

(O'brien, 19~1), the California Psychological Invent9ry 

,( CPI) was administered on ~ pre and postintervention 

basis. In yet another, insti tutional study, the 1\1l'vlPI Was 

administered on a pre and posttest basis to juvenile 'wards 

in California (Gutmann, 1961). In the Fricot 'Ranch Study 

(Jesness,1965) , institutionalized experimental and control 

delinquents were administered 12 psycholo~ical tests on 

a pr~ .and postin.tervention. ba.s,ise They were: Rors.chacn.) 

Thematic Apperception Test, Story Completion Test, Pricot 

Apperception Test, Semantic Differential, Spiral Aftereffect 

Test, Bender Gestalt, Porteus Maze, Draw-a-Person, Franck 

Drawing Completion Test, ~vechsler Intellig.:·:nce Scale for 

Children, and Jesness Inventory. I~ a monumental study 

by Warren, control 'and experimental groups of incarcerated 

and paroled (without incarceration) delinquents were 

administered the Jesness Inventory and the California 

Psychological Inventory on a pre and postintervention 

basis (1963). 

Probably the underlying problem with the use of 
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tests l.·n evaluation designs is the matter persqnality 

"validi tyo Persol'la1i ty tests have been validated for 

of 

but to thi~ writer's knowledge no personvarious purposes 

ali ty test current.ly used with delinquent populations has 

l 'd t d for the purpose or evalu5'l-ting been specifically va 1. a e 

personality changeo 

t the vall.' dl." ty problem with two We may i1lustra e 

examples of currently available personality inventories 

designed for use with delinquent populations:' one person-

a1ity test that has previously been used to evaluate change 

and the other which, to the writer's knowledge, has not 

The former been previously employed for 'this purpose. 

description applies to the JesnesS Inventory and the latter 

to the Personal Opini?n Study. 

, 
tHE JESNSSS I~NENTORY 

The author of the Jesness Inventory, Dr. Carl F. 

Jesness (1966:3), describes the Inventory as " •• :11 a 

. h r ment classificauon, measure designed for use l.n t e measu e, , 

diagnosis, and pr:.~diction of behavior pl:'oblems .""In 

designing the Inventory~ a concern or Jesnes$ was to 

test that was sensitive to change yet stable produce a 

. reliable measure of personality types. enough to p~ovl.de a 

;:·1 
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His goal (1966 :-3) was to develop a test that would meet"'-

the following requirements:-

"l~ Th~ instrument had to be responsive to chnnge 
of atti tude sO that it could be used as a valid measure 
of change over a relatively short time. _ 

- 20 The items had to be easiiy comprehen2led by persons 
,as young as eight years o~ aGe. 

3. One measure had to be multi-dimensional to allow 
its use in 'classi:fying personality types. 

4.. It had to provide a single index of tendencies 
predictive of social and personality pro~lems.Uf 

_ The Jesness Inventory is a ?el:f-report pe~rsonality 

questionnaire designed explicitly for use wIth celinquents'. 

The inventory consi~ts o:f 155 true-false items and 11 

scales measuring 10 personality characteristics.- Three 

scales (Social Maladjustment, Value Orientation, Immaturity) 

are the result of item an~lysis using criteriori groups. 

Seven scales (Autism, Alienation, Manifest Aggression, 

Withdrawal, Social AnxietYT Repression, Denial) derive 

st~tistically from cluster analysis. An eleventh scale 

:(A.soc~al Index) combines data from all scales and is described 

as the most effective scale for discriminatin~J between 

delinquents and nondelinquents, The Inventory scales 

(described in Appendix VI II) are as :fOllows:-

Soc~al MaladjustrnC"lnt (SM) 
~Value 07ientation:(VO) 

,!' Immatur~ ty (Imm) 
Autism (Au) 
Alienation (AI) 
Mani:fest Aggression ( MA) 

Wi thdrawal (~vd) 
Social Anxiety (SA) 
Repression (Rep) 
Denial (Den) 
Asocial Index (AI) 
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The Inventory can 0e administered either by tape 

recorder or by use of test. booklets and it can be given 

to individuals or to large groups. Th t' . e es~ ~s published 

by Consulting Psychologist's Press anti a computer ~coring 

con a~ns age-standardized service provides a prill.tout that· t" 

T-scores for the 1 e even scales and estimates of probability 

that the subJ"ect belongs ~ t" 1 ~O a par ~cu ar.cl~~sification 

a~~~E~~t~ent category. With regard to treatment classi

fication, any subject is first cla~sified into one of three 

classificati.on categories knotlln as "I-levels." I-levels 

are an indication of how the subject perceives the envi

ronment and the subject is assumed to perceive his envi

ronment according to ?,radually expanding perception and 

expectation of the manner in which his needs are met. 

I-levels, or integration levelS, denote the levels of 

maturity that determine whether ~he organism is able to 

in-tegrate 11is experience to solve crucial interpE'rsonal 

problems. I f th e subject is not mature enough~to solve 

crucial inter!,ersonal problems, i.e." he lacks adequate 

integration, pr;o9ress toward maturity cannot occur. I-levels 

.' " 
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range :from I-I to 1-7 but most delinquents are found 

within I-levels 2,3,;;.nd 4. Computer scoring p.rovides 

probability estimates o.:f a· sur)ject belonging to anyone 

of these thr.ee I-levels.. The computer printout also 

provides estimates pf the p'robabili ty o:fthe ~')ubj ect 

belonging to anyone of nIne subtype categories. While 

I-levels are. indications of the. organism's perception 

of the environment, subtype categories represent possible 

reactions to the perceptions. 

Validation data reported in the Manual: The Jesness 

Inventory derive from three sources: Correlations with 

the CPI, based on 324 male and female" delinqu~nt subjects, 

-age 10 to 20; (2) relationships with hehavior and test 

data in a sample of 210 young California delinqur.nts, aCJes 

10 to 14, committed ~o the Fricot Ranch school for Bo!s 

(Jesness, 1965), and 577 older California delinquents ~ges 

15 to 20, the Preston samFl~(Jesness, 1969); and (3) data 

from a study of 106 Wisconsin delinquents boys ages 10 

to 18, committed to the Wisconsin schooi for~ hoys (Co~den, 

et al~, 1969). In other words, the validity of the 

Inventory is based on data from samples of non~elinquents 

and incarcerated delinquents. 

Coxrelations reportedbet~een CPI scal~s and Jesness 

I 

:1 
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Inventory scales are interesting bits o:f in:formation 

but whether or to what degree this data validates the 

JeSness Inventory is a matte.r o:f opinion. Howp.ver, 

probably the consensus among psycholo.Jists is that these 

interscale correlation matrices indicate little in terms 

• 
. of criterion related validity. The two scales on the 

Jesness Inventory that best dif:ferentiate delinquents 

.and nondelinquents are the Social rv1aladjus'tm·ent Scale (SM) 

and the Asocial Index (AI) and the one CPI scale which 

has most ef:fectively differentiated between the two 

populations is the Socialization Scale (~o). ·It is 

interesting to note that St'vI correIa ted highly with SI) 

(r=.60) but that AI does not correlate with So (r=.OO). 

The correlation between Sr.I and So implies that the SM 

scaie is measuring poor personal adjustment but the 

correlation coefficient reLorted between the scales 

AI. and So, implies that the AI scale is not measuring 

poor peI'S nal adjustment. Reasons :for t hi s discrerancy 

are not clear but the implications of the descrenancy 

are: correlations between the CPI and the Jesness Inventory 

do not indicate consistent evidence of criterion val~dity. 

The obj.E!ctive o:f the Fricot Ranch Study was to com!"'are 

the long-term eff.ect~eness of two treatment r'rograms for 

I 
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delinquent boys, ages 8 to 14 years, incarcerated in the 

'same California institution. The construction of a new 

and smaller living unit at the Fricot Ranch School was 

seen as.a unique opportunity to test the' staff's belief 

that they were prevented from doing a more effective treat-• 

ment job because managemen~ of the large living units 

left little time to establish close relationships between 

boys and staff; In order to test this belief, juveniles 

were randomly assigned to either an experiment group 

(a 20~boy living unit) or a control group (a 50-boy 

living unit). Derining recidivism as revocation of parole, 

it was found that after 12 months of parole exposure 36.e% 

and 52.2% of the expe):"iment and Control groups, respectively, 

were violated. At 36 months, the viola.tion rates W(.re 

73% and 83% for the experimental and control group, 

respectively; at 60 months, they were £2% and 00%, respectively. 

Analysis of responses to the Jesness Tnvent6ry.reported 

the following: 

SM scores are significantly related to ratin1s of 
poor social relationships with peers, aJJressive 
behavior" ~oor school performance, and intelligence 
as measured by the Wechsler Scale for Children (-.22) 

Higher scores 'on VO were significantly related to 
a tendency toward conformini], ruft? violatinq behavior, 
lack, of responsibility, and alienation in ihe rplati~n
ship between youngsters and adults 

.. ----------~--
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Imm scores were positively related to conforming, 
nonaggressive behavior and low social status. 
Immature subjects were also below average on intel
ligence and achievements tests and were somewhat 
more retarded in school than the avera~e. The 
relationship between Immaturity and intelligence 
(-~44 with the WISC) was higher than for any Jesness 
scale other than repression. 

High scores on Autism were related to deviant 
Rorschach responses, fragmented-disjointed speech, 
and lack of insight. H~gh scorers tended to be 
seen as' socially immature and irresponsible. 
Hostility·and aggressiveness was also associated ~~th 
high scores as was rating of lov" social status. 

~lA scores showed the highest relationship of any 
scale with ratings of a§gressive, assaultive behavior. 
There was also a significant relationship between 
scores on the scale and a background history o~ 
difficulty with peers. 

High scores on SA and Wd tended to be isolated from 
others. Also found/was a significant relationship 
between rated depression and scores on SA. 

Rep scores were negatively related to achievement 
or WISC scores (r=.45). 

Den scores were associated VI ith conforming social 
behavior, responsibility, and achievemEnt test scores. 

AI scores were related to nonconforming behavior as 
rated by staff and to nt1ative attitudes toward nolice 
as measured by a semantic differential scale. A 
significant relationship was also round between 
scores on the AI scale and a history of group
related or gan9-type delinquent activity. 

The Fricot Study included data on 49 experimentals 

and 130 controls who were tested berore and after treat-

ment on the Jesness Inventory. Jesness concluded that 
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there was general pre-post improvE?!Tlent in the scales 

Social ~aladjustme~t, Value Orientation, Immaturity, 

Alienation, Manifest Aggression, Ivi thdrawal, and Repres-

sian, with the difference between experimentals and., :,.: 

control groups not signi:ficant., On two scales - Autism 

• 
and Social Anxiety - signi:ficant T's were obtained between 

the two groups.. Controls tended toward a lo\ver posttest 

Autism score whereas the expl:::rimentals obtained a higher 

mean score. Controls tended to naintain their SA scores 

while experimentals tended to score higher on the post-

test.. tvhy might a treatment program described as a small 

living unit characterized by concentrated intimate, 

verbal interaction induce higher Autism and Social Anxiety 

scores t:-lan a tradi tional, large uni t pro~ram? Je.sness 

explained that increases in these scores might result 

from increased awareness as the result of the intensive 

experimental treatment. But he (Jesness: 1965: 112) 

emphasized that "Full understanding of the importance of 

changes on this and'other tests can come only when we 

know more about the construct validity of the scales and 

their predictive importance. A higher Social Anxiety score 

tould mean greater inhabition and greater inner control, 
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so that it is a siCm of a positive rather than a negative 

change. The suggestion (is) that these changes, on the 

surface of a negative kin~, 'may actually be positive 

signs •••. " (paren added). ll]hile Jesness found that 46% 

. of the ex~erimentals showed an improved posttest AI ~core 

as compared to 40% of the ~ontrols, he reported that 

the di.fferences between the groups were not significant. 

Jesness (1965:- 118) concluded:' "t'!i thout solid knowledge 

about the kind of delinquent being treated, or the 

relevance of a p~rticular treatment program, the meaning 

and desirability of - various psycholo9ical and behavioral 

changes cannot adequately be assessed~H 

Jesness' Preston Typolo~y Study exr.lored the effective-

ness of the maturity level classification system in a 

Cali.fornia institutional settin~, the Preston School of 

Industry. Boys sent to Preston, ages 16 to ~o years, 

were randomly assigned to either the experimental (n=655) 

or control group (n=5l8). Experimental subje.cts were 

placed in one of six living units according to their 

I-level subtype classification where unique treatment 

programs were deve1:0ped. Controls were assi,]ned to one 

of five living units according to previously established 

\ 
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'5. Significant correlations between scores on 
institution procedures that did not take into account 

Withdrawal and rated dependency, l~ck of alienation in 
personality type. The impact of the experimental program , , 

boy-staff relationships, and dislike and/or inability 
on the study subjects was evaluated through psychometrics, 

to work 'or play. effectively in ~roups; 
behavior ratings,and parole follow-up data. ' Experir.lental 

6~ Significant correlations between Social Anxiety 
units experienced significantly fewer behaviorrroblems • 

scores and behavioral ratings' of dependency, and dislike • 
than control units and evaluation of before and after 

for and/or inability.to play and work effectively in 
treatment psychological and behavioral measures revealed 

groups; 
significantly greater gains among experimental subjects. 

7. Repression scores positively correlated with 
Parole data, however, showed that th~ violation rates 

the presence of speech problems and lo~er rated alienation 
between the two groups did not differ. 

in boy-staff relationships; 
Data from the Jesness Inventory revealed the following: 

8s Scores on' Denial were found to be positively 
l~ Significant correlations between Social Maladjust-

correlated with staffs! ratings of good peer relation-
ment scores and staff ratings of irresponsibility, aliena-

ships and a liking for and/or ability .to play and work 
tion, and poor pe@r relation; 

effectively in groups; 
20 Higher scores on Value Orientation significantly 

The Cowden, et ale Study compared the Jesness Inventory 
related to a tendency toward nonconforminq, rule-violat-

and the fvlinnesota Counseling Inv~ntory ([\ICI) to determine 
ing benavior, lack of responsibilit~, and alienation in 

which inventory best differentiat~d 106 institutionized 
the ~elations between youngsters and adults; 

delinquent boys into subgroups differing in institutional 
30 Scores on Immaturity significantly related to 

adjustment and in prognosis, i.e., predicted ability to 
speech problems, passivity, and tendency toward non-

make a satisiactory.postrelease adjustment. Most discrim--
participation in group activities~ 

inating Jesness scalE'S were: Social Maladjustment, Autism, 
4. A positiv~ correlation between Manifest Ag1res-

Value Orientation, Immaturity, and Asocial Index ( in that 
sion and perturbability ~nd ~rresponsibility~ 
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) however, the Asocial Index di.d no't ef:fectively /Qrder , 

discrimina te between delinque.nts showing a good vs. po?r 

institutional adjustment. The authors (1969:60) con-

1 the Jesness scales ~on~istently cluded, t ha t "In genera ••• 

discriminated among the subgroups of delinquents more 

significantly than the Mel ,scales (Typically at the _01 

or .001 levels rather than at the .05 level). Hence, 

the results clearly suggest that the Jesness Inventory 

functioned more satisfactorily ov~r-all than the Mer as 

d class;f1'cat;on instrument at this insti-a screenin'J an • ... 

tution .. " Other studies reportinr:J findings on the Jesness 

Inventory are the Marx, et. al. Study (1969), the Kissling 

Study (1969), the Da~s Study (1967), the Fisher Study 

(1967), the Lasaga Study (1973), the Kelly and Bear Study 

(1969), and ~he Marshall Program (1970) and the author's 

thesis (Langan, 1974). 

Adult probati~n subjects in the l'-Tarx, 

were randomly assigned to either group or individual 

counseling treatment. Overall no significant diff~rpnc~s 

in score c anges were h found ~)etween the two groups and 

controlling for age, school grnde complet~d, and occupa

tion only differences between the groups on'the Social 

. 'f" Test-retest rrli~hility Anxiety Scale were 5ign1 1cant. 

coefficients reported on subjects ranged (rom a hi~h of 

, , 
~ - ....... 
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080, .81, and .80 on Social Maladjustment, Value Orienta-

tion, and Manifest Aggression, respectively, to lows of 

.62, .63, .,64'on Immaturity, Social Anxiety and Repression, 

respectively. With regard to the utility of the Jesness. 

Inventory for evaluating pro']ram success, the authors 

(1969; 94) concluded that "The observed Psyc:'lOmetric 

outcomes do not provide precise knowledge as to the 

desirabili ty of one. counseling method over any other." 

But he also concluded that ~ersonality characteristics 

could be reliably evaluated through self-report 

instruments. 

Kissling (196g) administered the Jesness Inventory 

and the Personal Opinion Study to 106 confined delinquents 

in an exploratory study of the rE-?lationship betT)reen the 

two self-report tests. He found that the implied "conceptual 

overlap" bet;.veen the Psychopath (PO scale of tl1e Personal 

Opinion Study) and I-level 2 (the Jesness Inventory), 

. 
and between the Neurotic (NO scale of Personal Opinion 

Study) and I-level 4 (the Jesness Inventory), was supported 

by data on white subjects but results were contradictory 

for Negro subjects. The author (1969:73) concluded:' , "The 

most obvious implication of the results of the present 

research is that the impact of age and race differences 
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must be considered; in making use of the two instruments 

studied, whether as diagnostic tools or in further 

research." 

.~ .... 

In a descriptive study of 507 British probationers, 

aged 17-20, Davies (1967) reported that British probationers 

and Jesness' delinquents received the s'ame scores on 

Value Orientation, Autism, Manifest Aggression, and Social 

Anxiety but significantly' di:fferent scores on Immaturity, 

Alien~tion, Denial,' Social ~Ia1adjustment, and Withdrawal. 

British probationers were seen as being more delinquent, 

just as delinquent, and less delinquent than Jesness' 

sample, depending on which $-::ale was used. The author 

(1967:16) concluded: "Responses in the British popUlation 

appear to be sufficiently different to render Jesness's 

T-scores of doubtful value "and " , , ... until British 

T-scores are available, it would seem to be wiser to use 

raw scores in association with the ages of the indi~idua1s 

concerned." He (1967: 16) also concluded:' "The Imma turi ty 

scale in particular, must be treated very circumspectly," 

and, n ••• all other scales - Social Maladjustment Value 
, ' 

Orientation, Autism, Manifest Aggression, Withdrawal, 

and Social Anxiety - appear to behave very similarly in 

Britian and the U.S.A. This would seem to be sufficiem 

, . 
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r.eason to justify the use of the Jesness Inventory in 
., 

.f " 
a, Sri tish setting, es;:)ecia11y as the first five of these 

scores, plus Alie~ation and Denial, satisfactorily 

distinguish between popul~tions of different delinquency 

background. " • 
Fisher's study of 203 Borstal boys (boys who have 

probably. already been given the opportunity of probation), 

'ages 16-18, concluded that the differences between Jesness' 

delinquents and Borsta1 boys on the Jesness Inventory 

scales might be the result of different test-taking 

~ttitudes probably attrib~table to cultural differences 

between the English and American delinquents. Specifically, 

Fisher saw the scale scores as reflecting a pronounced 

acquiescent response set amon~ the English boys. 

Lasaga (1973) administered the Jesness Inventory to 

children aged 12-16 committed to the Crownsville State 

Hospital. In a "mini-validation study" with only 24 

. h 20 as the cutting score 
subjects and uS1ng t e raw score 

for emotional maladjustment, the,AI identified 83% or 

the juvenile wards as belonging to a maladjusted group. 

Those rated by institutional school teachers as most 

maladjusted tended to receive the highest AI scores. 

However, ther.apists' ratings of Autism, Alienation, 
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Withdrawal and Asocialization were not-related to test 

scores on these scales and the author (,1973:4) concluded: 

".GO it is not safe to make inferences about the behavior 

of any specific child based on his scores on the different 

scales o:f the Jesness Inventory." 

Kelly and Baer (1969),.in Massachusetts, observed 

a significant change in the_ scores ox juvenile delinquents 

who were involved for 27 days in a special outdoors 

_~raining program'called the Outward Bound which emphasized 

'physical condi tioning,_ technical training and safety train-

,ing •. : :Di:f:ferences in sc:ores wer~ significant ,at the .01 

.level ofcon:fidence for Social Maladjustm;;:nt J Value 

,Orientation, Alienation and Manifest Aggression, and 

were significant at the .05 level of confidence for 

Autism, and Repression (less Autism and more Repression 

a:fter the experience). 

203 committed delinquents were administered the 

Jesness Inventory on a pre and posttest basis in the 

Marshall Program (1970:9-13). The r.1arshall Program was 

conceived as a therapeutic community .for delinquents 

committed for 90 day periods. From early findings it 

was concluded that, in terms o:f violations, DOyS released 

after lengthy, more extensive institutional stays performed 

'. 

no bElt-ter than Marshall graduates. However, it was 

1'ound that a certain group of delinqu~'nts perf'ormed 
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better in the Marshall bot-h during and after releases, 

than in traditional confinement. This di£f'erentially 

success:ful Marshall group was comprised o:f the .older, 

more sociable boys whose committment'involved multiple 

co-o:f:fenders. In view of these preliminary results, 

psychological test chan~e scores o:f older boys with 

multiple co-offenders (N=33) were,compar~d to change 

score of all other ~1arshall graduates (N=170). Significant 

between groups differences in change scores occurred on 

only one scale: the Alienation Scalee Other Marshall 

graduates became signi:ficantly more alienated than older 

,boys with roul tiple co-offenders. Also, changes in the 

Alienation Scale score were signi-ficantly associated 

with parole outcome: parole success was associated 

wi th decreased alienation during stay j and, failure with 

increased alienation. The differential outcome on the 

alienation scale was~interpreted to mean that the Marshall 

Program, where intensive probing of self and peers is 

persistently demanded, is less successful with boys who 

become increasingly "alienated" while in the program. 
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The author or the present study in his M.A. thesis 

(1914) reported fin4in~s on the concurrent validity of 

selec:t scales or the Jesness Inventory. He found that 

delinquent boys incarcerated at Boys' Village, a state. 

juvenile institution, received Significantly higher 

Social Maladjustment and Asocial Inde){ scores than a 

sample of juvenile probationers from the DJS Hyatts.ville 

'office or a sample of "pre-delinquen1S" who attend a 

Youth Service Bureau at College Fark (designated "Grendel's 

Grave") (Tables~ and . .A.-iI Appendix~). He fouJJd too, 

that both t,e Boys' Village atld the Youth Service 3ureau 

samples received s~gnific::antly higher Value Orientqti~n 

scores than juve,nile probationers (Table~, appendix- ~,J. 

With regard to scores on the Immaturity Scale, no differences 

were found between the three samples~ In terms of ethn~c 

status and based on small samples CTable~, Appendi,x~), 

the thesis reported nQ significant differences between 

Blacks and Whites em, 'the Social i"laladj!lstment, Value .'. 

Orientation, and Im~aturity Scales and on the Asocial 

Index. Conclusionsof the author (Langan, 19.14 : 66-67) are, 

quoted at length: 

,At best, the Jesness Inventory ~ight serve as 
an indir~ct check of programs which are designed 
to induc~ desired psycho-cocial change in . 
individuals. As the sole indicator of a pro-

'. 

4. J. 
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gram's ef.fectiveness, utilization of the 
Jesness Inventory is insufficient for several 
reasons: 

1. The extent to which the Inventory 
measures real change, i.e., psychological change 
highly correlated with behavioral change mea
sures, has not been demenstrated. 

2. Certain items of the scales have been 
sho\'m to accurately distinguish between selected 
criterion groups but little is known about the 
~redictive and construct validity of the test. 

3. Interr-.retation o:f item responses, is 
problematic. 

4. The test is prob~bly conducive to 
variations in response set and response styles. 
No validity scales are built into the te~t;to; 
control distortion. 

5. The relationship between. criminological 
theory and scal~s of the Jesness Inventory is 
·slight. 

With regard to its utility in a pre-experimental 
pretest-posttest evaluative research ~esign, 
the Inventory is clearly limited. If the 
Inventory does report change, the design is 
such that the change cannot legitimately be 
attributed to the program. Moreover, the 
Jesness Inventory cannot tell ~s what caused 
the change either; only, perhaps, that a 
psychological change occurred. 

The criticisms listed above arF not necessarily 
limited specifically to the Jesness Inventory. 
Indeed, many self-report personality inventor
ies share these same general qualifications. 

Some positive attributes of the Inventory are: 

1. For monitoring programs specifically 
designed to induce desired psycho-social changes 
in selected juveniles of a delinquent population, 
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the Jesness Inventory is 
suring instrument <0 an appropriate mea .... " 

"~.Among the distinct <, • 

Sonall. ty measurem t '. pproaches. to per-
exemplified by' th en. , the s( l.ii-l"eport technique 
perferred method :J"esness In've.ntory is the'. 
·and costs. l.n. terms of validi ty, re1iabi1:i, ty 

Thus it aPr-ears that the 
Jesness Inventory has been 

utilized in the last. -cew ~ years in . 
a no.' of di::fferetlt 

settillgs and for va . 
rl.OUS target populations. 

It appears 
~hat re~earcherS'have 

mixed reactions regardin its 

utility, with C':'liforni~ Community T .' 9 
reatment personnel 

most affirmative and 
Fisher the most negative. 

To further Our d 
un erstanding of the 

WQ b l' Jesness1nventory, 
- e l.eve greater analYsis 

and synthesis is . required not 
sl.mply on a generalized 

baSis but more ' specifically in 
terms of issues . 

1nvolved with the 
construction , Scoring 

and meaning of this 
self-report inventory: 

ISSue I. 
Scale C.onstruction and 

In terpreta tion 
a. ~riterion Group Scales 

(1) 
!he Social Maladjustment Scale 

The rrocedures 
:for construction' of the SOCl.' al 

ivlal d' 
a Justment scale serve 

to .validate this 
Scale for the 

purpose of ident~f ' 
~ • Y1ng a 
~urrent delinquent as 

delinquent. At 
every age level 

If(i;.. ..' 
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the means for encarcerated d€linquent:~;are hi:;Jher than 
. '"" -~~. 

those of nondelinquents. The proportion of false 

positives to true positives, however, has not been 

demonstrated through cross validation, and therefore the 

practical utility of this scale for program evaluation 

is not conclusive. Predictive validi'ty of the Social 

Maladjustment scale could be demonstrated if it were 

found that the high scores of nondelinquents associated 

with the future occurrence of delinquency and/or the 

high scores of delinquents positively correlated ~th 

the future occurrence of recidivism. Not until evidence 

. of predictive validity has been found would the Social 

l'olaladjustment scale prove useful :for screening and diagnosis. 

Needless to say, the value of the Social Mala'djustment 

scale would be greatly enhanced if it were based on a 

coherent conceptual framework. 

(2) The Value Orientation Scale ~ .. !hile it would be 

immensely valuable to be able to categorjze the value 

orientations ,0£ juveniles. the Value Orientation scale, 

lik.~l all other scales, lacks a well de-fined theoreti Cal 

basis and therefore, interpretation of response patterns 

is problematic. Faith in the finding that at' every age 

level incarcerated delinquents receive significantly 

. I 
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higher-scores than nondelinquents with Jesness samples 

must await cross validation studies. Therefo're, the 

value o£ the Value Orientation scale for the assessment 

of juvenile probation is not well establiShed. 

(3) The Immaturity Scale A popular conception 

of delinquency is that it is closely related to immaturity. 

Just what immaturity is, however, has not been well defined 

and very little research has supported the belief that 

immaturity distinguishes delinque~ts and. nondelinquents. 

"''hile Jesness reported a consistent tendency for incar-

cerated delinquents to score higher than nondelinquents 

(more mature) at every age level, the findings has not 

yet been verified through cross validation. The si~nificance 

and meaning of reductions in scale scores among juvenile 

probationers is, therefor!?, questionable. 

b. Cluster Analysis Scales: Au, AI, MA, Wd, SA, Rep, Den. 

Jesness reI=orted the £ollowing findi,ngs \\1. th re ~ard to the 

effectiveness of each of the cluster analysis scalRs for 

differentrating between incarcerated delinquents and 

nondelinquents: 

(1) Autism: "The delinquents have significantly 

higher average raw scores at all age levels compared 

with nondelinquents." (1966:12) 

--------------~--------------I 
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(2) ,,'Alienation: "The significant differences 

O~ dell.°nquents and nondelinquents at every between means .J. 

age show that delinquents to be more rebellious and 

'distrust£ul of author,ity, with the di£ferences between 

·the d~liquent and nondelinquent females actu;:.lly more 

than those between the de,linquent and non-impressive . 

females actually more impressive than those delinquents 

between the two male samples." (1966::13) 

(3) ~1anifest Aggression: '!The higher scores 

obtained by' t.he delinquent are si.gnificant through out 

the age range for which scores were available. This is 

true of both the male and femalE:' samples. In both 

delinquent and nondelinquent samples, the males tend to 

score slightly higher than the females in the'valuable." 

(1961:1,4) 

(4) \vi thdrawal:' "The means and standard deviations 

. '" 1 samples show significant differences £or the male ana ~ema e 

between the delinquent and nondelinquent groups, and thf~ 

scores show a slight linear relationship with age." (1966:14) 

"There are no important differences (5) Social Anxiety: 

d nondelinquents." (1966:15) between the means o'f delinquents an 

(6) Repression: the delinquents, both "In general, 

dern.onstrate more use of repression as a male and female, 
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·1 

defense mechanism than do the nondelinquent groups." (1966:l5) 

(1) Denial: "It is also the only scale that shows 

higher mean scores among delinquents." (1966:16) 

.If T-scored cluster scales are to be used at all 

for evaluation, it would make sense only to use those 

scales whichsigniricantly discriminate between delinquents 

and nondelinquents. However, our raith in this procedure 

. is enhanced only when cross validation confirms the discrim-

inatory erfectiveness or the select cluster scales. Addi-

tionally, the meaning and interpretation of reductions or 
" -... -'" ..-
increases in cluster scale scores is severely handicappeci 

by the procedures employed in the construction or these 

scales. That is, the reliability or the rindin-gs is a 

concern since the samples that were used in the construc-

tion or the scales were also used in their validation. 

Also, a scale that purports to measure autism, for example, 

must be able to discriminate between autistic children 

, and normal children. Since there is so little evidence 

that the autism scale or, ror that matter, any or the 

other cluster scales measure what they purport to measure, 

th~ practical utility or these scales is necessarily limited. 

For screening and diagnosis the value or the scales is 

.. 

I:, 

--_ ... -
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uncertain. 

Discriminant Function Scale 
Asocial Index 

c. 
that was previously said about the 

practically the same 

social MaladJustment 
scale can be said about the Asocial 

"I predictive validity is established and 
Index. Not unt1. 

d might the Asocial Index be 
cross ~alidation demonstrate 

, . that is most closely 
described as -"The Inventory score 

I" t behavior ••• " 
related to, and most predictive or, de 1nquen 

round that 64% or incarcerated delin
(1966:16). 'Jesnes~ 

males and 86% or incarcerated 
'quen~ and nondelinquent 

. t females were correctly 
delinquents andnondelinquen 

I J! the Asocial Index improves upon the 
, identified. .1-

co'ncurrent classirication achieved by the 
occuracy of 

" h ~ sst samples, it is 
Social Maladjustment score Wl. t esne 

It might be found through 
not known whether similar resu s 

replication research. 
In addition, while the Asocial 

a lot O
r "statistical sense," it makes little 

Index makes 

"theoretical sense." 

II Face Validity Issue • 
, t to measure chan~e, 

'With an Inventory that attemp s 

0
..: hi storical fact would be 

th~ inclusion of items .1. 

'Examination of the 155 items revealS that 
indefensible. 
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seem to be of historical fact. 
few it~ms 

,', Sl 

Some items, 

. a fixed status position that often may 
", h~weve.r, assume 

'. 

not be warranted. 
For example, the assumption that the 

.os implicit in item 16 '''Some
respondent attends schools ... 

times'I wish I could quit, 
School." , Unfortunately a 

number 
of delinquent probationers have already 

sizable 

been removed from school and, therefore, 
either quit or 

some conf'usion as to hoW to respond. 
there is probably 

fixed status positions are listed 
Other items that imply 

below: 

I am smarter than most boys I know. (16) 

donlt really have a home. (17) 
Sometimes I feel like I 

soon quit school, right noW. (26) 
If I could, lid just as 

to care if they hurt your 
A lot of fathers don't seem 
feelings. (33) 

t worry much about me, or spend 
My father is to busy 0 

much time with me. (46) 

t b to strict. (59) Most parents seem 0 e 

. that my folks tell me I 
A lot of times I do things 
shouldn 9 t do. (70) 

If I could only have a car 
be all' right. (77) 

at home, things would 

me to t alk to my Farents a:loUt my 
It is hard for 
troubles. (9l) 

c' 

~ 
\ 
~ 
';; , 
J 

Parents are always nagging and picking on young 
people. (103) 
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Talking with my parents is just as easy as talking 
with others my own age. (114) 

Sometimes I donlt like school. (115) 

Sometimes when my £olks tell me not to do something, 
I go ahead and do it anyway. (1~6) 

I think my mother should be stricter than she is 
. about a lot of things. ( 135) 

I worry about how well I'm doing in school. (141) 

For my size; I'm really pretty tough. (142) 

My parents seem to think I might end up being a bum. (148) 

Item interpretation is a di£ficult matter but interpre-

tation is made even more'dif'ficult when items imply fixed 

.status positions that are ostensibly inappropriate. Thus, 

the face validity of a nu~ber of items is questionable. 

Issue III. Response Sets and Response Styles 

A problem with the Jesness Inventory involves the 

matter of response sets and response styles. toJhen the 

test taker consciously or unconsciously attempts to present 

a particular picture of himself,. he is responding according 

to a response set. The likelihood of a probationer respond-

in9, according to, for example, a socially desirable reason 

set, is directly related to his per~eption of the intended 

--- ~~-
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use ox 'the inventory. Anastasi says: 

When strong motivation to aChieve a certain 
~esult is combined with a ~eeIing o~ insecu
ri ty regardin9 the outcome of a given test, 
attempts to fake scores are likely to occur. 
(1954:~6) 

G •• All traditional self-report inventories 
work best in situations wnich are not conducive 
to faking. (1954:534) 
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Since there is reason to believe that Some prObationers, 

when administered personality inventories at the begin. 

ning of their probation period,. might be tempted to 

respond' in the 'socially desirable direction _ for 

example, to win the favor 'of his,probation officer 

'the "test administrator can deliver certain instructions 

aimed at decreaSing the motivation to fake responses 

but it is doubtful that such instructions are consistently 

effective. Another approach to decreaSing the likelihood 

of particular response sets has to do with test content .. 

If items are ambigous or subtle (in the sense that their 

keying is not obvious), probationers will be thwarted 

from adopting the socially desirable response set. 

Whereas response set is determined by the content of the 

test, response styles are tendencies to respond in a 

particular way regardless of content. Examples of res~~e 

. I 
f 
J , 
f 
I 
~ 

style include the tendency to guess, the tendency to 

agree, and the tendency to avoid extreme categories. 

Unfortunately, items of the Jesness Inventory are 

transparent, i.e., responses can be easily faked. ~o 

validity scales have been incorporated into th~ con-

struction of the Inventory. Therefore, response sets 

S4 

and response styles may seriously affect test outcomes. 

However, evidence that these :factors might not be crucial 

is provided by Jesness. in a fake-ability study in 

California. Jesness reports a study of fl~ty-seven 

delinquents who had not previously taken the Inventory .. 

Under the first test condition, tpe exaffiiner informed 

the boys that the test would be used for research purposes 

only and that they should feel free' to express their 

honest opinions. Under the second condition, the examiner 

st.ated:: 

Yesturday, a1ter I administered the test, the 
administrative,staff asked me if I would give 
the scores to the classification officer for 
his use. However, I turned down the request 
for two reasons. First, I had promised you 
that the test Would be used ror research 
purposes only,.'and I Would need your release 
from any promise before I would turn the test 
over to anyone. Secondly, even if I had your 
permiSSion, I would not ~ant to give those 
papers to anyone because as a group the scores 
don't look too good. (1966:21) 

.......... '~-~ ... -•... ~-' ..•. -..... -.--------------~.~----~~--....... .-! 
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Results of the tests under the two 
-' .-; conditions. were com-

pared. Significant d'ff ~ erences ·(oeyond 05'1 . • . evel) 
between test scores 

were reported on three scales: Social 
MId' . ,a a Justment, Value Orientat; ... on! and Alienation • Jesness 
(.1966~2l-22), however, concluded that 

the results were 
reass'uring and (1966·21 22) . .. .. , • - states: 

In those instances where scores would b 
to rise, as on the scales .... ,e e>"'Pected 
a Sl~ght though insi nif' R~p4e~s~on and Denial, 
other scales which g ~cant r1seoccurr~d. On 

, ' are loaded wit' h obvl.oUS attitudinal 't n rat er 
-- ~- . down 1'h 1. ~ ems, scores tend to 00 

• ~ e OWer mean scores on ~6cial 1\ - • 
ment, Value Orienta'" - .1aladJust_ 
significant H ~ ~l.on, and Alienation are 
in wh' h • owever, because of the manner 

. 1C Scores are b' 
Asocial ,. com l.ned to form the 

Inaex, no chanae t k 
means of th' - 00 placQ on the 

. , ,1S scale. Some int . 
dl.d nrrur h erestl.ng shifts - ... - , owever If .. 
arbitrarily set at-the c:t~:ore 0: 2~ is 
o:f the Subjects cont' . J..ngpol.nt, 44 (77%) 
tion on retest S l.nue l.n the same classifica_ 
. . , - even who Were abo 2? 
l.nl.tl.ally scored b J ve -
while six moved be.owon the second test 
not yet k f a ove the cutting score· we 

. now rom follow-u d ,.' " , do 
tl.on resulted in th p . ~ta whl.ch condl.-

e most vall.d tests. 

ISSue IV" Scoring tor Classificatl.·on Treatment Relevant 

ClaSSi:fication of 
probationers in treatmentrevel~t 

ways is a desirable 
) goal but I-level and subtype classifi_ 

'- cation based Solely 
on the Jesness Inventory is not 

recommended without f urther research. 

One of the m t' 
os c~mportant Sources of information 

!. 

", . , 
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about psychological tests is the series of mental 

measurements yearbooks edited by Buras (1972). These' 

'. yearbooks describe most commercially available psycholog-

ical, .educational, and vocational tests publiched in 

English-speakingcountrieso Critic~l reviews by experts 

are an integral part of the yearbook format and, there-

fore, we would be :remiss in our review if we did not 

consul t Buros. In Buros' The Seventh r.1ental ~1easurements 

\ , 

Yearbook, \~eintraub (1972: 94-96) critiques the Jesness 

Inventory. He begins his review tiy repeating Jesness' 

stated obje9tives to desig~_~_test that (a) distinguishes, 

deiinquents rrom nondelinquents: (b) provides a basis 

for classifying delinquents and non.~linquents by 

personality characteristics; and (c) provides a measure 

sufficiently sensitive to change to enable its use as a 

valid measure or change in clinical research. In describ-

ing the scales, the, reviewer points out that the cluster 

scales were based only on delinquent boys a~ed 13 to 17 

years and not on delinquent girls. With regard to 

correlations between CPI and Jesness Inventory scales 

he ,(1972:95) concluded that: "The criterion behavior 

and test data, unfortunately, are not described adequately 

'.1 
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~o permit meaningful conclusions abou.t empirical valida-

.i t-ion." And about Jesness' descriptions of each scale, 

Weintraub (1972:95) also say's: 

In a description of each of the scales, the 
manual indicated how an indivi.dual. scoring 
high on the scale would appear. Usually this 
is accomplished,by listing the behaviors and 
attitudes the individual attributes to him
sel£~ ~ut occasio~~liy the des~ription seems' 
to g(,j fl'l.r behand the items. For instance: 
'His sensitivity to criticism suggests lack 
or ego strength, While other items- imply 
f'ailure in masculing identif'ication,' or 
'The picture is that. of a most inappropriate 
facade of self'-adequacy covering a very 
insecure p~rson.' These kinds of descriptions 
imply some greater understanding than what the 
items themselves indicate. 

Weintraub (1972: 95-96), moreover, concludes: 

There is no evidence presented of the utility 
or the Jesness Inventory in the description 
and classification of personality, the second 
objective of the test. The only validity data 
available are for distinguishing individuals 
Who are currently delinquent frotn-nondelinquents. 
Using a base rate for male delinqu~n~y of .20 
and a cutoff score of 22,74 percent of male 
delinquents may ;:,e currectly identified with 
a probability of .65 for a t~ue positive and 
.35 for a false positive. The utility of the 
inventory with female subjects is greatly 
reduced~ given the much lower base rate for 
female delinquency: Unfortunatley, the data 
from which the cutoff scor~s are derived appear 
to be based on the normative data collected in 
the development o.f the test. No cross, valida
tion studies are reported for these classification. 
norms. Even if these results 'held UD on cross 
validation, however, this would de:no~strate 
only that the inventory is usefu~ in the ideriti
fication of delinquency, not nece.ssarily in the 
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pTediction of delinquency. Predictive validity 
is only provided by studies wnich follo~ .. up non
delinquents identified by the test to see which 
of' them do indeed become del inquent. In . SUrn':llary, 
the Jesness.lnventory appears to be of' limited 
usefulness. There is no evidence. for its 
utility as a general personality tes~, or in 
predicting delinquency. 

PERSONAL OPI~ION STUDY 
-=---< I""" 

A second example of a personality inventory that 

may have utility for evaluation research but whic'h has 

not been validated for this purpose is the Personal 

Opinion Study authored by Quay and Peterson. This test 

~ , 

is 4escribed as a self-report personality questionnaire 

-
designed f'or use in the classification 0:[ youthful oft"enders. 

Currently being used at the Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center, 

, - . 

Morgantown, vj~st Virginia, the questionnaire is one facet 

of a classif'ication procedure developed by Quay, et al. 

A behavioral checklist for direct rating of deviant 

behavior traits and a form for the analysis of life 

history data, together with the Personal Opinion Study, 

yield ten deminsional scores which are combined to 

obtain a behavior category. 

The Personal Opinion Study consists of 100 true and 

f'alse items from which are derived scores on three 

orthogonal factors labeled psychopathic delinquency (PD), 

, " 
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neur.otic delinquency (ND), and subcul"tural delinquency (SeD). 

,. Psychopathic delinquency describes a personality dimension 

characterized by tough, amoral; rebellious qualities 

coupled with impulsivity, a conspicious distrust of 

authori ty and a relative'"ft'eedom .from .family and other 

interpersonal ties. fhe rteuotic delinquent, like the 

psychopathic delinquent, is characterized by impulsive 

and aggressive tendencies but guilt, remorse, depression, 

and discouragement accompany the aggressive tendencies .. 

The subcultural delinquent reflects attitudes, Values 

and behaviors commonly thought to occur among members 

of culturally and economically disadvantaged delinquent 

gangse Quay points out that high SUbCt.ll tural delinquency 

scores do not indicate personality maladjustment. 

Concurrent validity for the separation of known 

delinquents from officially nondelinquent public school 

students is present in varying degrees for the three 

scales and Quay reports that the SeD scale provides the 

best evidence or validity :for concurrent discrimination. 

The bulk of copcurrent validity data is based on the 

outcomes of studies ox 303 incarcerated delinquents and 

281' seventh and ei~hth graders. While concurrent 

validity is important, Quay reminds us tha.t the basic 

I;' 
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h
' les have been developed is to 

purpose, for" which t e sea, . 

dl." f'.eerent~tions· \~i"t~in t, he delinquent 
obtain useful ~ 

, t l,y the-e is little evidence 
group i,iself. : Unfortuna e -

have 
differe~tial relationship with other 

that the scales 

Wl.·thJ."n a delinquent sample. 
measures 

NO and seD have 

of intelligence as measured 
been shown to be independent 

, «d Beta (a non-veJ:bal seale) and the 
by both the revl.se " 

~ academic achievemente 
Otis, of race, and o~ 

There is 

. h" between both achieve
~ significant negative relatJ.ons l.p 

The intercorrelatians 
, "lQ and the PD scale. ment and Otl.S 

t he scales or the cpr are about 
of 'the ND scale with 

what migh't be expected. 
The negative relationships with 

1 are not suprising. The 
all or the adjustment sea es 

O
'f the p~ scale with the cpr scales 

intereorrelations 

suggest a pattern: 
W;t'h stront, psychopathiC delinquents ... ';::1 

necessarily attempt to create a 
tendencies will not 

d" to questionnaire 
favorable impress~on when respon J.ng 

d by the negative associa -
The pattern is suggeste , items. 

--'e and the cpt scales Responsibility, 
tion between the PD ~ 

and Achievement via Independence. 
Communality, 

High SCD 

, " to be lower in 
scores tend, contrary to expectatJ.on, 

, 11 B "ng Tolerance, 
sociability, Social Presence, We. e1" , ' 

d P~,.~chological Mindednes S
• 

Intellectual Efficiency, an 

'C;,_ ... 

" : 
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These negative relationships are surprising since it 

was generally theorized that high SCD scores are not 

necessarily linked to emotional troubles. 

Test-retest reliability coef'£icients reported on 

a sample of 65 institutionalized del~nquents and based 

on a test-retest time interval of 90 days were .76 for 

the NO scale, .75 for the PO scale, and .61 f'or the 

SCD scale (Quay, et al. J 1971: 14) .. , 

i:ittle additional research outside of that reported 

in the'Personal Opinion Study Manual has been completed 
~ . . ~" 

with the'inventory. However, Quay and Hunt (1965) 

utilized the questionnaire to identify psychopaths and 

neurotics among adult prisoners. Results of the study 

confirmed the hypothesis that psychopaths would be 

slower to condition Verbally than neurotics. This 

conclusion was seen as supportive of the view that 

psychopathy and unresponsiveness to social reinforcement 

are closely related. However, B'ryan and Kapche (1967) 

have reported no differences between psychopa~hs and 

normals in responsiveness to social approval. 

In another study of institutional adjustment Quay 

(1967) found that PO scores correlated significantly 

with nine criterion variables and NO scores correlated 

with only three OI the variables. Criterion variables 

',' 

" 
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included type of release, length of stay in the insti tu-

tion,segration time, physically aggressive offense, 

work-release success, and grades on adjustment. 

1 In his study of' the Personal Opinion Study, Kissling 

I (1969) concluded that the procedure which maximizes 

accurate usage of the scales necessarlly leaves a large 

percentage of any sample unclassified. The practical 

implications of' this procedure are apparenf and Kissling 

(,1969 :22) therefore states: "In experimental studies 

in which it is possible to include in the sample only 

a small proportion of the total subjects tested, those 

Who score at the extremes of the scales, this is 

defensible. But in recommending specific programs to 

correctional institutions, in which the entire popula-

tion must be assigned to some treatment condition, this 

method is impractical • ." 

In his investigation OX the agreement between the 

Quay and Jesness methods of classifying delinquents, 

Kissling's (1969) hypothesis that more Negroes would 

,be classified as Psychopath than ~~ites, while more Whites 

will be classified neurotic was confirmed. 

In view of evidence that suggests a relationship 

between race:and the SeD scale D~the Study, Kis~ling 

; 
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(1969:i3-74) concluded:: "It may be that the results 

reflect social'or group characteristics which have more 

relevance :for environmental - social planning and 
, . . 

manipulation than for treatment based on individual 

personality characteristics or pathology." 

None o:f the research reported by' Quay and by others 

suggests that the Personal Opinion Study pas b~:en designed 
" 

'or va,lidated :for the purpose of measuring personality 

change. Concurrent Validity has 'not been demonstrated 

through cross validation .research.·· A number' of inventory 

items are o:f historical ract and. construction or scales 

has apparently not considered. potential distortion 

resulting rrom £aking and response set rormation. Since 

scales were not validated 'with appropriate criterion 

groups and because scales have not evolved from a sound 

conceptial orientation, serious question arises about 

what these scales do, indeed, measure. Assuming that 

the three scales discriminate between delinquents and 

nondelinquents there is' some utility in the ~nventory for 

program evaluation, but results from the Personal Opinion 

Study are procably ~ess reliable than those £rom the 

Jesness Inventory~ This assumption is based on the fact 

that concurrent validation of the Personal Opinion S~udy 

subJ"ects than the Jesness 
was 'established on fewer 

64 

.'.~. 0 . . n <:tudy is the produc.t 
.,:" and the Personal pl.nl..o -.' 

Inven.t~~y 

of le,ss research than the' Jesness Inventory. 

."- -.- . ,""" ...,.,-.~-. 
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CHAPTER I I I 

STATEr-lENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES 

STATEl'vlENT OF THE PROBLEM· -
'Evaluation of efforts to induce psychosocial change 

in individuals is quite often undertaken for two different 

purposes., A frequent purpose (call it purpose A) is to 

give an accounting to the administration, to the public, 

or to some special group. Ihis accounting is often 

intended as a basis for judging whether the service or 

treatment evaluated merits continuance or support. 

Another kind of purpose (call it purpose B) is to achieve 

evaluation that is valid, no matter i;'.'hat this entails. 

The purpose A study is intended for immediate use where 

as the payoff from the Purpose B study is more future 

oriented. The rationale for undertaking the purpose 3 

study is that not enough is currently known about the 

validity of methodological procedures and theoretical 

perspectives and, therefore, these pIe-eoJaluative studies 

are imperative. Studies that assess the utility and 

validity of evaluation instruments exemplify pre .. evalua-

tien research. 

We have seen from our literature review that the 

validitY.of the Jesness Inventory and the Personal Opinion 

6S 

. . 
" 

,'·'W"",. 

------------------------------------------~~-------------~. 

Study for evaluation of personalitY' change is not well 

substantiated. Therefore, a purpose of t his study is to 

explore these two instruments in terms of their utility 

and validity for assessing.psychological change among 

juvenile probationers. We will explore the validity' 

relate~ questions in terms of specific hypotheses. 

HYPOTHESES 

The issue of race and personality is especially 

important because the futllres of juveniles, can be seriously 

affected by the ways treators interpret and use the 

results-of personality tests. To illustrate the debates 

over race and personality traits, let's use the example 

of a large sample of delinquents who have been administered 

the Jesness Inventory. Let's suppose that the findings 

indicate that the Blacks in the sample are more social~ 

maladjusted than the Whites. How'are we to interpret 

this1 Do the results 'evidence inherent, genetic differences 

between the races or are the difierences illusory (e.g., 

the instrument is culturally unfa~r) or, if the differences 

are real, are, they, to be explained by differences of 

environment .and opportunity? While there is not yet 

sufficient evidence to resolve the issue, it is important 

io be cogni?ant of the controversy and it is equally 
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~mportant to realize that the lives or children can be 

permanently affected by the misuse of personality tests •. 

In view of the implications of the rela.tionship between 

perso~ality measurement and race, and in view or results 

or prior research using personality inventories which 

h~indicated differentiai response patterns, we shall 

compare the sco!es of '.wbi tes and Blacks on all scales 

on each questionnaire. The following exploratory 

hypothesis will be tested: 

le On each scale of the Jesness Inventory and of 
the ~ersonal opinion Study, scores of ~ihites and 
do not differ. Negroes 

Previous research has demonstrated that a number 

of social characteristic are significantly related to 

the probability of recidivism. In particular it has 

• at ~1rst offense been found that the J'uveI1~le's age ~. , 

present age, seriousness of offense and history of delin

quency help to explain a signif~cant portion of juvenile 

recidivism. Race and sex also help to predict recidivism. 

While these six social charac~eristics are related to 

... c aracteristics the probability of ~ecidivism, personal~ty h 

established by questionnaires have generally proven less 

ever e ess, we have .helpful in predict:Lng deli.nquency. N th 1 
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sufficient reason to believe that enough interactio~ 

.occurs between personality characteristics and these 

social characteristics to allow us to test indirectly 

the p!edictive effectiveness of personality measurement. 

In this endeavor we will indirectly test whet~er the" 

Asocial Index is the socre that is " ••• most closely 

related to, and most predictive of, delinquent behavior." 

(Jesness, 1966::16) f) Our question' is w!1ether the Asocial 

Index improves. upon the accuracy of prediction achieved 

by the Social Maladjustment score. The direct way of 

determining the prediction effectiveness of a scale is 

to follow-up the juveniles'after release and relate scale 

scores with the presence or absence of recidivism. High 

scores should positively correlate with recidivism. and 

low scores should relate to the absence of future de1in-

quency. For several reasons, this procedure is impractical 

for the present study and, therefore, we must indirectly 

e 
test the discriminating affectiveness of the Asocial 

Index and the Social rvlaladjustment scale. We will compare 

the Asocial Index and Social Maladjustment scores of our 

cohort according to the following criteria: race, sex, 

history of delinquency, seriousness of offense, present 

age, arid age at first offense. History of delinquency, 
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moreover, will be defined according to the .following 

"" 
criteria: prior informal contacts, prior formal contacts, 

prior probations, prior detentions, and prior committments. 

Seriousness of offense will be t~fined according to the 

probability of an offense being handled formally. That 

is, a "serious offense" is one that has a high probability 

of being handled formall~ by the juvenile court and a 

"non-serious offense" "is one that has a low probability 

of being handled formally by the court. r.tul tiple 

regression analysis will be applied to the data to 

determine whethe'r and to what extent Asocial Index and 

Social Maladjustment scores differentiate between juveniles 

who differ in the criteria of social adjustment listed 

p..bove. The primary intent of our second hypothesis is to 

better understand what it is that the Asocial Index and 

the Social Maladjustment scales measure. In general,. 

the hypothesis to be tested is:" 

2. The Asocial Index discriminates moreceffectively 
than the Social r-<laladjustment Scale between juveniles 
who differ with regard to sex, race, pre~~nt age, age 
at first contact J seriousness of offense~ and history 
of delinquency. 

We have seen that 10 scales of the Jesness Inventory 

(SM, vo, Imm, Au, AI, MA, Wd, Rep, Den, AI) and the three 

seales of the PeJ;sonal Opinion Study (PD,NDl'SCD) have 

.' 
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previously differentiated delinquents and nondelinquents. 

With one exception, it has been found that delinquents 

received higher scores than nondelinquents. The one 

exception is the Den scale of the J,~sness Inventory 

on which it.was re~orted that nondelinquents are 

characterized by Denial (i.e., they scored higher) and 

delinquents are· less characterized by this mechanism • 
. 

Despite the many problems associated with the meaning of 

these scales, we may use our present knowledge in order 

to evaluate the effects of probation supervision on 

personality development. Since the ultimate goal of 

juvenile probation is to chan:;Je delinquents into non&' 

delin'iuents and assuming than the personality profiles 

ox delinquents differ from those of nondelinquents, we 

might ask whether the personality profiles or probationers 

are less like those of 'delinquents and more l'.Lke those 

of nondelinquents at the end of probation supervision. 

Assuming that pre to postinter~ention chan?es ,on scale 

scores result from or are associated with probation 

supervision, we will examine the changes in those scales 

which have previously demonstrated effectiv~npss in 

discriminating delinquents and nondelinquents. The 

following hypothes~s will be tested: 
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SM va lmm, Au, Al, MA, \vd, , 3 postprobation " t and NO 
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PO and seD scores. . the direction of J.m,-., 
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. scores are significantly 
4 postprobation Denia~ of improvement, than 
•. in the directJ.on higher, J..e., 

. bat;on Denial scores. prepro - '. 
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CHAPTER IV 

METOODOLOGY 

I In order to explore the utility and validity of two 

personality tests :for evaluation, samples of juvenile 

probationers were tested on both the Jesness Inventory 

and Personal Opinion Study at t he beginning of probation 

supervision and, then again, at the conclusion of super-

vision. 

Two phases of the study are apparent: a pretest 

phase and a posttest phase. This chapter will describe 

the procedures for collection, analysis and interpreta-

. tion of data dud.ng each of these phases. 

A. PRETEST PHASE 

1. PRETEST ADMINISTR.'\TION. During the first'phase, two 

personality tests were administered to samples of proba-

tioners from three Maryland Counties: Prince George's, 

Harford and Baltimore counties. These counties were 

chosen for a variety of reasons but overriding criteria 

for selection were proximity of these jurisdictions to 

DJS Headquarters, the ostensible cooperation of judges, 

juvenile masters and county DJS supervisors, and proba-

tion caseload. Because a sample of several hundred 

12 
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sUbjects was desired in a short period of time it was 

necessary to sample probationers :from three counties 

rather than from only one a.nd because all of the testing 

was to be completed by the one researcher., the attempt 

was made to solicit the c()operation of authorities in 

three nearby counties, thereby keeping travel require

ments to a manageable level. The attempts to gain 

cooperation of authorities in the three counties was 

not equally successful since authorities in these 

jurisdictions were not equally receptive to the study. 

The Honorable James Taylor., Judge·of the Seventh Judicial 

Circuit, H()l1orable Robert H •. Mason, Master for Juvenile 

Causes, Honorable J. Edward Hutchinson, Master for Juvenile 

Causes and DJS Supervisors Theodore Sanza, Rod, Graham 

and Ri.ck Parker in Prince George's County lent their 

support to the project. Indeed, Judge Taylor and 

Master Mason and Hu~chinson made the personality tests' 

a condition of probation. Honorable Albert P. Close, 
, 

Judge of the Third Judicial Circuit of Harford County, 

gave his informal support to the project and DJS Super

visors James Scagg of' that county agreed to make the 

test an informal probation requirement. Honorable Francis 

. ~ .. 14 

T. Peach, Master for Juvenile Causes in Baltimore ~ounty, 

lent his support to the study by allowing the researcher 

to test probationers on a voluntary basis. 

Having discussed the rationale for pretesting 

probationers in selected jurisdictions we will now describe 

in detail sampling and data collection procedures acc:ord
I 

ing to counties participating in the studyo 

a. PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY. Beginning in July, 1973, 

juveniles placed on probation in Prince George's County 

were informed immediately:upon· disposition of their 

responsibility to take two personality tests. Test notices 

(Appenaix~) instructing juveniles to appear at one of 

two DJS offices on designated dates and at specific times 

were presented to probationers either by the juvenile 

master or by a D~S staff member*, Two satellite offices, 

one in Hyattsville and one in Suitland, were made 

available to the researcher for the study. Juveniles 

placed on probation by the Prince George's County Juvenile 

Court between July 2, 1973 and December 7, 1973 were 

*1 would like to take the opportunity to extend my 
appreciation to Mr. Earl Loveless, DJS st;>.ff member, for 
his assistance in informing probationers of the test 
requirement. 
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gl~tifi'ed to appear for testing on a Monday evening at 

the Hyattsvill~ office or a Tuesday evening at the Suitland 

Cllffice of the week following disposition (whichever office 

was most convenient for juveniles). Ideally, therefore, 

the maximum period of time between. disposition. and tests 

was eight days since a child ordered'on probation on a 

Monday would take the test no later than Tuesday, the 

£ollowing week. Juveniles unable to appear on designated 

'dates were instructed to notify th!2 re'searcher so that 

they might be rescheduled for .testing. No attempt was 

made to determine the total number of probationers issued 

-
test notices who failed to take the test. The only recognized 

'exceptions to the testing requirements were Washington, D.C., 

I 
-residentr, for whom probation supervision was transfE>rred 

to \v'ashington immediately fo11<Y1ing disposi tion, and 

I 
! seven juveniles who were excused for personal reasons. 

Testing was usually conducted in groups and was 

scheduled to commence during rul evening hour. The 

evening hour was decided.upon to prEvent parents or 

guardians from having to miss work in order to transport 

wards to test sites. Also, group testing durin? the 

~y was initially rejected because a concern of the 

researcher was that day time operations within the offices 
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might'disrupt test sessions • 

Test administration began with the issuance..:.' of-

pencils and answer sheets. Verbal instructions were 

given :for children to indicate name, date, age and sex 

in the proper se.ctions of the ansWex:- sheets. Juveniles 

were advised that tes.ts would have no €,f£ect on their 

probation status since neither juvenile court masters nor 

probation officers would be allowed to view test results. 

Additional verbal exchanges were minimized. 

Both personali~y tests were prerecorded by a former 

DJS staff member and presented to juveniles via tape 

recorder * , The tape recording began ... d. th instructions 
..' .... 

:for recording responses on answer sheets and brie£ly 

explained t~e nature of. test items. After' recorded 

instructions were given, the Jesness Inventory was 

administered followed by the Personal CEinion Study. 

Test administration t.ook approximately forty minutes. 

Items missed during the initial administration were 

presented on d~mand, Following tests, individual inter-

~I would like to take thi S opportun i. ty to express 
my appreciation to Wayne Gracey, former DJS staff m~mber 
and part-time disc jockey, forprovidin'l his time to 
record the test and to Ruth Schliemann, DJS resenl'cher, 
for making the recordin9 available to this writer. 

.• I. 
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".~ews, structured according to a background information 

schedule (Appendix~), were conducted. Besides the 

gathering of basic demographic data such as age, sex, 

and race, the interview solicited information on the 

offense of the juvenile, school status, relationship 

to those with whom he was living at tim~' of adjudicC'.ticn, 

number of siblings, legal status of parents, nature of 

parents' or guardians' employment, and type of residence. 

Completion of schedules,taking approximately five 

minutes for each child, concluded the final step of the 

.pretest administration. 

be HARFORD COUNTY. Sampling procedures in Harford 

County differed from those in Prince George's County. 

Between July ~t lY~~a~d' December 1, 1973, probation 

officers informed new probationers of their responsibility 

for taking two personality tests to be administered on 

a Saturday morning at the Harford County DJS office in 

Bel Air, i-1aryland. No check was made to determine whether 

all children ordered on probation during the period of 

pretest administration were informed of the project and 

subsequently tested. The rationale for arranging Saturday 

morning testing was similar to that described for evening 

; . 
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t.~sting in Prince George's County. Saturday morning 

testing was felt to b~ generally more convenient for 

parents, guardians, and juveniles than alternate times 

and better suited in terms of controi'led conditions for 

testing. 

Testing procedures described with the Prince George's 

County sampJ.e apply to'the Harford County sample as 

-, 
well.. T-esting, usually in groups, commenced at 11:00 A.M .. 

with the issuance of pencils and answer sheets. Proba-

.tioners were informed that tests were for research 

. purposes~ and would not affect their probation status. 

The tape recorded version of test directions and tests 

were played to probationers and immediately follo1.'ling 

completion of tests, interviews were conducted to complete 

background information schedules. 

c. BALTltvl0RE COUNTY. Sampling procedures in 

Baltimore County differed radically from those in the 
, " I 

other two counties for one important reason. Unlike 

the sample selection process Of. Prince George's County 

and Harf~rd County wherein participation was mandatory, 

s~mpling in B~l timore County was based or. the voluntary 

cooperation of juveniles. In order to recr~it volunteers 

for the project the researcher attended juvenile court 

: ... 

'. 
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sessions on Wednesdays and Fridays of each week between 
,-

June 27, 1973, and September 26, 1973. Juveniles placed 

on probation were approached by the researcher immediately 

following court disposition and solicited for their 

voluntary coope,l"ation in the testing project.· Volunteers 

were issued printed instru.ctions directing them to ·'81.~ow.son 

based of:fice for Saturday morning testing (Appendix XiII ). 

Testing was usually done in groups and procedures for test 

administration and interviewing were identical to those 

previous.ly described with the Prince ~orge t s and Harford 

county samples. 

A number of problems plague:d the vOluntary study and 

eventually resulted in the deci sion by the researcher to 

abandon the project as it was then structured. Among 

the p~oblems were the samaQ number of volunteers, failure 

of some juveniles to honor appointments, excessive amount 

of time ~pent attending court sessions, and inability of 

the researcher to approach some juveniles. visibly 

distressed by the disposition hearings. 

Following the decision to terminate the voluntary 

testing program in Baltimore County, the probation super-

visor o:f that county was informed of the reasons for the 

decision and was requested to gain the juvenile court 
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master's permission to make the test mandatory. It waS 

not until two mont:ts later that permission was granted 

to implement the project in its 'revised form. Unfortunatp.ly 

the amount 'of time allotted for pretestin? had almost 

h f only two testing sessions were e!cpired and, t ere ore, 

conducted. The revised project required probation officers 

to inform new probationers of their obligation to take 

the tests at one of two DJS offices made available to 

the resear.cher. On \vednesdays the researcher made him-

self availab e or 4 1 f test~ng at ·the Towson office at 4:30 F.M. 

and at the Dundalk satellite office at 6:30 P.M. Juveniles 

at '."n' "cn' ever office was most convenient were told to appear ( 4 

for them,. Actual procedures for test administration were 

identical to those previously described with other samples. 

2. SCORIN3. Severed times during the months of pre

testing~ when ample numbers of completed tests had 

accumulated, Jesness Answer Sheets 'were mailed to Con-
, .. 

r~efore suIting Psychologists Press for computer scoring. 

shipment, the names of juveniles wer~ removed from answer 

sheets and recorded elsew ere. h The proce dure of record-

in9 coded numbers on answer sheets in lieu of names was 

strictly adhered to per DJS policy of not providi~q 

'd . sAge standardi7ed juveniles' names to outs~ e agenc~e • 
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scoring required that all answer sheets be screened 

before Shipment to determine that ages were properly and 

. accurately indicated. 

Scoring of the other questionnaire, the Personal 

Opinion Study, was done manually utilizing handscoring 

stencils. For verification, Personal Opinion Study 

Answer sheets were scored twice. 

3. COLLECTION OF OT~SR DATA. Life history information 

gathered during interviews with the researcher at the 

time of pretest was verified by two means: (I) Proba-

tion officers were interviewed and, when interviews 

could not be arranged, written summaries were provided; 

and (2) da~a was gathered from DJS case registers. 

Through inte~views and written summaries, information 

was obtained cn age, se~ offense, school status, relation-

ship to cohabit~nts at time of adjudication, n~mber of 

siblings, legal status of parents or guardians, nature 

of parents~ or guardians' employment, and the type 

of residence. Case registers supplied data on age, sex, 

race, m~jor reasons for present adjudication, prior 

:t;o,rmal contacts, prior informal contacts, difiposi tions 

of prior formal contacts, and prior detentions. 

4.. OATI\ i\N:\L~ Because of the large amount of infor-

~""""" ____________________ -J 
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mation collected on each juvenile and in order to 

facilitate data description and analysis the decision 

was made to process data using computer facilities • 

Code sheets prepared for selected orograms contained 

fourty-nine bits of information on each child. Basic 

descriptions ot pretest samples were completed according 

to country of residence, age, sex, race, nature of 

present offense, parental status, nu.mber of siblillgS, 

history of delinquency, and scales scores. T-tests 
, , 

of signif'idant mean differences, F tests and multiple 

,regression analysis were computed to determine relation-

ships between race and inventory scales and factors 

that are associated with the probability of recidivism. 

B. THE POSTIEST PHASE 

1. POSTIEST ADi'-lINISTRATION. Probation officers in 

Prince George's and Harford Counties were asked to notify 

, 
the researcher shortly before pretested juveniles were 

to be released :from probaticm supervision in order that 

they might be posttested. In Prince George's County 

probation officer~ requested juveniles to appear for 

testing on weekday afternoons and most tests w,~re admin-

istered individually in a secluded room made available 
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to the· researcher. In Har:ford County probation o£::ticers 

requested juveniles to appear :for testing on Saturday 

mOliQings and tests were administered in groups. Procedures 

"Lor posttest administration were identic,al to those for 

pretests ~vjth the exception that the purpose of inter-

views following tests was changed. Exi.t type interviews, 

loosely structured according to'the £ormat of specially 

designed interview schedules (Appendix'~KIII), were conducted 

in order to solicit the thoughts and feelings of probationers 

on ~.p.ca. P.e.J;,,§onal.i tygu~,§~ionnaires, on probation super-

·vision and on probation :officers •. It was ':fel t that such 

,"exit" interviews might provide interesting supplemental 

data relevant to a'n evaluation or probation trc:>atmen t and 

o:f the research methodology as-well. 

Posttests were not administered to pretest juveniles 

in Baltimore County :for several reasons. Since most of 

the sample were volunteers the researcher was reluctant 

to rollow up these ~/ouths. Among other reasons for not 

using those subjects, the use or volunteers in evaluative 

research designs seriously delimits the generali7ability 

of findings. Also records revealed that a significant 

number of cases in the Baltimore County sample were juvpniles 

d>laced on probation but not adjudicated delinquent. Such 
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case's were felt to be ill sui ted for pretreatment-post-
.~. 

treatment testing since these juveniles received only 

minimal contact with probation officers during their 

two or three month probation period~ 

2. SCORING. Scoring procedures tor posttests were 

identical to those for prete,stso Jesness answer sheets 

were routinely shipped to California for computer sco1:ing 

and Personal Opinion Study answer sheets ""ere '1] ., ma:"llla .. y 

~c;ored using handscorin9 stencils. 

3 e COLLECTION OF OTHSR DATA. Probation officers and 

supervisors were interviewed for the purpose of describ-

ing probation treatment. Available relevant, materials, 

includinD the annotated code of Maryland and the Proba-

tion Position Paper, were likewise reviewed toward 

the goal of describing probation intervention. 

4. DATA ANALYSIS. Comparisons of preprobation and 

postprobation test scores were done by the difference 

of means t test. The choice of one tailed tests 

the implicit hypothesis that is being tested: that 

probation is effective. 
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CHAPTER V. A..'iALYSISOF THE DATA 

The data analysis will concentrate crt the three 

problems outlined in Chapter III of this report. The 

first p~oblem involves the sensitive issue of the 

relationship between inventory scale scores and race. 

The hypothesis which stems. from this problem is:' 

1. On each scale of the Jesness Inventory and of 
the'Personal Opinion Study, scores of Whites and Negroes 
do not differ. 

The second problem of the study raises the question: 

What do Social ~laladjustment scores and Asocial Index 

scores measure? The hypothesis is: 

2. The Asocial Index discriminates ,more effectively 
than the Social ~laladjustment Scale between juveniles 
who differ with regard to sex, race, present age, age at 
first contact, seriousne~s of offense~ and history of 
delinquency. 

The third problem stated in the form of a question is: 

How might we use the, Jesness Inventory and the Personal 

Opinion Study to evaluate the effectiveness of juvenile 

probation? And the hypotheses to be tested are: 

3. Post probation SM, VO, Imm, Au, AI, Wd, MA, Rep, 
and AI scores of the Jesness Inventory and NO, PD, and 
SeD scores of ~he Personal Opinion Study are significantly 
lower i.ee, in the direction of improvement, than pre-
• 
probation scores; and 

85 



4. Postprobation Den scores are. significantly 
higher, i.e., in the direction of improvement, than 

r ~reprobation Den scores. 
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Be:fore investiga,ting each of these hypotheses individually, 

we will describe in some detail the characteristics of 

the youngste~placed on probation in the three counties 
.. 

participating in the study. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE S~MPLES. 

Two hundred and twen,ty-five probation~rs were pre-

tested on the Jesness Inventory and the Personal Opinion 

Study in Prince George's, Harford and Baltimore Counties. 

At the Hyattsville of:fice o:f Frince George's County 93 

juveniles' were tested, a nd at t he Suitland o:f.fice 65 

probationers were likewise ~retested. 38 juveniles com-

prise the Baltimore County sampl'! and 29 juveniles 

comprise the Baltimore County group. Age, race, and 

sex characteristics of each sample are presented in 

Tables ~'~J~' and-E_ (Appendix ~). Characteristics 

o:f the combined samples ~re described in Table _~ 

(Appendix ~). The combined cohort includes 82 percent· 

males (185) and 18 percent females (40). 178 subjects, 

or 79 percent of the cohort, are White and 47 ~ubjects~ 

or 21 percent, are Black. Age range of the pretest 

group is 10 to 18 years with' a mean and median age of 

''''''--'-'",-' ---'--------_.------
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approximately 15~ years, and a mode or 16 years. Mean 

ages of probationers tested in Suitland, Hyattsville, 

Harford County, and Bmltimore County are 15 .. 3 years, 

15.4 years, l5~9, and 15.7 years, respectively. 81 

percent of the Wh~tes are male and 85 percent of the· 

• 
Blacks are male and the mean ages of ~bite and Blacks 

is approximately the same, l5~ years. 

Family background characteristics of the cohort are 

. -
. reported in Tables ~,~,and ~ (Appendix XV). 

Approximately 47 percent of the combined sample were 

, . living with both parents at the time of . adjudication but 
---~ - = 
a relatively large percentage of the probationers (24 

percent) were living only with the mother at the 'time of 

their c.olirt hearing. Table B indicates that approximately 

. " . 

22 percent of the parents are divorced, and about 11 

percent are separated. Furthermore, Table ~ reports 

that a large portion .of the cohort come from families 

" 
of more than three siblings although having three siblings 

; ; 

is 'the most frequent occurrence. In summary, family 

background data on our cohort portray a rather typical 

statistical picture of delinquents: they often come from 

broken homes of average or larger than average households. 

It should be noted, ho\vever, that these two characteristics 

,-...,' .... , ...... ~ ............ :,.-............ ...-



- . do not'overwhelmingly characterize our delinquents. 

:r,_" hat is, the' incidence or broken homes 1..' n 
r the general 

popUlation is relatively high and households 0; thre,e 
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and rour children also are not uncommon within the general 

popUlation. 

. Th? attempt to secure reliable inrorma tion on the 

employment or parents and guardians w'as unsuccessrul as 

were efforts to document ramily incomes. 
Apparently 

this information is not routinely and 
systematically . 

g~thered by 'probation orricers during investigations. 

What data were collected 
suggests that 'total annual 

t'ainily incomes in excess of $15~OOO rOI skilled and 

unskilled labor ~re not uncommon. 
Proressional occupa-

tions seem to., be in:frequent fo'.'" 
~ the fathers of our 

probationers and unskilled 1 t 
a)or, particularly house-

w'r 
1.. er

y
,. and clerical employment characterize the labors 

of many of the mothers. 

\ 

Data on the delinquency h' t 
1S ory of our probation 

(Appenclix ~). -
cohort are contained ;n T rl 

4 aJ es A , BCD 
---'-'-' and E 

Table rigures are someWhat misleading 

because the reader might conclude rrom them that most . 
or the Juveniles placed on probation have 

no hi,story or 
delinqu~ncy: 68.9 percent have n b ever een detained; 64.9 

.. 

1. , , 
I 1 
1 
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percent have never been rormally handled; 83.1 percent 

have never been on probation before, and 94.7 percent 

have no·~istory or institutional commitments. These 

f'igur€:s 'erroneously suggest that perhaps 70 or 80 percent 

of tbe juveniles are placed on probation without l:egard 

to the possibility that their present orfense represents 

thei.r first contact with DJS. Actually probation was 

ordered rOI about 100 juveniles,or 44 percent or the 

cohort, wao have no record, or priclr contact wi th DJS. 
~ .... 

Some interesting observations from the UHistory 

o,f Deiinq,iency ll tables are that about 31 percent of the 

c!ohort have at some time been confined in a detention 

facility_ Probably rOI many of these youngsters, their 

detention period las~d no more than a day but this deten·. 

tion rate seems, nevertheless, high. It is interesting 

to note that informal procedures have been employed for 

about 35 percent o£ the group. That 35 percent rather 

than 50 or 75 percent have been previously informally 

processed and that approximately 35 percent have been 

previously formally handled may be of concern to proba-

tion administrators. In summary, the probation cohort 

appears to be divided into twr.) approxima tely equal si7.ed 

groups: one 9rouP with no ,record of prior con tact vi th 

-,' 

", 
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DJS'and the other group with some history of detention 
.,-;. 

~ or informal or formal handling. 

Other descriptive information pertainin~ to the 

delinquency of our cobort are presented in Tables-E-, 

~, and-ll- (Appendix ~). The average age at first 

contact is approximately 14~ years, or almost one year" 

younger than the average age of probationers across the 

state. Table F suggests that delinquency behavior 

~rrupts suddenly'at around age 13'but subsides after 

age 16. The type of offenses that brings the juveniles 

to court are varied but burglary, narcotics violation, 

larceny and assault together comprise approximately 55 

percent of these offenses (Table-1-, Appendix ~). If 

we define an offense as serious if the probability of 

formal handlin9 is 50 percent or greate:.t': (Table.2:..-, 

Appendix~) we see that almost haIr or the offenses 

committed by our cohort (Table ~, Appendix ~) were 

seriou s one s. 

In summary, we might ask how these 225 probationers 

compare with other probationers in Prince Georges County 

(since 70% of the cohort were adjudicated by the P.S. 

County District Court) and we may further wish to know 

how the cohort compares with probationers across the state. 

~~....o-. ___ ------------"""'--!---
. , 

Some demographic comparisons ar"e pre"sented in Table 3 

below .. 

TABLE-2-. Comparisons of Probation St~dy Cohort to state
wide probationers and Prince George's County 
Probationers According to Age, Sex, and Race 

Sex Ratio Race Ratio 
Mean Age Male :'Female White:Black 

FY73 Statewide Probationers 15.3 yrs. 8:1 1:1 

FY73 PeG. County Probationers 15.2 yrs. 7:1 1.3:1 

Probation Study Cohort 15.5 yrs. 5:1 4:-1 

While the average age of the study cohort compares favorably 

with that of statewide probationers and Pri rx::e George's 

County probationers, our sample is overrepresented by 

females and Whites. Probably a major reason for the 

underrepresentation of Blacks is that the Baltimore County 

sample is predominantly White and signiricant numbers of 

Blacks adjudicated, by the Prince George's County juvenile 

Court acutally reside in ~~'ashington, D.C., a nd, therefore, 

they were not tested in conjunction with this study~ This 

is because jurisdiction was transferred to D.C. immediately 

following d.isposition. 

With regard to the types or offenses that brought 

the youngsters to court, the distribution of offenses 

. I 
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among °the cohort exhibits similarities with types of 

offensesthat result in probation statewide. Burglary, 

narcotics viola~ions, larceny, assault, ungovernability, 

and auto the£t are highly represented by our study grouD 

and are also highly represented by probationers in othe~ 

jurisdictions within the state. 

In terms of Jesness Inventory scale scores, the 

di£ierences between jurisdictions ~re not s· .~o Q 19n1~1cant 

according to the'results of an analysis-of-varianc~ test 

- ' 

.s, on .e SM, va, Imm, ('Table_B '.' Appendix _XVII). That; th 

Au, AI, MA, Wd, SA, Den, and Rep scales and on the Asocial 

Index, the differences in scores between ~yattsville, 

-
Suitland, Harford County and Baltimore County probationers 

are not significantly di££erent.. These findi"n;:1s suggest 

that Hyattsville, Suitland, Harford County and Baltimore 

County probationers are similar in personality 'characteristics. 

Mean Jesness Inventory scale scores for each sample and 
, 

for the combined sample (the probation cohort) are indicated 

in ~able~ (Appendix XVI!). 1£ delinquency is highly 

improbabl~ with a T-score of . approx1mately 50, the con-

elusion of this analys~s of • pretest scores is that on 
. 

mm, u, Al, AI - probationers six of the scale,s - SM, VO, I A 

~ppear to differ from nonde1inquents since the average 

.. ' 

, . 
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score of probationers are apparently distinguishable 

from nonde1inquents'since their scores gener-ally fall 

beloW the SO T-value. 

'On Personal Opinion Study scale scores, differences 

between Hyattsville, Suitland, Harford County, and 

Baltimore County probationers were not significant (Table...Q..... 

Appendix XVII). Table~ (Appendix XVII) indicates that 

the average raw score of the cohort on the Neurotic 

Delinquency Scale is '11.12; on the Psychopathic Delinquency 

Scale. 11.54; j and, on the Subcultural Delinquency Scale, 

13.99. In general probationers in Prince George's, 

"Harford a~d Baltimore Counties share similar personality 

characieristics as measured not only by the Jesness 

Inventory, but the Personal Opinion Stu.dy as well. 

Having described our pretest samples accordin~ to 

demographic charact~ristics, family background informa-

tion, delinquency' history characteristics, and pe
rson

-

a1ity scale scores, we may now explore our hypotl-tesesc 

~SULTS OF TSST OF HYPOTHESES 

The first hypothesis we will explore is "-a test, of 

'the relationship between scale scores and race. Scp .. Ha te 

differences of means t-tests were computed for each ~ci\lp. 

,,' 
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of the Jesness Inventory and the Personal Opinion Study. 
"10, 

Table...A- (Appendix XVIII) indicates that Bla.cks are more 

immature than \I/hi tes; they demonstrate more use of Repres-

sion as a defense mechanism: than \vhi tes; and, they are 

more a.socialized than Whites. It is inter€sting th~~t 

Blacks receive higher immaturity scores than Whites 

particularly since previous research has demonstrated 

that the Jesness Inventory classifies Blacks as more 

immature than Whites according to :.I-level classification 

(See Jesness 1958 j \Ilarn~n and PalmE!r: 1965; Kissling, 

1969: 49). It is also very interesting that Blacks 

-demonstrate more use pf Repression 'than Whites. That 

Blacks and Whites are distinguishable on those'two par-

ticular scales is significant for the following reasons: 

l~ T~e'correlation between Repression scores and 
intelligence scores (r=-.45 correlation between 
the \\]ISC and Rep) is' the hi ?hest of any scale. 

2e The relation between intelligence and Im~aturity 
scores (r=-. 44 v,d. th the ~.vrSC) was higher than 
for any Jes~ess scale other than Repression 

3. -', The Immaturity scale is correlated more hi'1hly 
with the Repression Sc~le (r=.59) than with 
any other scale~ 

What these figures sugges~ is that a significant portion 

of th~ variance in Immaturity scores and Repression scores 

is accounted for in terms of intelligence. That is, it 

-' 

-f 
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may we-II be that the Immaturl.° ty and R ' epre ssion sC.311es 

Dleasure to a significant degree verbal abili ty b€~<::aus,e 

have been found to be associated with 

poor verbal ability. H' °gh ° t 1 1mma ure subjects were rated 

llow \'JISC scores 

by interviewers as showin:"' 'poor s . 1 . ~ DC1a p01se and scores 

on Imm were shown to be related, t o speech problems 

(Jesness, 1972:11). Boys scarl.°n hO h , 9 19 on Repression 

were also rated as showing lack of social poise and 

scoxes on Rep were also corre. lated . h w1tl the presence'of 

speech problems. Thus, to conclude that Blacks are more 

Imma1ture than \oJhites and that t'hey al.so employ more use 

of R':!pz'ession than Whiles might b'e very misleading 

unless we understand that t hese sc~·les .... are actually 

reinforcing the fact that the verbal ability ~f Blacks 

is" according to middle class standards, poorer than that 

of Whites. I.' or many of the Blacks, it may be that their 

poor verbal abili~y led TO bl ~ _ pro ems and frustrations 

in schools which., in turn', 1 d t d . e '0 el1nquency. It 

would be interestin~ t . ~ 0 exam1ne the school status of the 

Black sample but, unfortunately, this information was 

not rountinely collected. 

The signficant difference between the Asocial Index 

scoreS of White-s and Blacks may be accounted for: by the 
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:fact that this scale takes into account the i~1formation 

provided by ten Invent()ry Scales (not including the 

Immaturi ty scale). The fact that Blacks sr.=ore higher 

'than. Whites on the SM, VO, Au, AI, \vd, Rep, and Den 

scales (although not stati st:i.cally signi::ficant), coupled 

with the very great discrepancy between. Blacks and Whites 

on the Repression scale may be thE'~ rea/Son that Blacks" 

r'eceive significantly higher SCores than Whites on the 

Asocial Index. " Al though a small di:f£erence between the 

Scores ox Whites and Blacks is prese.nt, the correlation 

between race and ethnic status is very weak (r=.ll). We 

may conclude that the samll diffe:cence betl'ITeen Blc.cks 

and Whites on the Asocial Index is an artifact of the 

scale construction procedure. But toe dif£erencE'.! is too 

small to be of mUch concern. 

The results of the t-test for differences-ox_means 

between the Personal Opinion Study scores of Blacks and 

_ nppen l.X , • Whites is preSented in Table B (~ d· XVIII) 
It was 

found that Blacks and Whites do not differ significantly 

,on the personality dimenSions: Neurotic Delinquency, 

Psychopathic Delinquency, Subcultural Delinquency. These 

:findings are consistent with thOse of Kissling (1969:S1) 

to the extent that Blacks and Whites do nQt differ on 

.: 

d Psychopathic Delinquency the. Ne'urotic Delinquency an 

"< 
,I Scales. f d tha.t Blacks scored However, Kissling oun 

on th .... Subcultural Delinquency Scale than higher ~ 
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f d 0 such results. Whites although this study oun n This 

d the belief that the study, therefore, h;!\.s not supporte 

1.• S more subc1.l1 tural than that of delinquency of Blacks 

Whites. 

we are to investigate is a The second hypothesis 

scales of the Jesness test of the relationship between two 

Socl.·al MaladJ"ustment an nSOC1a Inventory, d A • 1 Index, and 

six criteria that have previously' been shown to be 

" b·] "ty of" future delinquency:- sex; related to -the proba l..1 , 

race; present age; ;.1ge at first contact with the agency; 

(p r, /iornumber of f'ormal di~posi tiC/ns, hi story of de linquency ./ 

number oft.:.rior informal dispositions, number of prior 

O';spositions, number of prior dete~tions); and, probation ... 

ser10usne ... • SS 0 4 present offense. If these criteria are 

ox. future delinquency and if related to the probability 

so than. the Social Maladjust'the Asocial Index is (more 

"also related to and 'predictive of delinquent ment Scale) 

expect some degree of association behavior, we might 

scores and th'ese six, social and between Asocial Index 

demographic variables. Table 4 , below, indicates that 
-', 

r 
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Tab 1 e..£. Mean, Standard Veviation and t-Test compari
son of Social l'vlaladju stment Scores by Number 
o:f Prior Formal Dispositions 

-
SM Sca.le 

Number of Prior F.ormals N ~ S. D. t 
0 92 59.14 10.04 '* 1.04 1-7 66 60.81 9.81 

Prince George's County probationers with no prior history 

of :formal dispositions receive approximately the same 

SM scores as those with a history:of prior formals., Table 

5 , below, indicates that the Asocial Index also does - . 
not di£ferentiate Prince George's C~unty probationers with 

no prior history of formals and probationers with a prior , ... 

history of formal. dispositions. doth groups receive 

approximately the same Asocial Index scores. 

Table2_ Means, Standard Deviations and t-Test compari
sons of Asocial Index Scores by Number or Prior 
Formal Dispositions 

Prior Number 
o:f Formals N 

0 92 
1-7 66 

*Not Signi:iicant 

AI 
x -S.D ... 

61.51 10.34 
64.00 11.54 

.. 
t 

1.38* 

.. , 
,,-..... 
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Tab 1 e-2-, below, indicates that those P . 
r1nCe~George'sy 

County probationers with-no history of informal handling 

Table~. ,iYleans, S:an?ard Deviations and t-Test Comoari_ 
sons c;f '::'~c1al ~1:lladjustment Scores by ~umber 
of Pr10r rnformal Dispositions 

Number of SM Scale Prior Informals N - S.D .. x t 
0 96 58.79 ll.3l 
1~6 62 60.45 10.43 .93* 

* . ., . ~i' -
~eceive about the same Social r.faladjustment scores as 

those Who have been handled informally. T bl 
a e~t below 

'Tab1e2... Means; Standard .iJeviations and t-Test Compari
sons of Asocial Index Scores by Number of 
Prior Informal Dispositions 

Number of ' .-.\ AI Prior Informals N x S.D. t < 

-Not Signi:ficant ,., 

0 96 61. ::·6 11.31 1.36* .. 1-6 62 63.82 10.65 

reports similar_findings. The Asocial Index scores of 
." 

r . 
. our Prince George.' s County delinquent,s do not di:(fer 

When c0l!J:rollingfo~ number or prior informals dispositions. 

T.a~les.JL and-L ... below, also report that neither the 

Social Maladjustment ~cale nor the Asocial Index distinguish 

Prince George's Cc;>unty probationers who have been I-Ield in 

detention from thos,~ who have never been detained. 

'j 

1 
If. 
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Table~. Mean, Stand.ard lJeviatior,\ and t-Test Compari-
~, sons o:f Social Maladjustment Scores by Number 

of Prior Detentions 

Number of Prio;c Sr-.l Scale 
Detentions N -x S.D. t 

a 91 58.94 10 .. ·;n 1.34* 
1 or more 67 61:08 9.45 

* S· ·f· Not ~gnl.·l.cant 

Table-2-. Mean, Standard ~eviation and t-Test Compari
,sons o:f Asocial Inde~ Scores by Number o:f 
Prior Detentions 

'1 

Number o:f Prior ~r-1 Scale 
Detentions N x S.D. t 

0 91 61.16 11.38 
1.31* 1 or more 67 63.50 10.67 

*Not Significant 

Do probationers who have previously been placed on 

probation receive di:f:ferent scores than the :first time 

probation group? Tables 10 and 11, below, indicate 

that history of probation is related to Social Malad-

justment' and Asocial Index scores since those juveniles 

wno have been previously placed on probation receive higher 

Social i'-'1aladjustment and Asocial Index scores than the 

first time probation group. The implication o:f these 

findings contradicts previous findings on the relation-

ship between history of delinquency and scale scores 

sinoe these findings suggest that both scales may predict 
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Table -10. Mean, ;;'tandard iJeviations and t-Test Compari
of Social f-1aladjustment Scores by Number of 
Prior Probations 

Number of Prior SM Scale 
Detentions N x S.D. t 

a 128 58.79 9.88 '. * jt, or more 30 64.34 9.22 2.86 

* .01 Level of Significance (two tailed test) 

Table-!L. Mean, Standard Deviations and t .• Test Compari
sons of Asocial Index Scores bv Number of 
Prior Probations -

Number of Prior SM Scale 
. Detentions N - S.D. x t 

0 128 .61.07 11.07 ; 
2.78* 1 or more 30 66.93 10.01 

* .01 Level or Significance (two tailed test) 

future delinquency. How r eve J We must temper our faith 

in the reliability of this :finding :for an important 

reason. The sample sizes di:f:fer greatly (:first time 

probationers·number 128 whereas prior probationers 

number .30) and we know that toe mean :for small samples 

is more seriously affected by extremes than is the 

mean fo. r large sampl· e s. 'rhus ·h we ave reason to question 

this £inding. In order t b tt d o e er un erstand the relation-

shi~ between probation history and scale scores , correla-
l: • 

tl.ons between the number o:f prior probat lon and s~ales 
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were computed based on the entire cohort and it was 

found that the correlation between Social Maladjustment 

scores and number of prior probations (r=.09) is not 

significant but the correlation between Asocial Index 

scores and number of prior probations is significant 

(r=-.14, p 6.05). Thus, the AsociCl;l Index ~oes appear 

to distinguish more accurately between this criterion 

0:£ future delinquency than the Social Maladjustment Scale 

but only to a statisti~ally signii",icant degree. For 

screening, diagnosis and prescriptions neither scale 

appears to be of much value based on these findings. 

Available process data on juveniles handled by DJS 

in Prince George's County ,indicate that some type: of 

offenses are more likely t? be handled forMaliy than 

are others. Table-1L., (Appendix~) for example, indicates 

that between July, 1972 and June,197~ 84% of robbery 

cases (complaint Code 06) were handled formally by the 

Prince George's County Court whereas only 26 percent 

of disorderly conduct cases (complaint Code 07) were so 

processed. The fact that certain types or offenses 

are more likely than others to be handled formally 

re.fiects the implicit assumption that certain types or 

offenses are more serious than are others. rlecause 

----~ ............... --
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previous research has indicated that seriousness of 
.,t' '~,. 

o:£fense is related to future delinquency, we have reason 

to examine the Social Maladjustment and Asocial Index 

scores of those probationers who were invol'iled in serious·. 

offenses in compi!-=ison to the scclres of probationers 

who were invol vedln thf~ less seJcious offenses. 4' or this 

particular analysis, a serious offense includes any offenses 

of which the probability of formal handling is 4S~ or 

greate.r and a non-serious offense· is defin~d as any 

offense of which the orobabili ty of formal handling is 

less than 45%. Serious oIrenses include violation of 

probation: (compaint code 90), robbery (complaint code 

06), breaking and entering (compaint code 04), auto-theft 

(complaint code 03), sex o£fenses (complaint 'code 08), 

and larceny (complaint code' 05). The "non-serious" 

grouping includes CINS offenses, e.g., runaway(complaint 

code 21), truancy (complaint code 22), ungovernable 

( cpmplaint code 23), d 1 h . an a co 011c beverage violation 

(complaint code 13), shoplifting (complaint code 14), 

etc. The selection of the 45% cutting point is logically 

consistent with DJS philosophy and policy since CHiS 

o.f.fenses are thereby grouped in the non-serious category. 

QJS policy generally views CINS offenses as less serious 

.. 

. '. 
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offense.s •. Moreover, recent legislation has made illeg~l 

the incarceration of a CINS offender; thus reflecting 

the attitude that CINS offenses are less serious. 

Table 12 , below, indicates that the mean Social 

Maladjustment scores of offenders who commit serious 

ofranses is no different from that of offenders who commit 

Table 12 • - Mean, Standard Dev.iations and t-Test Compari
sons of Social ."~aladjustment Scores by Serious
ness of Offense 

:.>;s_ , 

SM Scale 
Ofrense N x S.D .. t 

Serious 74 59.27 10.19 * 
Non-serious 84 60.36 9.78 

.67 

* Not Significant 

non-serious offenses. Table 13 , below, reports Asocial 

Index score of probationers who committed serious offenses 

Table 13. Mean, Standard Ueviation and ~-Test Compari
sons of Asocial Index Scores by Seriousness 
of Offense 

-A. I. 
Offense N x S.D. t 
Serious 74 62.17 11.29 

.10* Non-serious 84 62.33 10.95 

* Not Significant 
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I 

I 
\ 

1 

is not significantly di:fferent from the average Asocial 

,0" ~ 
Index score of those who committed non-serious offeuses. 

If the seriousness of the offense of a juvenile is related 

I 
to future delinquency, these findings on Social f-taladjust-

i 
I ment and Asocial Index scores do not rerlect this 

differential. In other words, juveniles who commit serious 

offenses do not, in general, receive higher Social 

Maladjustment and Asocial Index scores than juveniles 

who commit less serious offenses. '. 
The foregoing analyses have investigated the relation-

ship between the scales and various recidivism criteria 

taken separately. Since our interest may be in the 

explanatory power of all the'independent variables taken 

together, we may prefer to make use of the multiple 

correlation coefficient and the F ratio for significance 

of the multiple correlation. Therefore, a regression 

analysis was run using the 1108 Univac facility at the 

Baltimore County Campus of the University of Maryland. 

For this problem, dependent variables were Social 

Maladjustment and Asocial Index scores and, independent 

variables were race, sex, age at first contact, serious-

ness of offense, present age, number of prior probations, 

number of prior detentions, and number of prior formals. 
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The multiple correlation coerficient between Social 

Maladjustment scores and all independent variables was 

found to be .227 and the multiple R of .05 was. not 

significant. None of the zero order correlation coef£icients 

-between Social Maladjustment scores and values of the 

independent variables were significant. Thus, there 

appears to be little association between the Social 

Maladjustment scale and independent variables taken 

together and taken separately. 
e 

Although no significant correlation was reported 

between Social Maladjustment scores and our independent 

v.a17iables, taken individually and together '1 the Asocial 

Index correlateS3 significantly with various of the 

independent variables. Signi£icant zero order correla-

coefficients were found between Asocial Index scores 

and number or prior detentions (r=.14, p~. 05), and 

between Asocial I~dex scores and number of prior proba-

tions (r=.14, p~.05)(TabIe~, Appendix~). .6. low 

but significant mul tip Ie. R~ (R2= .. 07, P $.05) (Table.JL, 

.. 

Appendix...2QL.) was found betwe~~.~so~ial Index scores 

and the following independent variables: race, sex,. f!1e 

at first contact, seriousness of offens~, present age , 

bumber of prior probations, numoer of prior info~mals, 
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·and number of prior detentions. The addition of a ninth 

variable, number of priorformal.s, added nothing to the 

abi Ii ty of the independent variable to predict Asoci,al 

Index scores. Thus, there appears to be a slight but 

statistically significant relationship betwe.en Asocial 

Index scores and various factors that have previously 

proven effective for' predicting recidivism. 

The third and :fourth hypotheses that we now discuss 

pertain directly to the evaluation of probation treat-

mento We l1ypothesized that at the conclusion of proba-

tion treatment juveniles would score signi:ficantly lower, 

i.e., in the direction of improved personal and social 

.adjustment, on the :following ~cales of the Jesness 

Inventory and Personal Opinion Study: SM, VO, Imm, Au, 

Al, Wd,. HA, Rep, ND, PD, and SeD. And we hypothesized 

that probationers would also score significantly higher 

i.e., in the direction of improved personal and social 

adjustment, on the one scale o:f the Jesness In ven tory, 

the Oenial scale. ~or analysis of pre to posttest score 

changes, the t-testror dependent samples was selected. 

T ratios were evaluated by one tailed tests, following 

the suggestion of Cain and Hollister (1972:136) who sta~: 
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As we have pointed out, however, plC'oblems of 
data, organization, and methods' conspire to 
make clear-cut positive findings in evalua
tion difficult to demonstrate ••• Let the 
program be assumed innocent of failure until 
prOVen guilty through clear~c"t negative 
findings. In more precise terms, we should 
t~y to avoid commiting what are called in 
statistical theory Type II errors. 

Tables A and ~ (Appendix~) report th~ findinqs 
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relative to hypotheses three and tour'. lJue to the early 

departure o:f the research, only those posttest that were 

available at the time ot this writing were included in 

the analysis of pre to postprobation score changes. Since' 

these tests numbered only thirty, the conclusions to the 

effectiveness of probation stemming from the analysis of 

these cases must be treated as tentative until the results 

of a larger sample o:f posttests . 1 d are ana Y7e • 

Twenty-two o:f the posttest sample are Prince -3e ,orge f s 

County probationers; seven from Harford ~ounty, and one 

from the Ualtimore County pretest sample. The average 

duration of probation supervision of the thirty juveniles 

is c~pproximately eight months and many were seen by their 

proba:tion officer once or twice per month :for :fifteen 

minutes to a half hour ,each', ~,~?i t. 

Table A (Appendix~) s~g?~sts that probationers 

~1 
'j 

Ii 
\i ,\ 
t~ 
f\ 
i! n 
Ij 

li 
l1 
[1 
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appeal:,' improved on five- scales olf the Jesness Inventory: 

Social Maladjustment (p •. 025), Value Orientation (p .005), 

Alienatiqn (p .01), Manifest Agglression (p .005), and 

\ Denial (p .005) .. Although probationE;!rs received lower 

Social Anxiety scores on the posttest the meaning of 

change is not clear since delinquents and nondelinquents this 

have not been :found to differ on this scale. Probationers 

h d :fl."ve Jesness Inventory scales: appear unc ange on 

Wl.·thdrawal, Repression, and Asocial Immat~rity, Autism, 

Indexc An interesting rinding is that on every scale 

except the Asocial Index the direction ot change ~s 

toward improveme?t. Although not statistically signi:ficant, 

tended to increase in the direction Asocial Index scores 

ot worse adjustment. 

Results of the Personal Opinion Study suggest 

improvement on two scales, Neurotic Delinquency (p,~.05) 

" D 1" - (p _..e .025) (Tab le_B _, Appendi x and ~sychopathl.c e ~nquency 

~). Only on t)1e seD scale were probationers unchanged. 

\ 
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SUNl--1ARY CF FINDING!§. 

We :find that about 44 perceflt of our pretest group, 

according to available data at DJS, have never been detained, 

or formally or informally handled.· We also find that 

the offenses committed by our cohort appear to mirror 

offenses of probationers (};;c:.r.oss 'the state. Moreover, the 

age characterist-ics of the pretest group are similar to 

the age distribution of probationers statewide~ We find, 

though, that our probation sample'~X\ntains proportionate.ly 

more tvhi te and females than are represented in available 

statisticS!. 

With regard to scale scores we find that regardless 

of whether they reside in Prince George's County, Baltimore 

County, or Harford County, probationers receive similar 

scores on each scale of the Jesness Inventory and the 

Personal Opinion Study". These findings suggest that 

personality profiles of delinquents are relatively con-

sistent between the three ju.risdictions. We must, however, 

treat this conclusion as tentative becasue of the small 

number OI cases represented by the Baltimore County and 

Harford County samples. 

Analysis of findings on tests of hypotheses produced 

-----~---------------
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the :following results:: 
~" " ," 

1 •. B·jJJ.cks and Whites received simila:r scores on 

eigh't scales of the Jesness Inventory, including:- Social 

Malac.justment. Value orientation, Autism, Alienation, 

f.fanifest AggrEssion, J"'ithdr'a"'al cOCl." al An " t ~.. ", w Xl.e y Denial , . . 
.2. Blacks received significantly h'igher scores 

than Whites on th 1 ree sca es of the Jesness Inventory, 

including: Immaturity (p'::=.OS), Repression (P::'OOI), 

Asocial Index (p:;: .05) $ 

Blacks .andcWhi tes:.reCei:ved· simil-ar tScores .. on the 

scales of th~_Personal Opinion Study: Neurotic pelinquency, 

PSYChopathic Delinquency, and Subcultural Uelinquency. 

4~. Probationers with no h" "t . 1S ory of formals received 

the same Social MaladJ'ustment and A 
social Index scores 

as probationers with a history of ~~rmal 
-L ... " dispositions. 

5. Probationers with no history of informals 

received the same Social Naladjustment and Asocial Index 

scores as probationers with a history of informal disposi

tions. 

6. Probationers with no history of detentions 

received the same Social Maladjustment and As6~ial Index 

Scores as probationerswl.·th a h" 
~story of detentions. 

-',' 
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probationers Wl.· th a history of probations 

received significantly 
higher Social. f.1aladju'Stment (p~.Ol) 

and Asocial Index scores (p~ .. Cll) 
than probationers 

a probation record. 
without 

8. 
were 'found between 

Significant correlations 

Asocial Index scores and 
number. of prior" detentions 

d ber of prior 
(r=.l4, p .05), an num 

formals (r= .. 14, p.:::.Os). 

Probationers w~o commit ·.9. 
serious offenses received 

. .. 1 Index sc6res 
Ma' ladJ"ustment and ASOCl.a 

the same Social . 

- .~ non-seriou $ orfenses. 
as those who comm~' 

. between sex· and Social 
10. There is, ~o' relationship' 

~~al~djU~tmen~ -~~d A~ocial Index scoreS. 

There is no ~ignificant correlation 
Ii .. 

between 

d Asocial Index scores. 
race and Social Maladj~stment an 

12 •. 1.
.s no relationship' between a There 

J'uveni Ie' s 

his Social ~lalndjustm~nt and 
age at first offenses and 

Asocial Index SCOLes. 

13 .. 

. . ess . . h'bet~een the ser10uSn 
There is no relationsl.p 

and his Social Maladjustment 
of aprobationer's offense 

and Asocial Index scoreS. 

There is no relationship ,between the number of 
14. 

and his Social Maladjust
prior detentions of a probationer 
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men.t score:. 

--'.'.' " 15. 'I'here is no relationship between Social 

t-'laladjustment scores and the number of prior probations. 

16. There is no relationship between the number of 

informals and Social Maladjustment and Asocial Index scores. 

17. !here is no relationship between the number of 

prior i~rmals and a juvenile's Social M~ladjustment and 

Asocial Index GcoreSe 

18. A Significant positive multiple correlation 

·(R=.26 i p!:. .05) was reported between ;\social Index sc:ores 

and the following variables taken together: race, sex, 

age at first contact, seriousness or offense, present age, 

number of prior detentions. 

19. there is no significant: I;'elationship between 

Social Naladjustment scores and the :following variables 

taken together: present age, sex, race, age at first 

contact,seriousness of offense, .number of prior detentions, 

number of prior probations, number of prior informals, 

and number of prior formals. 

20. Based on the outcome of the posttests, Juveniles 

\ appear better adjusted on five scales of the Jesness 

\ 
Inventory: Social Maladjustment (p~.02s), Value Orienta-

~ 
II \ 
l> 

, . 
tt ... _ ...... __ ... " .... ,,. .... , 
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tion (p~.OOS), Aliena~ion (p~.Ol), manirest Aggression 

(P:: .. 005), and D,:nial (p;!-.OOS). 

21. Comparison of pretests and posttests indicate 

that juveniles appear unchanged on five s~ales or the 

Jesness Inventory: Imma.turi ty, Autism, Withdrawal, Repres-

sion, and Asocial Index. 

22. Analysis of pre and postprobation Personal 

Opinion Study scores i.ndicate that juveniles appear 

better adjusted on two scales: Neurotic Delinquency 
-:.' 

-(p~.OS), and Psychopathic Delinquency (p~.025). 

23.. Probationers appear unchanged on one scale 

-nf .the Person.:).l Opinion Study, the Subcultural Delinquency 

scale •. 
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CONCLU S IONS AI'll). RECOi\t'fEN DA T IONS 
.' 

CONCLUSIONE' 

Through an intensive litera~ure survey and a study 

of the response pro:files of 225 juvenile probationers, 

this research project propqses to determine the value of 

the Jesness Inventory and the Personal Opinion Study 

for the evaluation of probation treatment. ~h~ literature 

review concluded that since the Jesness Inventory is the 

product o:f more thorough research thart the Personal 
. . 

Opinion Study, I Jesness' test is recommended over that 

of Quay and Pe~erson. Th~ literature search also concfuded 

that the value of' any inventory scale :for program 

evaluation is a :function of ~he scale's effectiveness in 

dif:ferentiating delinquents and nondelinquents. Thus, 

all scales o:f the Jesness Inventory, withlthe exception 
. , 

of the Social Anxiety Scale, are potentially use:ful for 

evaluation as are all scales of the Per~onal Opinion 

Study. The implication of the functional relationship 

between a scale's ability to dif~erentiate current 

delinquents and nondelinquents and a scale's value for 

program evaluation, however, is that.two scales of the 

·Jesness Inventory (Social Maladjustment and Asocial Index) 

115 
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and one scale of the Personal Opinion Study (Subcultural 

Delinquency) are more valuable than others for our 

purpose.s.. This is because these particular scales 

demonstrate a higher degree of concurrent validity for 

the separation of known delinquents from officially Q 

nondelinquents than the other scales. 

Research conducted wi.th 225 probationers attempted 

to add to our understanding of the meaning of the 

inventory scales .. ' Wi.th regard to race, we find that 

on~y on one scal~the RepreSSion Scale of the Jesness 

IQventory, are Blacks seen as substantially more 

D!aladjusted than'wllites. This finding therefore raises 

~erious questions about the meaning and value of the 

Repression scale. 

With regard, to the two scales of the Jesness Inventory 

that have greatest implications for program evaluation, 

the present ~tudy concludes that neith~r the Social 

~laladjustment Scale nor the Asocial Index correlates 

with criteria that have previously demonstrated a 

relationship to the probability of recidivism. Hence, 

there remains the important question: What do these 

scales measure. and predict? 
. " 

I 
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Based on a sample or thirty pre, and posttested 

" ~probationers, results or the present evaluation study 

suggest that the juveniles are not adversely affected 

by their probation experience. That no changes were 

observed on ·two of the three most valuable scales, the 

Asocial Index and the Subcultural Uelinquency ~cale, is 

probably not stlt'Pr:ising in view or, the ract that the 

t'requency and duration of contact between probation 

ofricer and probationers is minimized by the present 

structure of probation administration. It is not uncom

mon to rind . .:hat the probation o:fricer sees his client 

~9~.firteen minutes to one-h~lr hour during bi-weekly, 

or monthly visits. Frequently the probation officer has 

contact with the probationer no more than :five or six 

times during the seven or eight months of supervision. 

The infrequency of contact is probably due to a variety 

of reasons: large caseloads preclude much counseling; 

probation officers complain about the large amount of 

paper work; and probation officers often do not believe 

many of tneir clients are in need of psycholo,]ical counseling. 

Thus, to anticipate substantial personality change among 

probationers would not appear to be realistic. 
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If we, believe, it unrealistic to expe~t substantial 

. how, do we changes in the attitudes or probatl.oners, 

S~mple or thirty appear improved eXplain the tact that our , 

a.iii seven personality characteristics or' dimensions and 

worse off on none? One possitility is, of course, tha.t 

. treatment is a h~althY experience for many pr~batl.on 

youngsters. However, this conclusion is questionable 

t ns Fir,st, it may be that for several importan rea so • 

more appropriate for evaluating an these inventories are 

institutional program than probation because validation 

. data are l?ased on_~~stitut~~~~l studies. ~econdt a very 

h b en stressed throughout i~~o~~ant concern thata~ _ ,e " 

this study is that reliaole ev~dence of predictive validity 

of" the scales es no ex~ • do t · st· Thus, not until further 

~esearch estab~~shes the empirical correlates of changes 

in scaLe scores will the value of the Jesness Inventory 

and Personal Opinion Study be clearly understood. Third, 

the data that were used for t he since it appears that 

of these t ests were also used for t ~leir development 

validation, validity coefficients of these tests are 

questionable. Alluding to this procedure in rather stron';J 

terms, Cureton {1968:102) says: 

----------------------,~-~----
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When a validity coefficient is computed from 
the same data used in making an item a,nalysis, 
this coefficient cannot be interpreted uncritically. 
And, contra.ry to many statements in the liter
ature, it cannot be interpreted 'with caution' 
either. There is one clear interpretation for 
all' such validity coefficients. The inter
pretation is - 'Baloney'. 

Fourth, the outcome of eva~uations based on personality 

tests is questionable because an implicit assumption in 

the use of these tests is that probation treatment 

attempts to induce psychosocial change among all proba~ 

tioners. While students of corrections generally agree 

that delinquents dirrer in the reasons for their delinquency, 

it would be u njustif"ied to admini ster personality tests 

indisc~iminately across delinquent popUlations as though 

all delinquents were characterized by ;p:sryaholo9icliil prcb1ems. In 

other words, it makes more sense to pre and posttest 

delinquents ona psychological inventory when it has 

.. been established that a goal of their treatment is to 

induce attitude chan';les associated with improved social 

and personal adjustment. Implicit in this discussion 

is a principle of evaluative research: that the goals 

of treatment dif£er in the reasons for delinquency and 

the cr.iteria of evaluation differ in the goals of treat-

mente , 
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A fifth and final question about the potential 

value of these personality questionnaires involves the 

logic of their administration, i.e., the research design. 

. . t 1 r te~t posttest research de.sign, Wi th a pre-experl.men ape '" ~ .. 

-.~th certainty that/p'robation treatment one cannot state ,~ 
• 

produced changes in probationers •. 
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RECa,1HEl'lDATIONS 

DJ5 has little experience with having researchers 

gather data in the field setting. Consequently, many 

of the problerns in implementation and procedure that 

confronted this researcher were undoubtedly unavoidable. 

In the hopes that some of these problems may be avoided . 
through better planning by future researchers, the 

following recommendations are submitted: 

1. Major recommendation #34 of the John Howard 

Association Report should be implemented. That recom-

mendation is quoted belo'w: 

'As a matter of policy~ ~·managers should be 
reql ired to develop evaluation of all cur
rent programs as well as pilot testing 
results of new proQrams to be initiated • 
In addition, consultants active in the field 
should be used to pr ovide training pro
grams with the objective of developing 
effective research design, research execu
tion and data analysis techni~ues • 

This \\Iri ter believes that the most valuable research 

for DJS canl come from the Department's own research 

staff rath'2r than from any o'utside agency. Howev'2r, 

it is recommended that a consul t.ant be hired to provide 

training and guidance to agency researchers. Ideally, 

an apprenticeship program might be iI1stituted for the 

purpose of developing effective in-house researchers 
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skilled in the techniques and procedures of evaluative 

.. research .. 

2 .. ~t1ajor recommendation #35 of the John Howard As-

sociation Report sho.lld be implemented. That rec-

commendation is quoted below: 

An intra-department~l research and plan
ning advisory committee sho~ld be estab
lished, vh ich meets regularly to defind 
from time to time 'the goals and objectives 
of research as they relate to departmental 
goals and objectives. 

Such cl. committee is advised particLllarly because in-

creas42d communication between the re s.e arch' staff and staff 

of other Divisions is a desirable goal.t.vith regard to 

the lack of communication between researchers and other 

-organizational perso~nel ~-lce:achern (1968:2) says: 

Not the least of these obstacles is the. fact 
that research is presently not a standard 
tool of probation departments and, to the 
extent that it is not, there is correspond
ingly little awareness of its possibilities, 
of the role it could and should play in 
determining policy. 

~'Jh12ther or not a st anding committee is est ablished, this 

writer's strong reccmmendation is that future researchers 

not undertake field research without at least the con-

s~ltation of an ad hoc advisory committee. The advisory 

committee should be comprised of representatives from each 

. -----------------
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of the major interest gro:Jps involved with the research 

projecte The committee would assist in the planning and 

implementation of the study and would provide some of the 

j(ormal and informal support wi thout ~i1hich the project 

cannot proceed successfully. Indeed, an advisory 
• 

commi ttee might be a very efficient and ef:fec:tive vehicle 

for providing s..lpport for the researcher and the research 

project. 

3. Major reco:n:nendation #38 o:f the John Howard As~ 

sociation Report should be implemented. That reco~mend-

ation is q~oted below: 

Observation and personality inventories 
should be utilized upon completion of 
probation and aftercare to help determine 
effectiveness of not only those pro9ra~s 
b..1t (in the case of aft-2rcare) ef:fective
ness of institutional programs (e.g., 
carry-over effects of vocational training). 

In this regard the Jesness Inventory is recommended for 

future study but not the Personal Opinion Study. Analysis 

of Inventory data sho~ld proceed according to the recem-

mendations of this report or until further studies signal 

modifications. Follow-up studies of the relationship 

between scale scores and CL'i teria of p'?rsonal and social 

adjustment, including recidivism, are imper'ative. The 

~ '. . 

-, 



present study, for example, is incomplete without the 

follow-up study .. 

A~ tho;Jgh program evaluation with personality io-

struments does not produce definitive" assessment, and 

although- the results 'of the Jesness lrlventoi-y are 

questionable on a variety ~f grounds, the Department is 

advised to implement an '~ngoing t.esting program for 

several reasons. The method of personal~ty testing 

for evaluating proQr,am effectiveness is relatively in-

expensive and results in more interaction between research 

staff and probation line staff. ~lore involvem.ent of 
- ' 

researchers wi t"fl-iine ,staff is needed. The Department 
. 
cannot fulfill its legislative mandate to evaluate 

programs f.:com behind office desks. But p:robation staff 

. must be r,eceptive to research and it is th?refore sug-

gested that a prortion of "the pre-service and in-service 

training be devoted to the ne~d for and importance of 

evaluative research. Another reason for implem.enting 

a testing project stems from the fact that definit.ive 

research results froon the slow accumUlation of information 

over time. The present gaps in our knowledge relative t 0 

the Jesness Inventory and to the effectiveness of DJS 

...... -' 

programs can only be closed throogh the proces;~ of gathering 
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data. on each program in as sjl'stemat ic a way as feas ible .. 

If testing is c~ntinued in the probation s~tting, 

DJS ShO'lld issue a policy st'atement regarding the testing 

of p1:obat ioners wi thOt..lt permission of parents. In 

the course of the study, several probation of:i"'icers 

expressed reservations over the legality and morality 

of having probationers report to DJS offices to take tests 

that would be used for research purposes only. Thus the 

qJestion of comp:.tlsory testing sho..J.ld be clarified. 

4. The Jesness Inventory is recommended as an evalu-

ation tool but not. as a psychological instrunmnt for 

clinical diagnc)sis J treatment cl ~ssificat i on, screening J 

management classification, 01;' prescript·ion. The utility 

of the instrument for these latter 'func~ions has not 

be~n demonstrated. 

5. Field research should not begin without pre-

-
senting the research design to the line staff. The 

purpose of this step is not to gain permission from the 

line personnel but to inform them of the objectives of 

'the 'study and the e~plain their involvement (if any). 

There is-little reason to expect much active cooperation 

from line st aff • They are resistent or apathet ic to a 

. ' 
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project sponsored by Hheadquarters ft or they may be. 

threatened by the presence of an evaluator o~~ as one 

probation of'ficer explained, there may be unwillingness 

to assist the researcher simply because there is no 

belief in the ·potential benefits of research. 

6. At the completion of the,study the evaluator 

should make available to all appropriate par.ties the 

results of the research. 

7~Chapter II of this report contains many examples 

of' evaluation crite;cia that are ,recommended ':for_ future 

evaluation studies. However, the value of many of 

these eri teria is assured only when a reliable systelll 

of reporting recidivism is in operaticn. The passage of 

House Bill No. 1427 by the Maryland legislature has 

undermined the ability of DJS to fulfill its legislative 

mandate by stipulating that names 'of juveniles may not 

be furnished to OJS. ,Without names, DJS cannot efficiently 

evaluate programs by reci~ivism. 
" , 
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THE JESNESS INVENTORY 
by Carl F .. Jesness. Ph.D. 

This booklet contains 155 statements. Read each one. If 
you agl:ee with the statement, mark True (T). If no~ mark 

False (F). Make all the marks on the separate answer sheet: 

do not make marks on this booklet. 
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it 
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t 

There are no right or wrpng answers. It is only how you 

feel about the statement that is important. Mark either the 

T or the F for each number, even though you may not al

ways feel perfectly sure about the statement. ' 
~ I 
: I 
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577 COllEGE AVENUE, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 
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.1~ When you're in troubie, .it's b¢st to keep quiet about it. 

2. It makes me nervous; to sit still very long. 

,. I get into a lot of fights. 

.c. I worry too much about doing the right things. 

,. I always like to hang around with the same 
bunch. of friends. 

6. I am smarter than most boys I know. 

7. -It makes me mad that some crooks get off free. 

8. My feeHngs get hurt easily when I am scolded 
. or criticized. . 

9. Most police will try to help you. 

10. Sometimes I feel like I want to beat up on somebody. 

11. When somebody orders me to do something I usually 
. feel like doing just the opposite. 

12. Most people will cheat a little in order to 
make some money. 

13. A person never knows when he will get mad, 
or have trouble. 

14 • .tf the police don't like you, they will try to get 
you·£or anything. 

15. A person is better off if he doesn't truSt people. 

16. Sometimes I wish I could quit school. 

17. Sometimes I feel like I don't really have a home. 

18. People always seem to favor a certain boy 'or gid ahead 
of the others. 

19. I Dever lie. 

20. Most police are pretty dumb. 

21. I worry about what other people think of me. 

22. A person like me fights first and asks questions later. 

23. I have very strange and funny thoughts in my mind. 

24. It's hard to have fun unless you're with your buddies. 

25. I get nervous when I ask someone to do m,e a favor. 

26. If I could, r~ juS! as soon quit school right now. 

27. Sometimes it's fun to steal something. 

28. I notice my heart beats very fast when people keep 
asking me questions. 

'29. When I get really mad, I'll do just about anything. 

., 3O."Women seem more friendly and happy than men. 
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31. It is easy for me to talk to strangers. 

, 32: Police stick their noses into a lot of things that are none 
of their business. 

. 33. A lot of fathers don't seem to care if they 
hurt your feelings;' 

34. I am secretly afraid of a lot of things. 

35. I hardly ever get a fair break. 

36. Others seem to do things easier than 1 can. 

37. I seem to "blow up" a lot over little things that really 
don't matter very much. 

38. Only ,a baby cries when he is hurt. 

39. Most adults are really very nice. 

40. Winning a nght is about the best fun there is. 

41. A lot of strange things happen to me. 

42. I have all the friends I need. 

43. I get a kick out of getting some people angry and all 
shook up. 

«: Nowadays they make it a big crime to get into 
a litde mischief. 

45. It would be fun to work in a carnival or playland. 

46. My father is too busy to worry much about me, or 
spend much time with me. 

47. Sometimes I feel dizzy for no reason. 

.48. Sometimes pe'Ople treat grown boys and girls like 
they were babies. 

49. It makes me feel bad to be bawled out or criticized. 

50. When things go wrong, there isn't much you 
can do about it. 

51. If someone in your family gets into trouble it's better 
for you to stick together than to tell the police. 

52. l can't seem to Jceep my mind on anything. 

53. Ie always seems like something bad happens when I try 
to be good. 

54. Most men ate bossy and mean. 

5S. I dorit care if people like me or not. 

56. It seems like wherever I am I'd rather be 
somewhere else . 

57. Once in a whilel get angry. 

.,'" 
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'S. I think that someone who is fourteen years old is old 
enough to smoke. 

'9. Most parents seem to be too strict. 

60. If somebody does :mmething mean to me, I try to get 
back at them. 

61. You c~~ hardly ever believe what parents tcP you. 
" .... 

62. I have a real mean streak in me. 

63. I don't think I will ever be a success or 
amount to much. 

64. Police usually treat you dirty. 

65. Most of the time I can't seem to find anything to do. 

66. It's hard for me to show people how I feel about them. 

67. I often feel lonesome and sad. 

6S. I don't mind it when I'm teased and made fun of. 

69. Nothing much ever h~:ppens. 

70. A lot of times I do things that my folks tell me 
l shouldn't do. 

71. It's fun to get the police to chase you. 

n. A lot of people say bad things about me 
behind my back. 

73. I wish I wajn't so shy and bashful. 

74. It seems like people keep expecting me to get into 
some kind of trouble. 

75. I like everyone I know. 

76. Other people are happier than I am. 

77. If I could only have a car at home, things would 
be all right. 

78. I really don't have very many problems to worry about. 

79. Being called a sissy is about the worst thing I ~now. 

80. When I'm alone I hear strange things. 

81. If a bunch of you are in 'trouble, you should stick 
together on a story. 

o 82. I have a lot of headaches. 

83. Teachers always have favorites who can get 
away with anything. 

84. Every day is full of things that keep me interested. 

85. I would rather be alone than with others. 
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86. I can't seem to take ¥nuch kidding or teasing .. 

87.1 don't seem to care enough about what happens to me. 

88. I never get. mad at anybody. 

89. I i(ecp w; .. hing something e~dting wOlild happen. 

90. Policemen and judges win tell you one thing 
and do another. 

91. It is hard for me to talk to my parents about 
my troubles. 

92. I am liked by everybody who knows me. 

93. It seems easier for me to act bad than to show 
my good feelings. 

94. Too many people like to act big and tough. 

95. I am always nice to everyone. 

96. 'It takes someone pretty smart to get ahead of me. 

97. Talking over your troubles with an older person 
seems like "kid stuff." 

98. It doesn't seem wrong to steal from crooked 
S'tore owners. 

99. I would never back down from a fight. 

100. I have a lot of bad things on my mind that people 
don't know about. 

101. I ",ill do a lot of crazy things if somebo4y dares ~e. 

102. Having to talk in front of the class makes me afraid. 

103. Parents are always nagging and picking 
011 young people. 

104. Some day I would like to drive a race car. 

105. I sit and daydream more than I should. 

106. ! feel sick to my stomach every once in a while. , 

107. At home I am punished too much for things I don't do. 

108. My life at home is always happy. 

109. At night when I have nothing to do I like to go out 
and find a little excitement. 

110. A lot of women seem bossy and mean. 

111. Nobody seems to understand ·me or how I feel. 

112. Most people get into trouble because of bad luck. 

113. lam always kind. 

r 

114, Talking with my parents is just as easy as talking with 
others my own age. 

tiS. Sometimes I don't like school. 

116. If you want to gEt ahead, you can't worry too much 
about the other guy. 

117. At times I feci like blowing up over little things. 

118. I don't mind lying if I'm in trouble. 

119. A boy who won't fight is just no good. 

120. To get along all right nowadays, a person 
has to be pretty tough. 

121. I worry most of the time. 

122. If you're not in with the gang, you may be in for 
some real trouble. 

123. I really think I'm better looking than most 
others my age. 

124. My mind is full of bad thoughts. 

125. When you're in trouble, nobody much cares 
, to help you. 

. 126. Sometimes when my folks tell me not to do something, 
I go ahead and do it anyway. 

127. It's best not. to think about your problems. 

.128. I hardly ever feel excited or thrilled. 

129. When something bad happens, I almost always blame 
myself instead of the other person. 

130. The people who run things are usually against me. 

131. I ha~e too much trouble making up my mind. 

132. Most people who act so perfect are just putting 
on a big front. 

133. When luck is against you, there isn't much you 
can do about it. 

-~"" 

134. I get tired easily. 

135. I think my mother should be stricter than she is about 
a lot !3f things. 

136. I like to read and study. 

137. I feel alone even when there are other 
people around me. 

138. I'm good at out-smarting others. 

139. I always hate it when I have to ask someone 
for a favor. 

140. I ofter: have trouble getting my breath. 

141. I worry about how well I'm doing in school. 

142. For my size, I'm really pretty tough. 

1430 People hardly ever give me a fair chance. 

144~ I like to daydream more than anything else. 

14~. 'Ine only way to really settle anything is to fight it out. 

146. I am nervous. 

147. Stealing isn't so bad if it's from a rich person . 

148. My parents seem to think I might end up being a bum. 

149. Things don't seem real to me. 

150. I am afraid of the dark. 

151. Families argue too much. 

152. Sometimes it seems like I'd rather get into trouble, 
instead of trying to stay away from it. 

153. I think there is something wrong with my mind. 

154. I get angry very quiddy. 

155. When I get into trouble, it's usually my own fault. 
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__________ £~r=rmaM ................ __________________________________ ~J • 

• 

, 

1.. Th~ best teachers nre the ones \:ho arc very. easy • . 
, -

, 2" . 1 ,youid be a happier person if 1 could satisfy all r.lY parent's l-1ishes. 

3. Sometimes I yonder if I'll ever groy up. 

4. hy folks usually blame bad company for the trouble I ge~ into. \\ 

5. In this "lo~ld you're a fool l,f YO"1 trust other people. 

6. Defore I do something, I try to consider how my friends will react to it. 

7. u~ ought to pay our elected off! ci 'lls better than ,,'e do. 
~ 

8. 1 never used to stcai 11 tt:lc t'hiu6; i'n.lnJ Ule ne i ghborhood stores. 

11 G t-" •. (.',~ .... :I.-=l·LJ 11.1lve ,f! i ... <::Jl Illc 1 •. > .. ~r 6"nnc$ than 1 dcsel've j liSt: because they 
think I am a LL·':»llhlC>·'~I:'l"Ol·. 

10. I don't HVL'L'y about the future; there's nothing Fluch I can do about it anYHClY. 
. . 

11. 1 oCten ,~3Y mean things to oth?r people and then feel sorry for it af.ten-lards. 

12. l-1hcm I think I am right nohody can change my mind • 
. " 

13. I don't ~ind hurting people ~ho ~et in my way. 

1'4. 1<10st people are squares. 

15. I aM al \;oays hlirting the people I love the most. 

16. I am so touchy on sot:'e ~ubjects that I can't talk about them. 

17. You have to get the other guy before he gets you. 
, . " 

18. Host boys stay in school because the lnw says they have to. 

19. Policemen are fri~ndly and try to help you. 

20. You have to admire somebody ",'ho has enough guts to talk back to a cop. 

21. One uay I \.,ill get evon 'lith everybody who has done me dirty. 

22. I have never seen a policeman yet who cared about anyone but himself. 

23. I feel tired a good deal of the time. 

24. Peoplp sec~ to like me at first, but I have trouble keeping friends. 

25. ~1hen n "group of lJoys get together they are bound to r-ct In trouble sooner 
or Inter. . .-..... 

--26. Y()u gottn fiuht to p.:et 'vh{,lt's coming to yOll. 

27. ] never \-11 sh thll t I were dead., .. 

28. Only CI f(lol '::ml<1 f.pC'nd h1!: 1 J. fc lmrt:1nr! n 110 lIoth' \wek. 
.-",'p. ",:."-~,,,, . ," ... I~;~.: .. ,I· f ·,"" ' .. ·~r·~ . ":.?~1.'.'" t·'· ... ,;.. ,.. '''' .. ", 
,'. ~ '~-":'.,'. " . \ "-._.. . l:~; 

• 'F;" '. ".~ "0 '~t~ ... ~' 
... ~~J- . . ~ ... 

.. ....... t_ 

.... : .. " 
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29 •. i 'never worry about a thing. 
" 

30. It scer.lS as if people nrc al,{ays telling me \'7hat to, do, or hO\l to do things. 

31. I do ,.:hat 1 , .... mt to do, ,·,hethernnybody llkeslt or not. 

32. At times 1 hav,e ci. strong urr,e to do something -harmful or shocking. 
", 

33. 1 tMnk people like me as much as they do other p\':!cple. 

34. Even ,~hen things r-o right for 8\lhile 1 kno',-1 it' uon't Inst. 
'. 

35. 1 can easUy "shal:e it' off" when I do som~thi.n~ I knon is l,-rong. 

36. I never have the habit of shaking my head, neck, or shouldcrs~ 

. 37. A person i::'> batter off, if he doesn't trust· anyone. 

38 .. The best \'lay to get.ahead hi the world is to be tough. 

39. It is very important to have enou~h friends and social life. 

40. All this tall~ about honesty an~. justice is a 19t of nonsensq. 

,41. There is somathtng \rrong 1'llth a person \.:ho 'can't tal~e orders \1ithout g~tting 
angry or resentful." ' 

42. 1 am doing as much or as 'vell as my parents expect me to. 

43. ~fucn 1 see people laughing I often think they are laughing at me. 

The only ,;ray to sett.le anything is to lick the guy. 

It's dumb to trust older people. 

. 
1 just 'Can't stop doing things that 1 am sorry for l~tcr. ' 

44._ 

45. 

46. 

47. For all the things I havc done Ishol.11d have been punished more than I hnve. 

48. 

50. 

51. 

I'usually feel "lell and strong. 

1 somctimes' feel that no one loves me. 

When I \1aS going; to school 1 pl.nycd hooky qult;e, oft(;n. 

By future looks br1r.ht~ 
, , 

52. I find it h.nl'd to "drOI)" or "break with" n tn:i<md. 

53. Sometimes I tl)lnt' I \~on't live very long. 

54. 

55. 

It cloc!;l1' t mel !;ter \.Ilwt you do ns long (.IS you get your.kl c1r \; 

I wish I hactnot been such a dl snppoin't:r.le~t to my far.lI.ly. 

J. .• ~: ... ' .... -::~"('" ... f' ____ ~ .... :.:,.. "':~io;. 
'\ • '.' to • ~1~" • ...~~ 

~ f,' :'~' ::~::.;;f:. ~~.' 
,,' 

", 
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57. Everyone should be require.d to finish 'high school. 

58. I o\~e my family nothing. 

59. hy fCClil\gS are never hurt so bodlY that l' cry. 

60. The only i:7D.Y to make big Ill-oneY is to steal it. 

. , ," -. . ... 

61'. In school 1 W'as semetilnes sent to the principal for cutting up. 

" 

62._ I have nevcr been ir. tl'ouble with the lat1. 

63." The ~orst thing a person can do 1s to get C8uBht • 

64. 1 don't think I'm quite as hnppy as. others seem to be. 

65. 1 sometimes ulsh lfd never been born. 

66. A guy's' only protection is his friends. 

67" A person \-yho steals from the rich isn' t ,really a thief. 

68. I have had,a real fight.-. 
- 69. By way of doing thing.s is. apt to be misunderstood by others. 

- 70. If yeu'rl:: 'clovor enough, you can steal any.~hing and get auay \1lth it. 

7~. 'rhe average. policeman is not strict enough ab::lut the la'1. 

72. 'rhe only way. to 'get 'What you ,mnt is to take it. 

7.3. 1 must admit I find it very hard to. work under strict rules and rer,ulCltions. 

74. Success in this ,{orld 1 s a matter of luck. 
'. 

75. I h t g""t up c"'nd move around to cn 1m tliY sa 1. f dorm. 1 often get so n~t'vous, ave 0" n 

1~. 

77. 

Nobody ha~ ever· called lne "chicken" and gotten by \lith it. 

I just dou't SO,em' to get the breaks other people do. 

78. 1 f,et so angt'y that '1. usee red". 

79 •. It's hard to. get others tb like me. 

80. 1 de~'t really cnr.e uhat happcn$ to me. 
. , 

81. . No matter hOll hLlr~l I try 1 a h'ays get cau~ht • 

82. ~~ eyes often pain me. 

83. {'lomon llre only good fot' .i~hllt you Clln got, out of thclIt. 

84. 'i;y' Ufe is pretty bodnc ;md dllllmo~t of the time. 

. . 

. ...... 
~ , 
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86. The only \wy ,to maKe out is to be tough. 

87. It is hard for me to just sit stlllBnd relax. 

88. Cnco you've been in trouble, you hn'1ro't got a chance. 

89. Hitting someone sometimes 1l1C11~es mcfael good inside. 

90. Being successful usually t:l~cms having your nnme in the pnper. 

91. Even ,,'hen things go right 1 Imow it '1Onft last. 

92u " 1 'd 111co to start a I1Ot,! life so.,e~\here else. 

93. If you don't have enough. to live on, 'it's OK to steal. 

< 94.' It 1s important to thin!e al,)out \~hat you do. 

95. 1 . can out,.! t almost anybody. 

96. On roy report card I usually r,et ,somefallure lnarl{s. 
" 

,97. I, feol that 1 have of:tenbecn punished wi thout cause., .. 
96. Uhenever I'do'somcthing I shoul'drl't, it worries r.,e. 

99. It's air right to steal from'the rich because the~ don't need it. 

100. SOr.1etimcs I have stolen things I really didn't '\-lant. 

'the' abo~e 100 questions mnt<e up THE PERSONAL OPINIC1~ STUDY (Gopyright, lc)68, by 
norbert C. Quay and Donald R. Peterson). The student \1i 11 hear each stateH1::?nt, 
and then be asked to decide '~lether it is true or false, as far as he ~s concerned. 
There are no right or "1rong<tIls~'7~rs for any of the stater.,cmts; it is the stll<\(mtls 
ovn personal opinion thilt l!lattcrs. Sach boy will circle the T on the J\NS~'Ic:;t Sii~~l' 
if n stRtep~n~ seems true or mostly true. If i statcment seems false, os far as 
he Is concerned, h~ l:7111 circle thc'F on the ANS\'1E:~ SHEET. Students ,"ill b.3 asl~(:d 
to complete every item. 
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DIVISION cr COURT All) 

C()KJ1Il TY SERVICES 

-- --- ------ --

COURT PURCHASED 
SERVICES -n CARE 
- -

~---.., 

GROUP HCH:S 
'iiEY£anON AI«) 

c-~ TOOTH 

I KESl O(IICES 

elY 
r.xuJolS 

I,tdt 
h~b~ti~ 
Aftt1' c.~, 
Clir.ic,l Ser.lclt 
kr.4esic:r.thl "'o;r • ., 
Dir~slonPr~;r'tS 
routh Service tur.,us 
Purchase of Care 
Shelter Care . 
""" r:~.., .. n !/" ..... O: ~ r"sfdellCes 
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DIVISION cr 
PERSONNEL 

lectaiUng 
£aploytent 
PersOtlMl fral'lS3CtioftS 
",.,oonl1 Records 
Gtlrnrces 
Personnel Consult,tion 
Uae Sheets 

TASLE cr atGAIIIZAnOft 
MARYLAND STATE DEPARMNT cr· JUVEIIIL,E SERVIt;ES 

------~--I 
EXECUnVE' 

DIRECTION 

------- - ~--- ~----

DIVISION cr 
ADMIIIlSTRATIVE SERVICES 

BUDGET 
DEVEUPM£NT 

AND -I-

t'.\IIAGH''(NT 

PHYSICAL 
PLANTS f--

fiscal Martlges.nt 
Sudget Preparation 
AccounUng 
P~rchaslng . 
leases/Contracts 
Payroll 

ACCOUNllMi 

PURCIIASI III 

Physical Plants Maintenance 
Vendor Pay.ants 
Inventory Control 
fleet Control 

---- - - ---- ------

DIVISION cr 
SPECIAL SERVICES 

TRAINING 
A/() 

PLANNING STArf r- f-

PEVELCfI1:NJ 

RESEARCH 
VOLUNTEER A/iO - - SERVICES ANALYSIS 

GRANTS PUBLIC 
O(VElCP/o'.(HT f- ...... 

I If OOHA Tl OH 

Planning (short 1 long range) 
Prograa Evaluation 
Research 
Statistics - Data Collection 
Pre-Service/In-Service Tr,ining 
Educational Stipends 
Course Rei.~urs&lent 
library Services 
Volunteer Coordination 

and Training 
red~~a 1. ~ und Dovelopaent 

-~--~ -

DIVISION {I 

I NSll TUll ONAl SERVICES 

TRAI NIIIG 
I-- DIAGNOSnC, 

SCHOOLS 

f~ESTRY 
CAWS I-

~ntrose School 
Boys' Villag. 

OETENllOh 
CENTERS 

"d. Tralnlng School for Boys 
Hoy's forestry Ca~s . 
Karyhnd Chlidren'sCtnter : 
ThOias J. S. waxt.r Children'. Ctnt-
3O-$ed Dattntion Center 
Institutional Education S·ervlc. 
InsH tutlonal'.Cllnlcd Setdell ' 
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. 
**T,'BlE A,l: TOTAL JUVr.nIlE COURT Ct,SES DlSt>OSEO (J STftTWlf)E 

!"flJGR REASON REf£:IIIED 3Y Mil (f JUVE!IILt " 

rIsen 1912*, 

t!.a jar Reason 10 ye<lrs 1. 
16 yoars yOlJngr.:r 11 ~ears 12 ye<lr5 13 yearf :': years 15 years 11 years le years Unknown Total 

.\rSOll 22 7 15 19 26 31 26 21 3 'j 1 171 
:.C:!i~t'lt 185 152 241 452 622 750 771 714 88 176 4,157 
{uto-Thp.ft 11 13 1,9 WI 253 477 536 448 39 2'1 1,957 
aurgl~ry 173 130 239 397 555 661 760 630 86 31 3,726 
L:,rceny 102 85 18(, 3lO 476 C;'l' 5713 629 50 24 2,974 .-,.)'1 

~obt;cri' 9 6 21t ~3 89 '105 153 158 9 18 594 
Oisorder 1)' Conduct, 79 1,4 89 1)3 . 3(:0 427 ,520 518 71 29 2,230 
Sex lffcn!;c 11 'j 15 21, 21 2~ 30 31 5 3 175 
'/'lndalism 163 82 . 

117 156 222 7.22 208 157 19 54 1,400 
!;afcotics Violation 4 2 9 36 ll~ 2~9 4'/1 68a ag f. 1,614 
Gl!Je Sniffing 6 5 11 33 Ita 58 51 35 1 25

'
• 

~lcoholic Bevcraae 
Viobtion 2 1 2 2j 13 133 290 423 31 6 98~ 

~hoplifting 81 103 193 272 H6 ~61 ~67 It29 47 12 2,481 
Purse $natching 4 1 3 10 18 19 24 . 14 3 96 
rirear~,s Violation 3 8 4 25 51 71) 100 121 12 2 ~OI 
Rnc/Poss of ~tolen Goods 2 3 4 18 22 31 47 51 6 184 
Trespassing 23 24 3~ Qr 154 174 21d 241. 24 3 1,020 ,'j 

false Fire Alarm 9 " 5 9 9 4 6 8 1 54 
RUO<l\rJy 20 14 94 260 ',48 66(1 453 246 6 11 Z,218 
lr'uJncy 78 34 76 166 2ua 325 43 4 2 9 1,025 
Un:Jov!!rna~1e 119 9', 168 3U9 671 733 530 310 7 18 3,039 
:\cgl~t 494 34 52 46 56 57 , 34 22 4 9 803 
lie~endnrlCy 513 50 43 36 58 61 3~ 23 3 32 853 
Jcpend~ncy & Neglect 552 ',3 24 39 41 33 21 16 3 47 819 
t:entally lIandica!1ped 15 1 7 5 7 8 9 10 62 
Specia 1 Proceedings 16 1 1 2' 2 3 6 3 12 46 
'Jiolatio:1 of Super-

vision, Fr~bation 1 10 16 25 20 14 1 81 
Other 60 ~O 11)B ?13 402 M2 ~60 523 60 409 2,911 

lotal 2;61 9B7 1.818 3,349 5.4"4 1,I}'}5 6,1183 6.5',6 669 940 36,412 . 

* This ta!:lle docs not inc'tude the total nut:lbl1r of inforJlaland disapproved cases for Anne Arundel County since all of this information 
. could not be processed for fiscal 1977.. 

** Maryland Uepartment of Juvenile SerVices, ~Dnual Report: Fiscal Ypar 19Z3, State of, 
M-""'"l~,nri n.?Q 
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TABLE AI ** 

fllI\NliER (f HANDLING ~ASES BY COUNTY MID SEX-f!SCliL 1972 . 

~ 

formal Informal Oisapproved 

~le female Male female Male female - -Region 1. Dorchester 68 18 57 . 16 29 11 
Sooerset ~9 8 31 8 14 8' 
Wicomico 1~8 53 56 15 10 6 Worcester 105 19 21~ 67 . 19~ 95 

1-' 
Region 2. Caroline 37 27 30 5 21 9 Cecil . 99 42 129 37 148 28 Kent 45 '. 18 50 .. 16 5 ') 

Queen Anne's 65 H 35 13 8 . 1 Talbot 50 23 36 5 22 8 

" 

Region'3. Baltimore 1,240 421 1,159 ~55 3~8 86 Harford 236 111 475 178 43 15 

Region 4. Allegany 231 115 22 5 6 1 Garrett 53 24 7 22 2 
, ~ WashinrJton 302 117 8, Ii ~(l 

Region 5. Anne Arundel 803 196 723 315 293 78 
Carroll' 101 23 18· 4 62 23 . Hovard 186 51 n 21 55 31 

, .. 
RegIon 6. rrederick 120 30 87 24 lit? 42 

Hontgomery 1310 175 1472 489 152 79 

• Region 7. Calvert 69 16 85 29 10 4 
Charles 127 46 In7 75 98 ~9 
Prince George's. 2,309 693 1,583 592 1,209 ~3? 
St. Mary's 87 20 96 52 23 J 

, 
Region 8. Baltimore City 6,738 1,475 876 408 3,604 . 975 

'. . 
STATE 1~,578 ',762 7,508 2,8~5 '6,51t4 2,005 

**}ii:iryland Departll;ent of Juvenile ;:)ervices, Annual Report: Fiscal Year 1972, 1972. State of Harylanci p. 26 
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'Table A **" . .. . .:, 
, " MANnE~ or HANDLING CASES SV COUNTY & RACE"; nSCI.L ~972" 

rormal Informal 

I nf orlta ti en Information 
Caucasian tlegro Not 

Caucasian Negro Not 
Recorded RllcQrd~d 

; Region 1. Oorchester 34 52 27 ~6 
Somerset . 28 29 19 20 
Wicomico 121 79 1 50 19 2 
~!orcester 99 25 255 23 3 

Region 2. Caroline 44 20 11 15 3 
Cecil 126 14 1 . 1~3 19 ' 4 
Kent 39 24 33 20 2 
Queen Aline's 57 41 2 21: 23 4 
Talbot 35 38 32 9 

Region 3. Baltimore 1.481 115 ' 5 1.471 131 6 
Harford 290 45 12 550 , 13 30 . 

RegIon 4. Allegany 323 23 25 1 1 
Garrett 74 3 29 
Washington 375 ' 41 3 13 

Region 5. Anne Arundel 742 226 ' 31 362 89 5 
Carroll 119 4 1 22 
Howard 151 78 2, 84 8 1 

Region 6. frederick 110 :;a 2 17 34 
!-I.en tgomcry 1. 3~7 13B 1.711 250 

Reglon 7. Calvert 52 26 7 76 31 1 
Charles 119 54 176 " 86 
Prince Georgets 1.901 1.0~4 51 It5~3 609 23 
St. ~1aryts 86 21 105 U 2 

, Res10n 

,ReglDn B. ealtlmore City 1,5Q9 ~,~20 2. 19~ 30,8 910 66 

STATt 9,358 6,664 2.318 7,155 2,463 153 

. " .. ~. 

Caucasian , 

21 
10 
13 

261 

23 , 

155 
10 
1 

17 

380 
44 

6 
4 

~4 

" 112 
82 .j 

76 

i~~ 
14 

111 
1,011 

11 
., . 

1, Z58 
" 

4,076 

• 

. 

.. 
". 

Disapproved 

" Information f 

t:ot Negro l1""I\~A"A 

19 
,12 

3 
22 

1 
13 8 
11 
2 

13 
,j 

>, 

48 6 
9 5 

1 

t:; 

r 11 ' . 

2 . 1 
10 

~ 1 

35 ' 1 
553 22 

12 3 
. 

. 
3,176 H5 

4,032 193 

• This table docs flot i nc,Judf.ll tlh9P.~' ztotal numb, er of informal alld dl!;~pproyed 0:,o5 tor Ann. Arund8,1 County since Ill, of thh information could ' not be processed for flsc<I ,. ."." 
*II- lIaryland Depart~lrmt 0 Juvenile Services, Annual Report: Fiscal Y~ar 1912J 1972. .:lcate of l~aryla.nd p. 21 . 
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TABLE A' ** 
" , . 

TRAINING SCHOOL AND FORESTRY CAMP ADMISSIONS 

FISCAL YEAR COMPARISONS 

1971 - 1972 

School Fiscal 1971 Fiscal 1972 

Maryland Training School 
Commitments 872 498 
Detentions 655 759· .. 

Montrose . ' 

Commitments 308 402 
Detentions 362 437 

Boys' Village 
Commitments 311 420 
Detentions 173 535, 

Victor Cullen . 
Commitments 

. 
299 481 

Detentions - . - 112 

Forestry Camps 
Commitments . (348)· (288)· 

--
- . 

; ,- . -
: 

Totals 2,980 3,6.44 

• Forestr Cam y p Transfers not J..ncluaea J..n total 

" . 

% CJ:1ange 

- 42.9 
0+ 15.9 

+ 30.5 
+ 20.7 

+ 35.0 
+ 209.2 

+ 60.9 

- ,17.3 

+ 22.3 

' .. ** Maryland Departn:ent of .juvenile Servi'ces, Annual Report: Fiscal Year 1972,.' 
1972. Sta;te o:f Nary1and. p. 35 . ./;,:" 

• ',t-

Maryland 

Center 

. TABLe; B ** 
DETENTION CC:NTC:R Am·iISSIONS 

FI·SCAL Y~~;R COMPI'.RISONS 

. _1971 - 1972 

Fiscal 197 Fiscal 

Children's Center 1,263 1,355 

tvaxter Childrenfs Center 3,389 2,776 

Totals 4,652 4,131 

**~!arylan:i Uenartl;\8nt of Juvenile .:)er.vices, ",nnual l{er:lor~: 

-1972. State of z.t.aryland;p. 35 

1972 0/ C;:hange to 

+ 7.3 
I 

- 18.1 

- 11.2 

l'1_ sc a.L i e lU'l \)( Co.J 
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DESCRIPTION OF JESNESS INVENTORY S~rU.ES 

1. Empirical Scales: SM,VO,Imm 

Social Haladjustment (SM) 

Social l:'aladjustment is a broad syndrome. . One' conspicious 
characteristic of social maladjustment is a amrked tendency 
toward negative self-conceot. The delinquent is hostile, 
distrusts authority, blames others for his ~roblems but o' 

maintains, probably unrealistically, a positi~e evaluation 
of his parents. Members of the criterion group of aijudicated 
delinquents presumably have de~Dnstrated the characteristics 
asso~iated with the concept of social maladjustment. 

Value Orientation (VO) 

Many 0:' the items on this scale were develooed according to 
Walter Y.dller's descri"tion of lower-cla.ss calture, including the 
trouble, luck, and thrill motifs; fear c.lf failure; gang orientation; 
tongness ethic; and desi~e for early adulthood. Social class was 
estimated by a rating of fathers' occupations and those items 
which showed a significant relationship uith social class were 
selected for the test. 

Immaturity (Imm) 

The Imm Scale measures the extent to which individuals fail to 
display attitudes that are tyoical and expected of their age 
group. The itens on this scalw were selected from a list of 
itens which have shown to iiscriminate between age groups in a 
non-delinquent sanple. 

2. Cluster Analysis Scales: Au, Al, NA, rid, SA, Rep, Den 

Autism (Au) 

Upon examination of items of this cluster scale,. one may suspect 
the face validity of the scale.,J'h.e heterogenity of items conflicts 
with the i.iea that the s~ale is desi.gned to predict 'some hOr.logeneaus 
criterion. Indeed, such is sometimes the nature of cluster analysis. 
Jesness describes the orocedure in the manual~ 

Cluster analysis, as described by TYron (1955), determines 
areas of correlat:i.on al'!on:.:; a ero..:.o of items without the 
asslffi'Jtion::larie in most factor-anal'rtic techniques of the 
existence of un·jerlyinr; 'true' dimensions. The method seeks 
clusters of key items which are highly intercorrelated but 
in~let')endent from one cllster to another. The cl~ster then 
forms the basis for a scale of intercorrelated items. 
(1966:11; also Tyron, 1958: 3-5) 
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nle content of the Autism Scale indicates that the high scorer 
vlews himself as intellip;ent, self-sufficient, good-lookine, and 
tc)ugh while sirr.ultaneously exp:-essing concern over hearinG thin;:;s, 
concern over his sanity, a concern for fears. 

Alienation (AI) 

Hip:h scores on this cluster scale in iicate the lack of trust in 
relationships with others, oarticularly with atlthority fieures. 
Moreov"'r, high scorers are critical of others and. Drob~':Jly Iro~ect 
their critical feelings onto others. Also, the alienated individual 
tends to deny the existency of proolerr.sw1thin hirr.self. 

Manifest Aggression (It.A) 

High scoring individuals are conscious of and made/uncomfortable 
by feelings of hostility and an~er. Manifest AggreSSion means 
simply the preception of unpleasant feelings ~,d discomfort 
concerning the presence and control of feelings of anger

G 

Wi thdrawal (Wd) 

Jesness (1958:14) describes the high scorer as an inditriiual W:10 

ft ••• perceives himself as depressed, dissatisfied with himself, 
sad, and misunie!'stood. Although preferring to be alone, 
he feels lonesome. He sees others as poorly controlled, is 
displeased by their aggressive behavior, and feels that fighting 
is bad." 

Social k-udety (SA) 

High scorers on this cluster scale feel and [J.cknOl-lledr-e nervo".lS 
tension a:n1 s'3lf consciousness. They view the:::selves· as sensi.tive 
to criticism ani '...mrhlly shy. A few of the items of this scale 
Bugp,est a self-bla:o.in3 orir;ntation. This e;haracteristic sets the 
Social Anxiety Scale a-::>art from the Alienat,ion Scale (bla:"'linp; 
others) an1 aoart from the Repression Scale (:lon't bla'7le an:,"one). 

Repression (Rep) 

High scoreI'S .jo not admit to, or are una.oJare of,. feeling of 
anger, dislike, 0:' rebellion. They are 3.lso u.ncritical of 
themselves ann others. Jesness aSS1.llileS that the defense 
mechanism res'J.lt;ing in a' high score on ·t.he Rep Scale is that of 
unconscious exclusion. 

1.55 

,. 

3. 

'Denial (Den) 
Deni .. 1 Scale are more conscious ~han . 

Attitudes measured by the a1 ~ Hi~h scorerssu~nress crktical 
those raeasured by' the Re.., Sc t ethOughts about others. Conseq'lently, 
judge!nent and. avoi~ unnl~~!anDeni~ Scale areur:willing to adnit 
those ~mo score hi~h on 
to family conflict. 

Discriminant F~ction Scale: AI 

Asocial Index (AI) 
kn as discriminant function and 

The statistical proce(du~ 1~;n188)determines the Inventory 
developed oy Fisher 1?3o : I d - The statistic and procedure 
score la.;eled the Asockal. ~ e~ distinguish better than a.ny 
are described as t~ose.wh;c croups on which cornmon measure
other linear functkQn oetween g 
menta are available. 

According to Jesness (1958:17): 
°ble to take into account the 

The statistic makes. i; poss::- f'or differentation provii:d 
relative amount of k~ormatkon d to combine the informatkon 
b the ten Inventory ;,cales, an . 
1 f the inter-correlatkons. making use a 

. . A .a1 Index score is most clos:ly. 
Jesness olaims that the .so~: of delinquency. His stat~st~cs 
related to and mostdPred~c~~'~ts ~oro correctly classified as 
demonstrate that Sup 0: ~ J6 ~~rdin~ to their Asocial 
delinquents or non_delknqQents ac_ .~ 

Index Score. 
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APpg:m IX IX 

M.A. Thesis (Langan, 1974) Research Findings 
on Select Jesness Inventory Scales. 

Table A. Computations for T Test of Significant l"!ean 
Differences Between Age-Standardized Jesness 
Inventory Scores by Status 

Table B. Signtficant ~'!ea.., Differences (t test) Observed 
betwelen Age Standardized Scores of Study Samples 
on Selected Jesness In~entory Scales 

Table c. computations and Results of t tests for 
Significant ~1ean Differences between Age
Standardized Jesness [nventory Scales by 
Racial Groups in Study S&~ples 
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TA8l~..:.~. COl1putations for t-Test or Significant Mean Dirf erences between Age
Standarcized Jesness Inventory Scale Scores by Status 

; , 

" . 

.. ' 

. '. _ . 
. ' , 

Status 

Grendel's Grave 
Sample 

Probation 
Salllple 

Boys' Village 
Sarlole 

SM 

,. r s 

40 '67.17 10.31 

40 60.38 10.01 

40 71.60 1l.01t 

Jesness Inventory Scales 

va 1::1:1 AT. 

II l' s II I s " i 

40 61.60 7.77 4Q 53.28 12.02 40 64.52 . 
. " 

40 54.25 8 .. 60 40 51.23 10.22 40 61.55 

40 61.62 8.81 40 51.22 11.06 40 72.48 

. " . 

" .. 
lABlEJL. 'Significant I>.ean Differences ,< t-Test) Observed .t!tlieen Age Standardized 

Scores of Study Sa;tples on Selected Jesness Inventory Scales 
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AI 
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61.)"5 
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level of Significance 

.,01 
'(TwG-tailed Test) 

~Ol 
; (Twa-tailed Test) 

.0005 
(One-tailed Test) 

.001 
(Two-tailed Test) 

.001 
(Two-tailed lest) 

.01 
(Two-tailed Test) 

.0005 
(One-tailed Test) 
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, " 'TABLEC • Computations and Results of t-Test fer Significant Mean 
Differences t:etween Age-Standardized Jesness Inventory 
Scales by Racial GrouDS in Study Sa:ples ' 

-
.' . 

Scale Status Race 

SM Probation 8 
Sall~le W 

SH , ~oysl Village B 
Sa!r.de 'W 

va Probation 8 
SaMple 'Ii 

VO ..!oys' Village 8 
Sa::!cle 'J 

Jq Pro=~tion B 
Sallole W 

III eoys' Village a 
Sa:n.,le ',/ 

,.II Probation 8 
Sa=ple W 

AI Boys' Village B 
Sa:l!ple W 

~Not Significant 

, : 

: . 
" 

. ' . " 

, " 

.,' , ; 

, -
" 

" 

" , 

11 1 

9 56.55 
31 61.36 

26 72.85 
H 69.00 

9 52.65 
31 54.63 

26 58.00 
14 51.23 

9 55.71 
31 57.23 

26 60.1i 
14 51.23 

9 61.55 
31 60.87 

26 72.01 
1ft. 73.38 
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DEPARTMENT OF" '.JUVENILE SER,VICES 

63f4 WINDflO'l MILL Po.'\o 
ROBERT C. HILSON. uIREC'T'OR 

. "3ALTlM,,~:e:. MAP,YLANO '!t207 301.265~6400 

Slot. of Morylalld 

NOTICE; TO PAR8NTS OR GUARDIANS OF CHILDREN PLACED 
ON PRQBATION OR PROTECTIVE SUPERVISION 

Juveniles placed on probatit)n or protective supervision will be 
given two personality tests a.t an office of the Department of 

,Juvenile Services. These tests will be given at the 
, l)eginning' of probation and 'chen again at the end of probation 
supervision. The purpose o:f the tests is to determine what 
attitude cbanges occur 'when Juveniles ar,e p'laced on probatic:'in. 

'T'£'STING LASTS ONE HOUR. You may send your child to whicheve;;..' 
office is more convenient for you. your child is to appear ' 
at either~' ", ~4LAYJ::~ 

, (Suick dealer 
.' C!n ~the corner) 

4817 Silver Hill Rd.' ~ 
(located in a small ~ ® 41W 
shopping center across ~ . .r--~ 
from a Red Barn. E:xi t "r<!~ ~J' !-/!> '«''\1 
34W frc:n the Bel tvJ.'3.y) ~I ':>. t\\;D ~~~.,. 

Telephone: 735-5600 SU,TiJ ~''''''-'=-~ 
Day and Time: Monday 7:00 
Date: 

·OR-

4320 Hamilton st, Rm 105 
(located 1/2 block,~ 
from intersection 

~L~I). 

~~. 
~~I '§ 

..J~'A?; ~ 
...;;.r\~ ~ 

~ ~ 
~ 
~ of Ht. 1 and Alt. 1) 

,.telephone: 779-1610 
Day and 'rime: T'uesday 

7:00P.M~ 

, , '. -r.-,f:-1':"-... - ....... ~ ......... -JI- EASi-WE:5'r lIy ~ 
HYArrsVILlt::~~~ ----~ 

kNfIt.l'O."il ~~ 
(Railr.Oad-~-r.lrAtn 

'Date: 

Bridge) / . \.Y 
If for some unavoidable reason your child cannot appear at the 
designated ti~e and place, please notify Mr. ~atrick Langan for 
'resch~dulingG Mon. thru Fri. during the day - (301) 265-6400 x64 

Mon. evening 6-3 f.M. - 735-5600 
Tues. evening 6-8 P.M. 779-1610 

',61 
" \.1 • 
1\ 

" 

.-
j' 

t' 

',' 

I , 
, \ 
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• 
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APPENDIX XI 

Background Information' Schedule 

---_ .... - .. -..-..--
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FACE SHEET (Probation and Protective Supervision) 

NAME: A:3E: ' DOB : --------------------------------- ---- ---------SEX: . RACE: 
ADLmES~" : _________ ~------:,------ HT: '. WI: 

" 

COURT: P.o. : ----- ----------------DATE OF PH2-TE5T: ---- DATE CR POST-TEST: ----"""""-" DATE OF DISFOSIl"ION: REASON: ---- ------------------------NOTES ON TREATMENT: 

GRADE IN SCH)OL: SCHOOL "DHOP OUT"..:..._ 
AT TIME OFAUJUDICATION, LIVIN:-; ~..,rlITH:(Check One) 

MOTHER MOTHER ,; STEPPATHER BOTH PAImNTS 
;,'ATHER F ATHEi'( . & STEPMOTHE l", FOSTSR HCrJiE 
OTHER (~xplain) ____ _ 

SIBLINGS: I'lU!'vIBER gROTHEHS A 3ES ---- -----------
ORDER ,OFBI~TH IJ\~ P1\i\HLY 

PARENTAL SfA'l'US: {C~eck One) 

OTHER FAMILY 
(Rr::Lt\TIVES) 

SI'':TERS 

LIVIN3 TOGETHER r>10'IHE'R DECEA~';ED FATHER DECEASSD 
PARENTS SEPARA':"ED PARENTS OIVOf<':ED PAUENI'S UNl\'I!\l~RI~D - -aOTH DE(;EAS ED OTHEJ< (Explain) _________ " _____ _ 

EMPLOYMENT: Fl\THER 
FULL TIME 
PART THiE' 
UNEMPLOYED 

r>iOTHER 
FULL TIr·1E 

- ·PART TIME 
tJNEMPLOYEU 

RECEI ilIN.3 PU8LI:: ASSISTANCE 
EMPLOYMENT ":;LASSIFIC'\TION: 

FAT!-fER 
Pl{OFEs..S I CoNAL 
SALES 
CLE'RICAL 
SKILLED 
UNSKILLED 
OTi-mR ------FAMILY INCOME ('::heck One) 
UNDER -;3,000 
53,000-$4,999_ 

HOUSING: PUBLIC HOUSINS 
HEILTH Pl~OBLEiVlS: " ,-------, 
PRIOR 'X>NTACTS: 

tvrOTHER 
PRO FESS IC"N A L 
SALES 
CLERICAL 
SKILLED 
UN9< ILLED 
OTHER 

$5,000-$7,999 OVER $10,00Q 
$8,000-$9,999= 

OTHER RI.'NTt\L O~'JNERSHIP 

--------------- ------------uA.TE R!':ASON 01 SPOSITION 

--------------- ------------------~---- -------DATE RE!\ffiN DISPOSITI-DN 

------- --.---------J.)I\TE REJ\~N DISF-OSITION 

--------------- -------------------1.>l\'I'E DISPOSITION 

.'" .. -
DRUG USE KN(J~m: ______ _ 
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,DIRECTIONS FOR VOLUNTARY. Tt:STING PROJECT 

Address: The Chesapeake Building 
305 West C~esapeake Ave 

Towson 
Bottom Floor, Room L-25 
(Free parking is available in rear of building. Use 

side door to enter building.) 

~irne of ~esting: 9 :00 h.M;· to 10 :00 A.M. 

, , LU 

I~ 
·TOW50;/ 

COJa. rHO u ~;€ 

J~ . 1.-------------------------' C i-I E SA PE A.'-:£' 
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APPENDIX XIII 

Exit Interview Schedule 
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EXIT INT~RVI3W SCH3DULE·- JU~~ILE PROBATIONSR 

Juvenile's Narnel~ ______________________ ~ ____________________________________ __ 

Probation Officer ________________________ _ 

1. Describe your relationship with your Probation Of£icer. 
Unsatisfied_ Satisfied txcellent_ 

----------------------------------'-----------------------------------

2. Describe the extent of invQlve~ent with your Probation Officer. 
a. Counseled at school? ____________________________ . ________________________ __ 

b. Counseled at home?~~~ __ ----------~------------__ ----------------------c. Counseled in the office? ________________________________________________ __ 
d. Elsewhere?, ____________________________________________________________ ___ 

3. InvobJ'(ment · .... i th other treatment· orogra.:''lls? 

. a. 'Groun Treatment?~ __ -----------------------------------------------------b. Volunteer Horker? ______________________________ _ 
c.. Other Referrals? ____________ .,.-__________________ _ 

4. Do you feel that you have benefited frON your probation? (Relationship with par
ents, school attendance, employment, grades, etc.) 
~---l: .... ~ ____ , _____________________ • __________ _ 

s. ~fuat suggestions do you have to improve our services? 
etc~) 

6.: What.are your feelings about the Personality Tests: 

, . 

161 
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APPEi'lDIX XIV 

Age, Race, and Sex Characteristics 
of Probat ion Cohort ' 

~·'·TaoTe·'~~· 'To:tal N~mber of Probationers. Pretest.ed .. at the 
~_'"'' ~ __ ~'yattsvl.lle Office by Age, Sex, and Rac~ .July -6' 

1973-December-,10,.-l-973~ ... __ .... _ ...... ' 

Table B. 
- •• ~-- ••• ~.,,~..- ..... -~ - ...... '" ......... > 

Total Number of Probatl'oners P retested at the 
";:)uitland Office by Age, Sex, and .~ace, July 6, 
1973-December 10, 1973 

Table £. Total Number of Probationers 
_""' .... , Bel Air Office by Age Sex 

Pretested at the 
and ~{ace, J~ly 6, 

---'" -1973-December 10',.1973 ~ .. ,_ ' 

Table D. Tota~ N~mber of Probationers Pretested at the 
Baltl.more County Offices by Aqe S , ex, ar~.d Race, 
July 6, 1973-December 10,1973-

Table E. Characteristics of pretest~d r<laryland Probationers 
by Age, Sex, and Race, ~uly 6, )973-D,?c. 10, 1973 

168 



--.-.I:::.~ __ .. , .. 4' ~ 

AGE 

---rO--'"'' 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

TOTAL 

PERCENTAGE 

" 

R 

'<+-. ,......_ ....... ' • "~'"'''''''' .,.~ ••• 

TABLE A -
TOTAL NUMBER or PROBATIONERS PRETESTED AT THE HYATTSVILLE CHICE 

......... -£ ....... ' .. 

'~ 

-C 
0 
1 
7 
8 
11 
14 
14 
3 

59 

64 

8Y AGE, SEX, AND RACE 

JULY 6, 1973 - DECEMBER 10, 1973 

........... ~ t-:-mr-Al ~-.... ~-.. -~~-... -"" 
8M MALE if BF 

_'-0- .. -- "" ,. ' .......... ·"'0---'· 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 

~ 2 0 0 
2 9 0 1 
0 8 2 0 
5 16 5 0 
1 21 4 0 
4 18 2 1 
0 1 .. -. 0 

,.~-
._. __ 0_. .. - ... , ........ -

19 78 13 _. 2 .-.. - .. 

20 8~ 14 2 

1.6.9, 

TOTAl ~.~ .. 

fHt4tE TOTAL PERCENTAGE· 
-----" .. ... -.-

0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 2 2 
1 10 11 

'2 10 11 
5 21 23 
4 25 26 

"3 21 23 
-.- 0 .. - .3 3 

15 93 100 ---16 100 

- --~.~;~ .... '~.-"'_-:'w-"_ ~ . 
AGE 

---1-1-- ,. 
12 
13 
14 
15 

. 16 
17 

~·,~-18 ... ,.. 

-·~·TOTAl- . 

. PERCENTAGE 

; 

! 

I 
~ 

TABlE-.a. 

TOTAL NUMBER Of PROBATIONERS PRETESTED AT THE SUITLAND OffICE 

8Y AGE, SEX, AND RACE 

JULY 6, 1973 - DECE~BER 10, 1973 

TOTAL TOTAL 
~~,. . 

aM MALE \tof Sf' FE~A LE TOTAL 

.·1-.-- -- 0 1 0 0 0 1 
2 0 2 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 1 7 3 2 5 12 
10 5 15 4 1 5 20 
12 6 18 0 2 2 20 
5 4 9 0 0 0 9 
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

36 .. . 17 53 7 5 12 65 

55 26 81 11 8 19 100 
. 

o 

• 

110 

-.. 

. 
PERCENTAGE 

2 
3 
0 

18 
31 
31 
13 
2 

100 

'" 



TABL£~ 

TOTAL NUMBER Of PROBATIOHERS FRETESTEO AT THE BEL AIR OffICE 

BY AGE, SEX, AND RACE 

JULY 6, 1973 - OECE~'BER 10, 1973 
---_ ..... .-,- --- --~ ... ~ -, _ .... - _. -" ,~.-..... *-...,.- ......... - , .• ,< - -.-....... ~ .. - ... --~ - --- .... - ... ---- .. ~-. 

TOTAL TOTAL 
_ ... _.~GE wM J~ .-- MALE. .'tf ___ __ Bf_ ,-.fE/o'.ALE -TGTAl- - - PERCENTAGE ........ .. . 

12 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 
13 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 7 
14 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 
15 1 1 2 2 0 2 4 14 
16 6 1 7 1 0 1 8 27 
11 13 0 13 0 0 0 13 ~6 

TOTAL 21 ~.? <- -~ -" 23 .- __ .. 6 o. 6 29 100 

PERCENTAGE 72 7 79 21 0 21 lCO 
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AGE 

11 
12 
13 
l~ 
15 
16 
17 -
18 

10TAL 

PERCENTAGE 
-

.' 

\ ( . 
t 

TABLE.E.,. 

TOTAL NUMBER Of PROBATIO~ERS PRETESTED AT THE BAlTO. COUNTY OfFICES 

BY AGE, SEX, AND RACE 

JULY 6, 1973 - DECEMBER 10, 1973 

TOTAL TOTAL 
~ 8M MALE "If Sf fEMALE TOTAL 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

0 a 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

2 0 2 1 0 1 3 
1 0 7 2 0 2 9 

12 a 12 2 0 2 14 

6 1 7 2 0 2 9 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

29 2 31 7 0 7 38 

76 5 81 19 0 -19 100 

172 
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PERCENTAGE 

3 
0 
3 -
8 

23 
37 
23 
3 

100 

., 
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AGE 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

TorAl 

PERC£fHAG£ 
. -

hf.! 

1 
1 
4 
8 

16 
29 
44 
38 
4 

145 

64 

TABLE E -
CHARACTERISTICSCf PR[TEST[D MARYLAND PR()B~ T!OIlERS 

BY AGE, SEX, AND R~CE 

JULY 6, 1973 - DECEMBER, ~973 

TOT.:l 
TOTAL BH ~t;lE hf Bf H~!:\LE 

0 1 0 0 0 1 'Z 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 2 10 2 1 3 1 17- 7, 2 9 11 40 13 1 14 14 58 7 Z 9 9 47 4 1 5 1 5 0 0 0 
40 185 33 7 40 
18 82 15 3 18 

TOTAL PERCENTAGE 

1 0 
2 1 
5 2 

13 6 
26 12 
54 24 
67 30 
52 25 
5 2 

225 100 
I 

100 
.-~-
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APPENDIX XV 

Family Background Characteristics of Probation Cohort 

Table A. Distribution of Responses to the Question: 
At the time of Present Adjudication, with 
Whom was:;>the Probationer, living? 

Table B. Distribution of Responses to the Question: 
What is the marital st atus of the probat ioner' s 
parents? 

Table c. Distrib~tion of Responses to the Question: 
How many siblings does the probation:!r have? 

174 
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,TABlE.a... DISTRIBUTION If RESPONSES TO THE ~UESTION: 
AT THE TI~IE Cf .PRESENT ADJUOICATION, WITH 
WHl}i. ',-;i,S THE P~OBA HOilER LIVl NG? 

RElATIVE 
ABSOLUTE fRCUENCY 

LIVI NG WITH fRE·}UEriCY (PC:,={CEtn) 

Mother . 55 24.4 
father 11 4.9 
Mother & Stepfather 17 7.6 
father & Stepmother 8 3.6 
Both Parents 107 47.6 
foster Home 3 1.3 
Relatives 11 4.9 
Other 2 .9 
Unknown 11 4.9 

TOTAL 225 100.0 

175 
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lABlE..1i. DISTRIBUTION Of RESFGNSES TO THE CUESTIO~: 
WHAT IS THE !-t.\iUTAL STAIUS Of THE PROBATlONERS 
I'ARENTS1 '. 

·RELATIVE 
ABSOLUTe fRE,JUENCY 

PARENTAL STATUS fREJUE!ltY (f'E,~WIT) 

. living Together 111 49.3 
Parents Separated 24 10.7 
Mother Deceased 5 2.2 
Parents Divorced 49 21.8 
f ather Deceased 12 5.3 
Parents Unmarried 1 .~ 
Both Deceased 1 • 4 
Other 1 .~4 
Unknown 21 9.3 

TOTAL 225 100.0 

. . 
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TABlE£. DISTRIBUTION Cf !IESf'OiiSES TO THE QUESTION: .. 
HOW MANY SIBLINGS DOES THE PROBATIONE~ HAVE? 

I REl.HIVE 
ABSOLUTE fR£i.lUENCY 

NUMBER Of SIBLHGS fRCJUENCY (PERCENT) 

0 6 2.7 
1 23 10.2 
2 35 15.6 
3 48 21.3 , 41 18.2 
5 23 10.2 
6 14 6.2 
7 or more • 23 10.2 
Unknown 12 5.3 

TOTAL 225 100.0 
* ~ 

MOOE HUMBER (f SIBLINGS IS 3 • 
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APPENDIX XVI 

History and Nature of DelinQuency of Probation Cohort 

Table A. History of Delinauency: Number of Prior Detentions 

TTable B. Hist-;-ry··-of~·Del.inc"tletlcy:~ Nl.lmber~of Prior Informals 

Table C. History of Delinquency: ,'~umber of Prior Formals 

Table D. History of D~lincuency: Number of Prior Probations 

Table E. History of Delinquency: ~{umber of Prior Insti tu
tion-al-Commi tments ~-- . - .. - --'---' 

Table F. Description of Probation Cohort by Age at First 
Contact 

Table G. Description of Probation Cohort by Types of 
Offenses Committed 

Table H. Description of Probationer Offenses ~YLR~tirig 
of Seriousness 

. 178 

' . 

TABLE~. HISTORY (f DELIUQUENCY: NUMBER Cf 
PRIOR DETE~TIONS 

NUHBER or PRIOR ABSOLUTE 
O[TENTIONS fREQUENCY 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

_ •.... 6 .. ___ <_. 

7 
8 

RELATIVE 
fRE0UENCY 
(?~RCE.tiT) 

TOTAl 225 100.0 

"'179 

. . 



fABLE.!!.. HISTORY or DELINOUENCY: NUMBER Of 
PRIOR I ti" ORM:; LS 

REt/\ lIVE 
NUMBER or PRIOR ABSOLUTE fREJUE//CY 

I If ORMAlS fRfJUENCY (PERCEiiT) -. .....".."..,...- ~-. .;' .. 
0 H6 64.9 
1 51 22.7 
2 14 6.2 
3 8 3.6 
It 2 .9 
5 3 1.3 
6 1 .4 

== 
100.0 TOTAL 225 

.~_ ~_.- .. A" 

" 

, 
. ~~'~~'" 
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.' 

HISTORY Cf OELINQUENCY: NUMBER or 
TA8LE.J;.. PRIOR rUR~lAlS 

'.- RELA TIVE 

hUMSER or PRIOR ABSOLUTE fRE·)UENCY 

FOR~LS F REOUENCY (f'ERCEflT) 

146 E4.9 0 
48 21.3 1 
14 6.2 "~"··~·z· 

8 3.6 3 
3 1.3 

" 4 1.8 5 
1 .4 6 .4 _':'"'-".u:J<,"' 7' 1 -- 225 100.0 . TOTAL 

L • • 

.." 
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TABLE"£'. HISTORY Of OarrCUENCY: NUf,mER Of 
PRIOR PROBA HuNS 

RELATIVE 
NUl-lBER Of PRIOR ABSOLUTE FR(JUEtjCY 

PROBATIONS fRE'JUEIlCY (I'ERCEiIT) 

,. -~'·-O·····~··~··: 
..:-....,.... ........' ..... '~ •. '-r:o 

187 83.1 
1 30 13.3 
2 3 1.3 
3 5 2.2 

,-, .. " 
TOTAL 225 100.0 

" 

'. 

182 
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lABlE E.; HISTORY 11' OELItOUENCY: NUM3ER or PRIOR 
- INSTITUTIONAL CG{.'Nl rW,ENIS 

ABSOLUTE 
NUMBER or PRIOR fREGU£NCY 
usn TUlntAl C0t.'HilHENTS 

o 
1 
2 

" TOTAL 

213 
9 
2 
1 

225 

R(L:o. TIVE 
f RE:JUErlCY 
(PERCENT) 

94.7 
4.0 
.9 
.4 

100.0 
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I 

TA8l~. DESCRIPTION or PROBAIION COHORT BY 
AGE AT fIRST CONTACT 

RELATIVE 
ABSOLUTE FRfJUENCY 

AGE f fWJU£NCY (P£RC£NT) 

10 10 4.4 
11 13 5.8 
12 10 4.4 
13 27 12.0 
14 40 11.8 
15 46 20/, 
16 \6 20.1t 
17 Z9 12.9 
18 2 ,.9 
Unknown 2 .9 

TOTAL 225 100.0 
• MEAN AGE AT fIRST COiHI\CT IS APPROXWATELV 14~ YEARS. 

184 
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,TABlE.2,.. DESCRIPTIGrI or PROBATION COHORT BY 
"TYPES Cf CHEtiSES CCf.'l<i1 TTt!) 

RElATIVE 
ABSOLUTE r R tUUCiC'{ 

TYPE Of (ffEIiSE fRE!)UENCY (FERcEri'[) -
Arson ; 1 .• ,4 
Assault 20 8.9 
Auto Th\~ft 17 T.6 
Burglar)' 50 22.2 
Larceny 21 9.3 
Robbery 8 3.6 
Sex Offense 1 .~ 
Vandalism 2 .9 
Karcot.ics Violation 33 14.7 
Glue Sniffing & Other Inhalents 2 .9 
AlchQlic Beverage Viol~tion 2 .9 
Shoplifting 14 6.2 
Firearms/and Deadly \~eapons Viol. 4 1.8 
Trespassing 1 .4 
Runaway 15 6.7 
Truancy 4 1.8 
Ungovernable 19 8.4 
Other 8 3.6 
Heglect/~~lful Abuse 1 .4 
Violation of Supervision 2 .9 

iOTAl 225 I lOO.O 
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TABLE H. OESCRIPTIDrl Cf PROBATIONER OCff.HSES 
- BV RAllNG Of SERIUUSIIESS 

RELATIVE 
ABSOLUTE FR[-}UENCY 

(HENSE rRE~U£iiCY (PERCENT) 

Not Serious 
.. 122 54.2 

Serious·· 103 1,5.6 

tOTAL 225 100.0 

-, - .:. 

-Includes offenses in .... hich the probability of formal handling is less 
than 5()~: larceny, Disorderly Conduct, Sex Offense. ~andalism, lial:coti7s 
Violation, Glue Sniffing and Other lnhalents, Alcohollc Beverage Vlolatlon, 
Shoplifting, Trespassing, Runaway, Truancy, Ungovernable, other 

··Includes offenses in which the probability of formal handlina is 50% or 
greater: Arson, Assault, Auto Theft, Burglary, Robbery, rurse Snatching, 
firearms or Deadly 'tieapon Violation, Receivinglf'ossession of.ltolen Goods, 
False fire Alarm, ,Neglect, 'ili lful Abus~ or Cruel, frea tment, ~epend~ncy -
lack of Ade'lUate l.are, Dependency and Neglect, "'entally liandlcarr eLl , Adult 
Contribution hen-support, Special Proceedings, Violation of Supervisionl 
Probation/Aftercare 

186 , 
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APPENDIX XVIr 

Table A. Computations for Analysis-or-Variance F test 
of Jesness Inventory Pretest Scores 

Table Be Jesness Inventory Scale Data for Analysis-or
Variance: Pretest Sa~ple 

Table C. Personal Opinion Study Scale Data ,for Analysis-· 
o:f-Variance: The Pretest Sample 

Table D. Computations :for Analysis-or-Variance or Personal 
Opinion Study Pretest Scores 

" 
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Table~. Cocputations for Analysis-of-Variance of Jesness Inventory Pret~~t Scores 

, 
Scale SUII of S.-;uares Oegrees of Freedom Estimate of Variance F 

Total 21297.36 N-l=2Z~ 
rAaLE~. Jesness Inventory SCile Data for Analysis of Variance: Pretest Sa~ple 

~M Between 257.22 k-l=3 ,- .. 85.74 .90· 
Within 21040.14 K-k=221 95;2 

~ ~ -~ '" . - - - - . ~. . 
Total 22108.47 N-I=224 

VO Between 254.55 k-l=l ~ -. .8~.85 • 85· 

PROBATION SAMPLES 
SCALE MEASURES TOTAL 

Hyattsvi lle Suitland Harford Co. Balta. Co • 
Wi thin 21853.92 N-k=22l 98.88 

I 
Total 17235.44 N-l=224 

Au Between - -- 64.07 '·.4~ - - .-- k-l=3 __ .. -~ , 21.35 .27· 
\/i thin 17171.37 1-1",,=221 '77.69 

Total 28889.05 N-1=224 
IIDIN Between . . - 335.98.",~. , __ k-1=I _____ . ,_ .~ __ ,_Jll.99._._~. .• 86· 

Within 28553.07 N-k=221· 129.19 

Total 20256.33 H-l=22~ 
Al - ~ . , Between 209.66,,_ -~~ k-l=3 --- 69.88 .77· 

-,." -- -----., 90.70'---- -Wi thin 20046.67 K-k=221 

Total 22538.2 N-l=224 
MA -- Between -.. , 258.46 .-, -~ .• ~-k,...1=}_ 'O'4~ __ ,_~ __ ~ ___ ?6_.~5__ __~ ~_. .85· 

Within 22279.74 K-k=22l 100.81 

Total 72126.52 H-l=224 
'lid --.- -B~tween _ ... - 2434.72 "" k-l=3 ,~,.~.-. . .. -'-- 811.57 ~ ,- 2.57* 

,.' SUI of Scores 5637 3809 1768 2223 13437 SH ~1eans 60.61 58.60 60.97 58.50 59.72 No. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 
SUI1I of Scores 5001 3429 1626 2083 12139 VO Means 53.77 52.75 56.07 54.82 53.95 
1'10. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 
SUI: of Scores 5056 3521 1618 2054 12249 Au Means 54.37 54.17 55.79 54.05 54.4!i No. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 
SUII of Scores 5139 3535 1568 1966 12':08 bll Means 55.26 . 54.38 54.07 51.74 54.25 
1'10. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 

~-
SUII! of Scores 5359 3634 1699 2209 12901 Al Means 57.62 55.91 58.59 58.13 57.33 No. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 

"'ithin 69782.81 K-k=221 315.75 

Total 24484.23 N-l=22lr 
SA - Between . 52.24 .., .. , "'" , . k-l=3 ~ 17 .. 4} .15~ 

I 

I SuS! of Scores 4641 " 3244 1524 1975 11384 
~:A "'.eans 49.90 49.91 52.55 51.97 50.59 flo. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 

Within 24431.99 H-k=221 nO.55 

Total 8380.47 N-1=224 

I 
Den Betlteen 267.41 k-l=3 89.13 2.~2* 

Within 8113.06 K-k=221 36.11 

Total 29224.16 ti-l=224 
Rep : Between . .~ 583,,05 k-l=3 - 194.35 

" 
1.49· 

Within 28641.11 N-k=221 129.59 

Total 26116~96 Ii-l=224 
AI Between 281 .. 79 k-l=3 93.93 ;80* 

SUlD of Scores 4279 3385 1563 1995 11222 Wd Means 50~85 52.08 53.9 52.50 49.87 
110. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 
SUnI of Scores 4110 2933 1318 1694 I(}J55 SA Means 44.19 45.12 45.45 44.58 44.68 No. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 
SUII of Scores I 4538 3145 1362 1744 1078Q Den ~leans 46.86 48.38 46.97 45.89 47.S5 Ha. of Cases 93 65 29 3B 225 

Wi thin 25835.17 N-k=221 116.90 
to--

·Not Significant 

Sum of Scores 4947 3408 1439 1873 11667 Rep ~1eans 53.19 52.43 49.62 49.29 51.B5 No. af Cases 93 65 29 38 225 - .. -

'" .. - .. ~ 

Sum of Scores 5847 3991 1747 2287 13872 'AI "'!/lans 62.87 61.40 60.24 60.18 61.65 
1'10. of Cases 93 65 29 38 225 

c.-, 
I" 
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SCALE 

ND 

PO 

SeD 

TA,9lE..c.... Personal Opinion Study Scale Data for Analysis of 
Variance: The Pretest Sa~ple 

MEASURES 
PROBATION SAMPLES 

Hyattsville . Suitland • Harford Co. : Balto. Co. 
~Ull of Scores 1109 . 771 325 374 ~leans 11.92 11.86 1l.21 11.33 No. of Cases 93 65 29 33 
SUI! of Scores 1105 674 330 429 I~eans 11.88 10.37 1l.38 13.0 110. of Cases 93 65 29 33 
SU!!I of Scores 1.313 9H 387 464 Means H.ll 14.06 13.34 14.06 No. of Cases 93 65 29 33 

... '" 

190 

TOTAL 

2579 
11.72 

220 

. 2538 
1l.54 

220 

3078 
13.99 

220 

I: 
I 

.\ 

c 

l 
.\ 

JASlE-E-w COmputations for Analysis-of-Variance of Personal Opinion Study Pretest Scores 

Scale Sum of Squares Oegrees of freedom Estlmate of Variance f 

Total 7l2B M-l=219 
.18· 

NO Between 18 k-l=3 6 
Within 7110 H-k=216 32.9 
Total 14005 "-1=219 PO Between 171 k-l=3 51 .89· Within 13834 ~16 64.04 
Total 2760 H-l=219 

.34· seD Between 13 k-l=3 4.33 
Within 2747 N-k=216 12.72 

·Not Significant 
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APPENDIX XVIII 

,Table A. Comput at ions and Resu 1 ts of t Tests of 
Significant r'~ean Differences between Age

-St-andardized Jesness Inventory Scale 
scores by Race 

Table B. Computations and ~esul ts O.t Significant i'lean 
Di.fferences between Personal Opinion Study 
Scales by Race (Raw Scores) 
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---- --~-'-- --- --------- ------- ------

~ioI VO Imm 
---- -- -- ----- ----- - - ---

aLA CKS ' ... 111 TES BLACKS 'WHITES -r-· -- ~- --

82. 59.39 54.~9 53.80 

79 10.04 8.83 10.21 

:ean ~O. 

.0. 8. 
----~---

t .973 .466 

-.01 Significance Lovel 
··.001 Significance Level 

BLACKS 
--

57.41 

11.40 

I 2.191 

-- - -

'flHITES 

53.39 

11.19 
• 

iA8l£~. COMPUTATIONS AND RESULTS or 1.T£$TS or SIGNIfICANT MEAN 
DIffERENCES BETWEEN AGE-STANDARDIZEO JESNESS INVENTORY 
SCALE SCURES BY RAC£ 

SCALES 
----------- ----

Au Al MA Wd 
- ------

SA 

BLACKS \>iIlI rES BlJ\CKS Mll rES BLACKS Im1i[S WICKS \-Iff I YES BLACKS ~IHI rES 

55.04 -;4.27 58.51 56.95 50.59 50.60 51.98 51 .. 76 43.41 45.02 

8e74 8.77 8.73 9.74 10.11 10.04 11.57 10.66 8.74 10.85 

.543 1.077 .000 .118 1.08 -

.,\ 

Rep Deil Al 
BLACKS Im1TES BLACKS I,,'HITES BLACKS WHITES 

59.00 ~9.96 ~7.76 46.50 63.82 60.60 

10.69 10.60 8.97 12.04 9.54 10.90 
•• • 5.24 .798 2.022 

,. '" 
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TABLE~. COMPUTATIONS AND RESULTS or SIGNIfICANT .M£AN 
DIrfERENCES SElHEEN PERSONAL OPINION STUDY 
SCALE BY RACE '(RAW SCORES) 

SCALES 

rID PD SCD 
BLACKS ' .. /III TES SL.iCKS WHITES BLACKS 1,ItH YES 

mean 10.10 12.08 11.'t8 11.55 13.52 14.05 

S.D. 5.68 5.78 7.71 8.07 2.78 ~.92 

• t 1.735 .059 1.05 

• • 10 Significance level 
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APPENDIX XIX 

Table A. Percent of Cases Handled Formally in t-Iaryland 
Between 7/72 and 6/73 

Table B. Percent of Cases Formally Handled in Prince 
George's County between 7/72 and 6/73 by 
Offense Category 

195 
. , 

(fHHSE CODE 
-

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
08 
09 
11 
12 
13 
g 
15 
1,6 . 
17 
18 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
30 
31 
32 
40 
50 
51 
60 

...9.L 
IOIAl 

, I 

,TA8lE.A_ PERCENT {f CIiS[S H;NOlED fORfA;'UY III MARYlAND BETwEEN 
7/72 - 6/73 

.~.n 

CASES 
(JfENS[ DESCRIPTION fORI·j\L IhFOR~lAL DISMPP~OVlO 

=-
Arson 122 36 47 
Assault 2632 618 1807 
Auto Theft-Unauth. Use 1346 161 289 
Burglary-Bre.aking + Entering 2973 443 550 
Larceny 1362 660 932 
Robbery 386 16 39 
Disorderly Conduct 518 361 1442 
Sex Offense 92 35 64 
Vandalism 556 321 654 
Narcotics Violation 817 543 667 
Glue Sniffing and Other Inhalents 146 48 128 
Alcohol Beverage Violation 152 254 338 
Shoplifting 735 1043 1143 
Purse Snatching 86 5 8 
fire Arms or Deadly Weapon Violation 272 65 99 
Receiving/Possession of Stolen Goods 116 53 64 
Trespassing . 206 340 306 
false fire Alarm 65 6 17 
Runaway 795 600 697 
Truancy 382 391 508 
Ungovernable 1525 769 900 
Other (Specify) 740 561 1389 
Neglect Wilful Abuse or Cruel Treatment 596 37 83 
Dependency-Lack of Adequate Care 962 26 67 
Dependency and Neglect 666 25 108 
Mentally Handicapped 62 2 5 
Adult Contributing 59 3 17 
Non-support 22 0 0 
Special proceedings (specify) 64 ~ 1 
Violation of Supervision, Probation, Aftercare -11_ --L 2 

18588 7441 12,921 

196 

TOTAL Pl~WH fOlil'::ll 

205 59.5 
5057 52 
1796 75 
3970 75 
2954 46 
441 87.5 

2387 24 
191 48 

1531 36 
2031 40 
322 45 
794 19 

2921 25 
99 87 

436 62 
233 50 

1352 15 
88 74 

2092 38 
1281 30 
3194 48 
2690 27.5 
716 83: 

1055 91 
799 83 

69 90 
79 75 
22 100 
69 93 

-1L. ....2i_ 
33950 481., 
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Table.fl.. Percent of Cases formally Handled in Prince George's 
County Between 1/72 and 6/73 by Offense Category . 

- ". 

Offense 
Violation of Supervision 
Robbery 
Purse Snatching 
Burglary-Breaking + Entering 
Aut~Theft-Unauthorized Use 
Sex Offense -
Receiving/Poss. of Stolen Goods 
lilrceny 
Runaway 
Truancy 
Ungovernable' . 
fire Arms or Deadly ~eapons Viol. 
Assault 
. VandaliStll 
Glue Sniffing and Other Inhalents 
Arson 
Disorderly COn9uct 
Shop li fti ng 
Harcttic . Violation 
Other (Specify) 
Tresspassing 
Alcohol Beverage Viol. 
false Fire Alar~ 

t,+ ' 

/, 
1 )1 

II 
rl 

."', --~ ~ '~-.-

Co.lIplaint <i 
JO 

Code formal 

S!J 100 
06 e4 
15 75 
ott 69 
03 68 
08 61 
17 52 
!1.) 45 
21 ~4 
22. 43 

. 23 43 
16 39 
02 37 
G9 36 
12 36 
01 34 
01 26 
l~ 26 
11 25 
24 25 
18 16 
B 10 
19 0 

191 
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APPEI~DIX XX 

Table A. Matrix of Correlation Coefficients 

Table B. Analysis-Of-Variance Test for Significance 
of l\Iul tiple Correlati.on of Asocial Index 
Scores and the follotl/ing Variables: Race, 
Sex, Age at first contact, Seriousness of 
'Offense, Present age, :-lumber of Pr lor 
probati·ons, .iumber o:f Prior Informals, and 
Number of prior detentions 
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Table~. MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFrlCIENTS 

" ..... 
:' .' .. ' 

, " 
, . , 

, t' 

, I 

I 
" 

" 
--------~--~----~-----------------------------------71~}----------------------~--~----~----------~------

SEX RACE 
• ! 

. "GElsT SERIUS I • 
! ' 

, , ,! i ' 
'I' i ,----,----~-----~~...:.--

PRE SAG .10000+01 -~87q31-01 •• (6399-n1 ,.~8797.no -~17S86-01 
SEX" ,", .. 87~31 .. 01 ,.101')00+01 -.4819'l-01. ~S4H26-o.1 ... 310S9+00 
R} C F. , ___ --=.~1~~ 19 9,-:--7,0-;:;1:-_--=, tH~ 1 9 4 - QJ __ ......;' .~1L.:~1 (1 0 0 + n 1 ~ ~ Z flJ_;L':.!U - • ~~lll ~-=JJ 2 

'-,;r;; ( I ':i r- , S :37 '1T+ (J 0 , .-5'" II 2 r-!J S • 4 7 U 3 3 - 0 I ~ 1 000 f) + () '~1 -_.L9 6 S I:} S .3" tl~2-~.:...----.....:..-.--.,---------
SER1U5 -~17S86~Ol ~,31059.nO •• 93179-02 ~6S8S3"02 .100UO+Ol 
DETENT -.llJfJlllI+OO· .11618+01). .1189R+OO -d879d+OO ... 993Ul-01" 

__ PI-tRJ:"'f~\I'))I';I~ M ._~i!5_1'/JJ-.:::.!~ 11 ::. 7LZVt-'O?-'!..-,--+.-POOl . • I {)6J~_:Dl .. i.?.h..LZ~lt.QO ~-,,_?_;l!1 P,B,~o..~~_· _________ __. __ ,,---------
, ., • ,., n 'I S - 0, - ~ :l ... 1 3 1 66'" () 0 - • 36 L1 t 7 + (1 [) ... 29 3 ~ 1 - 0 ! 

F () H rl A L - , 11311 7 9 .. 0 1. - • 1 7 11 L,j 1 -+ 0 0 .; .23 'D 9 - n 11, ' .. ~ 3,* 1 ,11) + 0 O. .. • 28 '\ S 7 - 0 2 
, I ~ 7,_~ ___ ._.:.~ t Ii ~ ~ .. _ci, : g ~ • 1 U 3 B II + D IJ • I:l 2 2 9 8 - f,lll' ... 3 f.i H 9 2 - 0 t • 5 3 2 0 0 - 0 1 

. __ .=... • .0...[\ ~.2 11,'i:-:- 9) • .LO 6 i3 9 ,+ Q 0 L~.t+-L!{J..: (j I -" £I_IV S,'l::O",=2 _______ ~----:___.----

. __ ~~ ___ . ·.+--I ~I l_. --.:-,"---"' __ " __ ~_,_ ',' 

!'j, I l 
n. . D~T(NT 

VAR I ABLE FORMAL ..- 5!1 A t '1'~--·J--+·-------
PRE SAG - • ~ 3479 - 0 1 '- • b 1.1 2 9 'i - (J 1 ,;p I i 050" 0 1 i -. 1 00'80.00 .. '~ 3 a 5 U 9 - 0 1 .' m :1 a Ii 7 S - 0 1 

PROB~T INfORM '. 
. ".' , . 
,~ .. , . 

" 

t., . 
\,' 

," 
5 E ;( .. • 1 7 4 !; 1 + (J II • 1 1I :3 0 0 ... O:..:;U~_-=--o l'l~-l AbO 11 .. Q 1 i ~ l' 1 biB'" 0 0 'w • 1 2 1 7 9 ... 0 0 - • 7 l lOS - 0 1 

·t1li;"C';"'F--. ------·-.'-'2 111-39" 0"';;;'1---".'-"6 2-7. ,ni-=- a 1 '. ~ 1 m, Be? ... 0 if'_..!_U ~3JL±.Q,O '.l-~QJ, ~.=.o 1 -, U.J. (, !?..!.P.QI.t......:-__ • ____ ~-
Po. GeiST ... .3 'll.) 0 +.0 0 - • .3 U A 9 2 - 0 1 • 3 6 ! Ii 2 - 0 1 I ... 1 b I .9 0 ... U 0, ... 2 6 1 7 't ... 0 0 " .... .3 b 't 1 7 + 00 
5 F. R I II r; - ;. 2 ~ 'It r; 7 - 0 2 • 5 3 2 lJ li .. n I .. q 6 9 3 5 4 .. 0 2 ~ - • 9 9 3 t) 1 ... U 1 , - • S 3 11 0 ~ - 0 2 ',- II 2 (, .3 2 1 - 0 1 
OETi::IJT .511~11+!JU .'l?.1-.2b-!Jj .13'/9n+ooii ' .10000+Ul .l'HOO.OO .15305+00 

~ --rrR Q tl /II T • 6 to n If 'l .. U lJ • Y b 2 :3 lJ - 0 1 • 1 tfu'iff.+--orJ:' •. ? ~ 1 D Q.±.!,lJ1 __ ' _ .. .lOOP U.!.O J ___ ,-}5> 8 21.+ 0 OI.L __ _ 
I i'~ F 0 r~ M " . • 2 ~ [1'1 'i ... no. 7 U S 6 3 - 0 1 • R 9 H 7 S - 0 1 ; • [5 3 0 5 ·H1() • 2 S 8 2 7 ... 0 0 ' ,. 1 0 0 0 0 .,. 0 l 
f()RHAL e 10000+01 .219JO-Ol .00367-01! .50811+,00 .66BI.{~+OO .2I1Q9"1+00 
S '" • 2 r 9 J r] .. 0 1 • ion 0 ll ... U 1 • 70 U ZB + 0 f) , • 9,2926" U 1 • If 6 2 3 0" 0 1 • 1 0 5 6 3 - 0 1 
AT - c~ ~-;Tnl:f6j - 0 1 • '1fTiJi'B+"'Q 0 • 1 f.HH)TF+-o-r; • r 39 9.Q.-!..QJl ' • I 4Jl.'!~ • 8..iJil.? -:~OL.jJl-.,.;.-_;..,.lt-_:_----
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fable .!... Analysis-of-Variance Test for Significance of 
~IlJltiple Correlation of Asocial Index Scores 
and the following Variables: Race, Sex, Age 
at first contact, Seriousness of Offense, 
Present Age, fluaaber of Prior probations, 
ftu,ber of Prior Informals, and Number of Prior 
Detentions 

Source O.f. Sum of Squares Nean Sauare f Proba~ 
Mean 
.Repression 
Error 

. 1 
8 

216 

• 65054 + 06 
.17508 + 0Zt 
.23715 + (Jj 

. ' 

.85094 + 06 . 

.21885 + 03 

.10979 + 0 

200 

.19933 + 01 .04068 
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APPENDIX XXI 

Table A. Results 'of Dependent Sa:llples t Test :for 
Significance of Pre to Posttest Score 
Changes on Jesness Inventory Scales (N=30) 

Table B. 'Results of Dependent Samples t Test for 
Significance of Pre to Posttest Score 
Changes on Personal OpiniQn Study Scales 
(N=30) 
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Scale 
SH 
VO 
11M! 
Au 
Al 
HA 
Wd 
SA 
Rep 
Den 
AI 

Table~. Results of Dependent Samples t Test for 
Significance of Pre to Posttest Score 
Changes on Jesness Inventory Scales (N: 30) 

x Difference S. D. t level of Significance (one tailed test) 

-3.03 , 7.~5 -2.19 .025 
-5.2 8.81 -3.18 • DOS 
-1.33 8.20 -1.53 Not Significant 
-1.63 8.46 -1.04 Hot Significant 
-3.63 7.18 -2.72 .01 
-4.23 7.43 -3.07 .005 
-2.97 9.71 -1.64 Not Significant 
..It. 10 11.75 -1.87 .05 
- .26 9.31 - .15 Not Significant 
6.4 10.01 3.~4 .005 
.43 7.31 1.05 Not Significant 

1-' 
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Table • .! ... Results of Dependent Sa~ples t test for 
Significance of Pre to Posttest Score 
Changes on Personal Opinion Study Sca~es 
(It:: 30) 

Scale x Difference S. D. t level of SiQnificance (o~e tailed test) 

to -1.76 4.79 -1.98 .05 
PO -2.07 5.19 -2.14 .025 

. SCD - .66 3.90 - .92 Not Significant 
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